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RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Historic Resources Board (HRB) provide comments on the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) Cultural Resources Chapter for the Stanford University
Medical Center Facility Renewal and Replacement Project and forward comments to the Planning
and Transportation Commission (P&TC) and City Council.
BACKGROUND
/The Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC) comprises the general area between Sand Hill
Road, Vineyard Lane, Quarry Road, Pasteur Drive, and including Welch Road and Blake Wilbur
Drive. The area is zoned Medical Office and Medical Research (MOR) and Public Facilities (PF).
The applicant is proposing the demolition of the existing Stanford Hospital and Clinics (SHC),
construction of new hospital buildings, renovation and expansion of the Lucile Packard Children's
Hospital (LPCH), reconstruction of the School of Medicine (SoM) facilities, and construction of a
new medical office building near Hoover Pavilion to meet State mandated seismic safety standards
(SB 1953) and to address capacity issues, changing patient needs and modernization requirements.
The renovation and expansion project, which would be constructed over a 20-year horizon, would
result in a net increase of approximately 1.3 million square feet of hospital, clinic, and office space.
The Draft EIR for the SUMC Project was published on May 20,2010, commencing a public review
period through July 27,2010. Comments on the Draft EIR may be submitted in writing or orally at
any of scheduled Planning and Transportation Commission (P&TC) hearings, City Council hearings,
an Architectural Review Board (ARB) meeting on July 1,2010, and this HRB meeting. Additionally,
comments can be submitted in writing at anytime during the public review period to Steven Turner,
Advance Planning Manager, City of Palo Alto Planning and Community Environment Department
and via electronic mail at Stanford.Project@cityofPaloalto.orgby 5:00 p.m. on July 27,2010.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The comments on this chapter should be focused on whether the information presented in the Draft
EIR adequately covers the environmental impacts that could result from the proposed SUMC Project.
The meeting is not meant to provide a forum for dialogue about the project merits, but to be

opportunities to collect comments on the Draft EIR to ensure that it adequately describes the
environmental impacts of the Project

Cultural Resources
Cultural Resource impacts are addressed primarily in Section 3.8 of the Draft ElR. This section of
the ElR is based primarily on the report titled Cultural Resources and the Stanford University
Medical Center Facilities Renewal and Replacement Project (Attachment B), prepared by Stanford
University and a peer review of that report prepared by Architectural Resources Group, Inc.
(ARG)(Attachment C).

Significance Thresholds
Based on significance thresholds determined by the City of Palo Alto, the SUMC Project would
result in a significant cultural resource impact if it would:
•

Cause a substantial adverse effect (as defined in CEQA Guidelines section I5064.5(b» on an
historical resource listed or eligible for listing on the National and/or California Register, or
listed on the City's Historic Inventory;

•

Eliminate important examples of mitior periods of California history or prehistory;

•

Cause damage to an historic or unique archaeological resource as defined in Section 15064.5
of the CEQA Guidelines;

•

Disturb Native American human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries;

•

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource 6r site or unique geologic
feature; or

•

Directly or indirectly destroy a local cultural resource that is recognized by City Council
resolution.

Key Impacts and Mitigations
The following impacts have been identified as significant (S); however these impacts can be
eliminated through mitigation. The mitigation measures developed for each of the impacts are
identified below.
•

CR-2: Impacts on prehistoric or archaeological resources (S).

•

CR-6: Impacts on prehistoric and/or archaeological resources and human remains (S).

Mitigation Measureo CR-2.1: Construction staff training and consultation.
•

CR-3: Impacts on human remains (S).

Mitigation Measureo
•

CR-3.l: Conduct protocol and procedures for encountering human remains.

CR-4: Impacts on Paleontological resources (S).

Mitigation Measureo CR-4.1: Conduct protocol and procedures for encountering paleontological resources.
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•

CR-6: Cumulative impacts on prehistoric and/or archaeological resources and human
remains (S).
Mitigation Measureso CR-2.1: Construction staff training and consultation;
o CR-3.!: Conduct protocol and procedures for encountering human remains.

•

CR-7: Cumulative impacts on Paleontological resources (S).
Mitigation Measureo CR-4.l : Conduct protocol and procedures for encountering paleontological resources.

Significant and Unavoidable Impacts
The following impacts have been identified as significant and unavoidable (SU) even after
implementation of mitigation measures:

•

CR-l: Impacts on historical resources (SU).

•

CR-5: Cumulative impacts on historical resources (SU).
Mitigation Measureso CR-l.l: Manually demolish structures at the Hoover Pavilion site;
o CR-1.2: Prepare HABS documentation for the Stone Building complex;
o CR-I.3: Distribute written and photographic documentation to agencies;
o CR-I.4: Prepare permanent interpretive displays/signage/plaques;
o CR-I.5: Implement protection documents for the Hoover Pavilion.

Note: The Significant and Unavoidable Impacts section above treats historiea1 resources (the Stone
Building complex and Hoover Pavilion) collectively as a single entity consistent with the historical
resources discussion format in Section 3.8 of the Draft ErR; therefore, the section above states that
historical resources will be impacted by the Project in a manner that is significant and unavoidable
(SU) even after implementation of the five cited mitigation measures. However, when the Stone
Building complex and Hoover Pavilion are considered separately, as they are on page S-56 of Table
S-4 "SUMC Project Summary of Impacts and Mitigation Measures" included in the Summary
chapter of the Draft EIR, then only the Project impacts on the Stone complex, namely the proposed
demolition of the building, should be deseribed as both significant and unavoidable because
mitigation measures CR-I.2, 1.3, and 1.4 would not reduce the impacts of demolition to a less than
significant level (SU). In contrast, while the potential impacts on Hoover Pavilion from adjacent
construction activities would be significant without mitigation (S), these impacts would not be
unavoidable because, as stated on page S-56 of Table S-4, mitigation measures CR-l.\ and 1.5,
when implemented, would reduce adjacent construction impacts to a less than significant level
(LTS).
DISCUSSION
Seven potential historic resources within the SUMC Sites were evaluated in the assessments
prepared by Stanford University in 2007 and ARG in 2009: Governor's Avenue, Hoover Pavilion,
Nurse's Cottage at Hoover Pavilion, 701 Welch Road, 703 Welch Road, 1101 Welch Road, and the
Stone Building complex (including the East, West, Core, Boswell, Grant, Alway, Lane, and Edwards
buildings).
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The Cultural Resources chapter of the Draft EIR is being reviewed by the HRB at the request of the
City Council. It will be helpful for the City Council and Planning and Transportation Commission to
hear from the HRB, especially regarding the conclusions and mitigation measures for the Hoover
Pavilion and Stone bUilding.

Hoover Pavilion
Both studies found that the Hoover Pavilion meets condition of criterion 3 as exemplifying the
distinctive characteristics of a pre-World War II hospital and appears to maintain sufficient integrity
for listing on the California Register of Historic Resources (CRHR). The Hoover Pavilion is
considered to be an historical resource for purposes of the City's CEQA analysis. None of the
buildings in the SUMC Sites, including the Hoover Pavilion are listed on the City of Palo Alto
Master List ofStmctures on the Historic Inventory.
SHC plans to renovate the existing Hoover Pavilion structure for use as a medical office and clinic
building while preserving and enhancing the historic art deco character of the building exterior. The
Draft ElR concludes that no significant interior spaces remain intact from the period of significance.
Exterior demolition will consist of the removal of additions made after the main building was
completed in 1939 and alterations to support ADA access and life safety as required by code. The
historic character of the building's exterior will be enhanced by removal of air conditioning units that
were installed in window and door openings, and consolidation of rooftop mechanical equipment
that is currently placed piecemeal on the building's rooftop terraces. New mechanical equipment will
require placement on the rooftop in the location of the demolished additions. These enclosures are
minimized in height and recessed from the parapet edge of the building, so as not to be visible from
most ground-level vantage points. The design intent is to feature a simple, neutral colored screening
material to allow the mechanical enclosure to blend in with the surroundings.
The exterior northeast stair located within the two-story open recessed stairwell above the historic
entry will be removed and the stairwell will be enclosed with the addition of storefront glazing where
none currently exists. The prominent second-floor Art Deco railing at the stair landing between the
third and fourth floors will be moved behind the new storefront glazing. The newly enclosed former
stairwell space would become occupiable interior floor space for the 3rd and 4th floors. The
northeast stair is not required for exiting andcurrentIy does not comply with ADA access. The new
exterior storefront glazing treatment at the face of the building above the historic entry will be
similar in seale to the historic multi-story obscure glass wall enclosing the original elevator shaft on
the northwest elevation of the central tower element (facing Quarry Road). The intent is to create a
simple modern multi-story glazed storefront that will be clearly differentiated from the Art Deco
character ofthe historic entry. The terra eotta surrounds and distinctive concrete reliefpanel as well
as the historic entry will be preserved.
The "bump" at the end of the northwest elevation that faces Quarry Road (originally the portecochere) will be retained. The fire escape above the "bump" is not a contributing element to the
historie fabric ofthe building; however, it is necessary for exiting. It will be reconstructed to support
ADA and life safety as required by building code. The design intent is to provide a eode-compliant,
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minimally detailed exterior stair that will visually recede from the existing facade.
The original Art Deco entry canopy on the northwest elevation facing Quarry Road will remain and
be repaired to address seismic safety compliance with OSHPD3 requirements. The historic windows
throughout Hoover Pavilion will be retained or replaced to match the existing historic windows in
style and appearance, consistent with the Secretary of the Interiors Standards for Rehabilitation of .
Historic Buildings. A survey of the condition of all historic windows is in progress and the
conclusions of the survey will be reviewed by the City. The existing modem metal windows at the
ground floor of the northwest elevation will be replaced with compatible wood windows.
It is staff's opinion that the Hoover Pavilion renovation project described above would require

review by a qualified historic preservation consultant under the Secretary ofthe Interior's Standards
for Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings and approval by the City of Palo Alto. The historic
preservation consultant will evaluate the conclusions on page 3.8-20 of the Cultural Resources
chapter of the Draft EIR that the exterior modifications of Hoover Pavilion would retain significant
character-defming features and eliminate non-historic elements; therefore, would have a less-thansignificant impact on the historic integrity of the building. The Hoover renovation component of the
SUMC Project will be reviewed by the HRB under a separate cover.
Construction Mitigation
Mitigation measures CR-l.! and CR-l.5 would reduce potential vibration and construction-related
impacts to the Hoover Pavilion resulting from demolition of adjacent sheds and storage facilities,
impacts from falling construction debris, and impacts from movement of heavy equipment to a lessthan-significant level. Mitigation measure CR-l.5 requires implementation of the Stanford Hoover
Pavilion Protection Documents prepared by ARG (Attachment D) that provide specifications for the
treatment and protection of the Hoover Pavilion during SUMC Project construction activities that
could damage the historic fabric of the building including the installation of protective covering of
certain exterior surfaces and the removal, cataloging, and storage of selective historic elements.
In addition to the proposed renovations to the Hoover Pavilion, a new 60-foot, 60,000 square foot
medical office/clinic building would be constructed on the northwest side of the Hoover Pavilion and
a new 60-foot, 1,085 space parking garage would be constructed on the southwest side of the Hoover
Pavilion. These structures would be shorter than the Hoover Pavilion, which is 65-feet tall without
rooftop appurtenances and 110 feet tall to the highest point of the rooftop appurtenance. The medical
office building would be sited between Quarry Road and the Hoover Pavilion and would partially
obstruct views of the Hoover Pavilion from Quarry Road.
The Draft EIRconcludes on pages 3.8-20 to 3.8-21 that "the proposed Medical Office Building and
parking structure would be in close proximity to the Hoover Pavilion; however, significant
viewswould be retained and many non-historic buildings are in the surrounding area. And therefore,
the changes to the surrounding setting resulting from these two new buildings would not result in an
adverse, material alteration of significant characteristics and would result in a less-than-significant
impact."
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ATTACHMENTS

Cultural Resources Chapter from the Stanford University Medical Center
Facilities'Renewal and Replacement Project Draft EIR.
Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Center Facilities
Renewal and Replacement Project, Jones, 2007
Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resource Evaluation and
Peer Review, ARG, 2008
Stanford Hoover Pavilion Protection Documents, ARG, 2009

Attachment A:
Attachment B:
Attachment C:
Attachment D:

COURTESY COPIES

William T. Phillips, Sr. Assoc. Vice President, Stanford University - Land, Buildings & Real
Estate
Jean McCown, Director of Community Relations, Office of Government and Community
RelatIOns
Zach Pozner, Project Manager, Stanford University Medical Center, Facilities
Charles Carter, Director Land Use and Environmental Plarming, Stanford University
Mark Tortorich, Vice President of Facilities and Design & Construction, Stanford Hospitals &
Clinics / Lucile Packard Children's Hospital
Catherine Palter, Assistant Director Land Use and Environmental Plarming, Stanford University
Bruce Fukuji, Fukuji Planning & Design

.

Prepared by:

.

Steven Turner, Advance Planning Manager
Whitney McNair, Consulting Plarmer
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Attachment A

The Late Archaic was a time of great change throughout California, with prehistoric groups expanding
their range of exploited enviromnents and resources. In the San Francisco Bay region, the evidence
gathered at sites along San Francisquito Creek, and other areas, point to a widespread but sparse
population.' Important technological innovations during the Archaic peried in general, and the Late
Archaic in particular, include the mortar and pestle (used for pounding nuts, acorns, and the carcasses
of small animals), the milling stone and mano (primarily used for grinding hard seeds), and, very late
during the Archaic, mortars and milling surfaces placed on bedrock (BRMa). Hunting and fishing was
also very important as evidenced by the presence of pronged spears, nets, hooks, and traps. A variety
of knives, projectile points (spear and dart points), and scrapers were also made. Most of these were
made from local materials, but some were made from very distant source materials, likely evidence of
long distance trade. Basketry was one of the most important innovations during the Archaic period,
and California Indians are counted among the most skilled basket makers in the world. A few uses of
baskets include cooking, serving, storing, and transport; some baskets were made so well they could
hold water!
The ensuing period was a time of increasing use of varied resources and ecological niches. Throughout
California, prehistoric groups were becoming more diverse as they increasingly adapted to their
particular environments. In the San Francisco Bay region, it has been suggested that Ohlone peoples
from eastern Contra Costa County settled the region during this time, replacing the previous group by
1500 B.C. '" The Ohlone would remain in place until historic times.
By 300 A.D., this group would adopt the bow and arrow, and develop other traits such as tubular
tobacco pipes, cremation of the dead, intensive acorn utilization, and complicated exchange systems. It
was this pattern that was destroyed by the Spanish Mission system. !l

Ethnographic Selling. At the time of European contact, the SUMC Sites and surrounding areas were
occupied by a group of Native Americans referred to as the Costanoan or Ohlone. The Ohlone are a
linguistically defined group composed of several autonomous tribes speaking eight different but related
languages. The Ohlone languages, together with Miwok, comprise the Utian language family of the
Penutian stock. The territory of the Ohlone people extended along the coast from San Francisco Bay in
the north to just beyond Carmel in the south, and as much as 60 miles inland. This territory
encompasses a lengthy coastline as well as several inland valleys. The Ohlone were hunter-gatherers
and relied heavily on plants and seafood, as well as various seeds, bucJteye, berries, roots, land aed sea
mammals, waterfowl, and shellfish.

,
9

10

II

EIP Associates, 1993, Existing Conditions Report: Stanford West Senior Housing, Sand Hill Road, Stanford
Shopping Center. Report prepared for City of Palo Alto, p. 3.11-1.
Chartkoff, J.L. and K.K. Chartkoff, 2004, The Archaeology of California, Stanford University Press,
Stanford, California.
MOrlllto, 1., 2004, California Archaeology. Coyote Press, Salinas, California. Originally published 1984
Academic Press, Orlando, Florida.
Chartkoff, 1.L. and K.K. Chartkoff, 2004, The Archaeology of California. Stanford University Press,
Stanford, California.
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Ohlone technology that aided in the procurement and processing of foodstuffs included tule balsas for
watercraft, bow and arrow, cordage, bone tools, and twined basketry.
The Ohlone were politically organized by tribes, with each tribe having a designated territory. A tribe
consisted of one or more villages and camps within a territory designated by physiographic features.
The position of tribe chief was inherited patrilineally and could be occupied by a man or a woman.
Duties of the chief included hosting visitors, directing ceremonial activities, and directing fishing,
hunting, gathering, and warfare expeditions. The chief serVed as the leader of a council of elders,
which functioned primarily in an advisory capacity to the community.
Seven Spanish missions were founded within the Ohlone territory between 1790 and 1797. While
living within the mission system, the OlIlone commingled with other groups, including Esselen,
Yokuts, Miwok, and Patwin. Mission life was detrimental to the Ohlone popUlation. It has been
estimated that in 1770, at the time the first mission was established in Ohlone territory, the popUlation
numbered around 10,000 individuals. The population declined to less than 2,000 by 1832 as a result of
violence, starvation, slavery, disease, and reduced birth rates. After the secularization of the missions,
Indian inhabitants of the missions gradually left, and many went to work as manual laborers on
ranchos. There was a partial return to aboriginal religious practices and subsistence strategies, but
Ohlone culture was dramatically transformed after European settlement in the region. 12
History. Beginning in the mid-sixteenth century, Spanish explorers conducted a series of sea
expeditions along the coast of California. It was not until 1769, however, that Europeans became
aware of the existence of the San Francisco Bay. In 1769, Juan Manuel de Ayla, the first European to
enter the San Francisco Bay, established a settlement along its shores. In 1776, Juan Bautista de Anza
led the first overland expedition into San Francisco, where he founded the Presidio of San Francisco
and Mission San Francisco de As]s.
The Spanish colonization of California was achieved through a program of military-civilian-religious
conquest. Under this system, soldiers secured areas for settlement by suppressing Indian and foreign
resistance and established fortified structures (presidios) from which the colony would be governed.
Civilians established towns (pueblos) and stock-grazing operations (ranchos) that supported the
settlement and provided products for export. The missionary component of the colonization strategy
was led by Spanish priests, who were charged with converting Indians to Catholicism, introducing
them to the benefas of Spanish culture, and disciplining them into a productive labor force.
Ultimately, four presidios and 21 missions were established in Spanish California between 1769 and
1821. The mission trail became known as the EI Camino Real, or King's Highway, which today runs
through Palo Alto and is just north of the Hoover Pavilion Site.

12

Levy, R. 1978. Costanoan. Pages 485-495 in R.L. Heizer (ed.), Handbook of North American Indians,
Volume 8, California. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution.
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In 1822, after more than a decade of revolutionary struggle, Mexico achieved independence from
Spain, and California became a distant outpost of the Mexican Republic. Under a law adopted by the
Mexican congress in 1833, the mission lands were to be subdivided into land grants, or ranchos, to be
sold to trustworthy citizens. The rancho economy was based primarily on stock raising for the hide
and tallow trade. Cattle were driven to coastal locations where they were slaughtered and skinned; the
hides and tallow Ca product made from animal fat and used to make soap and candles) were then
processed for transport to awaiting trade ships.
The absence of effective governmental authority in Mexican California invited infiltration by outsiders.
As. early as the I 820s, British and American mountain men, fur traders, and entrepreneurs were
venturing into California in search of fortune. The Mexican government was unable to halt the
incursion and granted citizenship to foreigners who pledged to adhere to Mexican law. Many of the
foreigners received generous land grants on which they established grazing and commercial operations.
Beginning in the early 1840s, Mexico's hold on California was further threatened by the steady
overland migration of American settlers into the region. The increased American presence in
California was a product of the expansionist impulse that had come to dominate the American
imagination and which contributed to a deterioration of relations between Mexico and the United
States. War between the U.S. and Mexico broke out in May 1846, but the U.S. eventually prevailed,
and the American victory over Mexico was formalized in February 1848 with the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo.
In January 1848, just a few days before the treaty was signed, James Marshall, an employee of John
Sutter, discovered gold on the American River. Marshall's discovery triggered the gold rush, a
massive influx of fortune-seekers into California. The sudden and enormous growth of California's
popUlation brought about by the gold rush resulted in a movement for statehood that culminated in the
state constitutional convention at Monterey in 1849 and the establishment of California as a state in
1850."
Though no significant gold mining activity took place in Santa Clara County, the gold rush led to an
exodus of much the adult male population to the gold fields of the central Sierra mountain range. By
1852, the most accessible gold diggings had been exhausted, and most of the immigrants that had come
to California in search of instant riches began to redirect their energies to agricultural and commercial
development. During the two decades that followed the gold rush, California's urban and agricultural
infrastructure grew steadily as migration into the state continued. The City of Palo Alto in Santa Clara
County was founded in 1892 and lies on the historic land grants Rancho Rincon de La San Francisquito,
Rancho de La Arroyo de San Francisquito, and Rancho San Francisquito.
The SUMC Sites lie in a plain that was once oak woodland and grassland. The area is situated between
the marshes of the San Francisco Bay and the foothills of the coastal range. The early landowners of
the SUMC Sites and surrounding area were George and Elizabeth Gordon. Their home was located
along the San Francisquito Creek. The family planted vineyards in the general vicinity of the Stanford

"

Rice, R. B., William A. Bullough, and Richard 1. Orsi, The Elusive Eden: A New History of California,
2" ed, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1996.
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Shopping Center. In 1876, Leland and Jane Stanford purchased 650 acres of the Rancho San
Francisquito (the Gordon Estate), where Stanford built a country home and hegan developing his
famous Palo Alto Stock Farm for trotting horses. In the 1880s, the vineyard was expanded and a
winery was constructed. He later acquired several thousand more acres of property, on which he built
Stanford University. 14
Located near the edge of the Stanford University campus, the SUMC Sites continued to he used for
agricultural until the 1950s, when Stanford University decided to move its medical school from San
Francisco to the Palo Alto campus. The new medical complex opened in 1959. A comprehensive
history of the SUMC Sites and surrounding areas is provided in Cultural Resources and the Stanford
University Medical Cenler Facilities Renewal and Replacement Project, which is available upon request
from the City.
Site Investigations. The following investigations were conducted to assess occurrence of cultural
resources within the SUMC Siles and surrounding areas.

NWIC Records Search. A records search was conducted by the Northwest Information Center (NWIC)
of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS). The records search included a
review of NWIC data maps, historic-period maps, and literature for Santa Clara County on file at the
NWIC. The records searches for the SUMC Project were conducted on Octoher 4, 2007 and January
10, 2008, at the NWIC. The records search failed to identify any recorded Native American or
historic-period archaeological resources within the SUMC Sites,15,16 TIle NWIC has no record of any
archaeological studies within the SUMC Sites; however, the Main SUMC Site is about 0.25 miles
south of San Francisquito Creek, an area known to contain Native American cultural resources.
There were multiple studies associated with the Sand Hill Road Corridor Projects that included Quarry
Road. The Draft EIR for the Stanford Sand Hill Road Corridor Projects analyzed projects that were
located near the northern boundary of the City of Palo Alto, on the campus of Stanford University
adjacent to San Francisquito Creek and the City of Menlo Park. Thirteen known prehistoric
archaeological sites were identified within the projects' boundaries. A reconnaissance-level survey was
conducted by William Self Associates of the Stanford West Apartments Project, the Stanford West
Senior Housing Project, and the Sand Hill Road Project. At the Stanford West Apartments, sparse
artifacts, both prehistoric and historic, were observed throughout the area. At the Stanford West Senior
Housing project, no prehistoric cultural resources were encolllltered during the reconnaissance survey;
however, records indicate that three archaeological sites were recorded within or immediately adjacent
to Stanford West Senior Housing along San Francisquito Creek. In addition, an historic stone

14

"

16

Hoover, M. B., H. E. Rensch, E. G. Rensch, and W. N. Abeloe, Historic Spots in California, 4'" cd,
Revised by Douglas E. Kyle, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 1990,
Jillian E. Guldenbrein, Researcher, Northwest Information Center, Sonoma State University, letler to
'PBS&J, re: Rapid Response Records Search Results for the proposed Simon-Properties Stanford Shopping
Center Expansion project (File No: 07-511A), October 4,2007.
Jillian E. GuJdenbrein, Researcher, Northwest Information Center, Sonoma State University, letler to
PBS&J, re: Rapid Response Records Search Results for the proposed Stanford University Medical Center
Facilities Renewal and Replacement project (File No: 07-511B), October 4, 2007.
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monument and an historic landscape feature were recorded. Although three archaeological sites were
identified within or in the Sand HiII Road Project Area no cultural resources were encountered during
their survey of related roadways or of the Sand Hill Road Project. Given the proximity of San
Francisquito Creek to the project, it was concluded that construction related to the Sand Hill Road
Extension, Vineyard Lane, Stock Farm Road extension, Pasteur Drive realignment, and Stanford Golf
Course modifications could encounter archaeological resources. It was determined that this would be a
potentially significant impact. In addition, an archaeological deposit is known to exist in and near the
Sand Hill Road bridge. It was determined that the proposed widening of the bridge would disturb these
archaeological deposits, which was determined to be a significant impact.
The 1984 Willow Road Extension Draft Environmental Impact Report identified CA-SMa-33 as located
on the southeast bank of San Francisquito Creek. The search also identified one previous survey along
Willow Road. A reconnaissance-level survey was conducted; however, no cultural resources were
encountered. Due to the presence of nearby buried archaeological resources, it was decided to perform
subsurface testing, which consisted of 11 mechanically excavated trenches along the proposed Willow
Road alignment. A single trench showed probable evidence of archaeological resources, yielding eight
pieces of fire-cracked rock, baked clay, and charcoal.
The Willow Road Improvement Project Draft Environmental Impact Report analyzed the widening of
Willow Road from the Sand Hill-Santa Cruz intersection to Arboretum Road and the extension of'
Willow Road from Arboretum Road to EI Camino Real. Archaeologists examined areas outside and to
the west of the current SUMC Sites. Dirt from rodent holes were examined at the Stanford golf course,
and the area north of the golf course was surveyed. In addition, soil cores were taken from the golf
course. A complete Monterey chert projectile point, two obsidian projectile peint fragments, and
disarticulated human remains were recovered. All of the soil cores contained varying amounts of
cultural material, including waste flakes, shellfish, crab, and fire-affected rock.

Project Specific Investigations/Reports. Culnrral resource reports prepared for the BIR included
Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Center Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project prepared by Stanford University in 2007 and Stanford University Medical Center Historic
Resource Evaluation and Peer Review prepared by Architectural Resources Group, Inc. in 2008 (see
Appendix I). The report prepared by Stanford University provides the history, setting, and evaluations
of all potential historical resources within the SUMC Sites. This report was prepared by Laura Jones,
Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist at Stanford University. The report
prepared by ARG includes a peer review of the report prepared by Stanford University's Director of
Heritage Services and University Archaeologist Cultural Resource Specialist. A further discussion of
historical resources within the SUMC Sites is provided later in this section.
Native American Consultation. The Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in Sacramento
was contacted by PBS&J on October 9, 2007 by letter with a description of the SUMC Project and a
request for a listing of local, interested Native American representatives and information on traditional
or sacred lands within the SUMC Sites and surrounding area. The search performed by the NAHC of
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the sacred land file did not identify the presence of recorded Native American sacred sites in the
SUMC Sites. 11 The NAHC also provided a list of Native American individuals/organizations that may
have knowledge of cultural resources in the SUMC Sites. Letters that included a brief description of
the SUMC Project and a project location map were sent to each individual/organization identified on
the NAHC list, who are listed in Table 3.8-1. The NAHC requests that follow-up phone calls be made
to these Native American individuals/organizations if they do not respond to the letters. Follow-up
telephone calls were made by PBS&J on Deeember 27, 2007. As shown in Table 3.8-1, Michelle
Zimmer, Irene Zwieriein, and Ann Marie Sayers recommended that an archaeologist and Native
American monitor earth-disturbing activities; the other Native American individuals/organizations
could not be reached.
Table 3.8-1
Native Americans Contacted
Name and Affiliation
Jakki KeW
OWone/Costanoan
Miehelle Zimmer, CR Coordinator
Amah/Mutsun Tribal Band

Method of
Consultation
Letter
Telephone
Letter
Telephone

Date of
Consultation
November 15, 2007
December 27, 2007
November 15,2007
December 27, 2007

Irene Zwierlein, Chairperson
AmahiMutsun Tribal Band

Letter
Telephone

November 15,2007
December 27, 2007

Ann Marie Sayers, Chairperson
Indian Canyon Mutsun Band

Letter
Telephone

November 15, 2007
Deeember 27, 2007

Rosemary Cambra, Chairperson
Muwekma Ohlone Indian Tribe of
the SF Bay Area

Letter
Telephone

November 15, 2007
December 27, 2007

Andrew Galvan
OWone Indian Tribe
Ramona Garibay, Representative
Trina Marine Ruano Family

Letter
Telephone
Letter
Telephone

November 15, 2007
December 27, 2007

None

November 15, 2007
December 27, 2007

None

Response
None
Recommends an archaeologist
and Native American monitor
earth-disturbing activities.

Recommends an archaeologist and
Native American monitor carthdisturbing aetivities.
Reeommends an arehaeologist and
Native American monitor earthmoving activities.
None

Source: PBS&J, 2008.

Cultural Resource Sensitivity. The NWIC records search revealed no recorded prehistOric or
historic-period sites or features in the SUMC Sites. The NWIC concluded th<tt there is a moderate to
high likelihood that Native American cultural resources exist on a portion of the areas surrounding the
SUMC Sites due to environmental conditions that may have been favorable to Native Americans. The
search of the NAHC sacred lands database and Native American correspondence failed to indicate the
presence of Native American resources in the immediate SUMC Sites. The NAHC indicated that the

11

Debbie Pilas-Treadway, Environmental SpeciaJist III, Native Ameriean Heritage Commission, 1etter to
PBS&J, rc: Proposed Stanford University Medical Center Facilities Renewal and Replacement project,
Oetober 9, 2007.
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absence of specific site information in the sacred lands database or through correspondence with tribal
representatives does not indicate the absence of cultural resources on the SUMC Sites.
Research has revealed that several important archaeological resources have been discovered along and
in the banks of San Francisquito Creek, about 0.25 miles north of the Main SUMC Site. Many of
these resources were discovered several feet below the surface. Surveys of the SUMC Sites and
surrounding areas by Stanford University archaeologists have discovered several archaeological sites
immediately adjacent to San Francisquito Creek. All of the documented prehistoric archaeological
resources are restricted to the creek vicinity and a 300-foot area that extends away from the creek. In
these areas there are dense archaeological remains, including village sites and burials. IS Outside of this
zone, prehistoric cultural resources have not been encountered. The SUMC Sites are entirely outside
of this archaeological zone.
Paleontological Resources. Although a review of the Geologic Map of California suggests that there
is no fossil potential for the SUMC Sites,!' the Bay Area in general is rich in paleontological resources.
A buried Pleistocene stream bed is under the Main SUMC Site. The stream bed has been encountered
in at least thrce locations: the Lucas Center, the Neiman Marcus store, and the storm drain at Quarry
Road near El Camino; however, the precise location of the stream bed is unknown. As previous
construction activities have shown that this creek bed contains paleontological resources, the excavation
of trenches that are at least 100 feet in length'O and 15 feet in depth could expose the buried
Pleistocene-era stream channel and intact skeletons of extinct species. Other important finds rccovered
in the vicinity of the SUMC Sites include mastodon tusk, fragments of petrified mastodon and/or
dinosaur bone, isolated fragments of bones from late Pleistocenc mammals, and marine fossils. In
addition, one of the best-preserved and complete specimens of a Paleoparadoxia ("sea cow") outside of
China was discovered near the SLAC National Laboratory to the west of the SUMC Sites. Given the
presence of the buried Pleistocene stream in the vicinity of the SUMC Sites and the discovery of
important finds recovered in or near the SUMC Sites, it is possible that paleontological resources
would be encountered. 'I
In summary, the findings indicate a high sensitivity for paleontological and historic archaeological
cultural resources within the vicinity of the SUMC Sites, with a low sensitivity for archaeological
cultural resources throughout most of the vicinity of the SUMC Sites.

I.

20

Laura Jones, Director, Heritage Services and University Archaeologist, personal communication, January 3,
2008.
Jennings, C. W., 1977, Geologic Map of California, I :750,000, California Division of Mines and Geology,
Sacramento .
One hundred feet or a sufficient length to support detailed hydrologieal study that could identify the

21

Pleistocene-era stream channel
Jones, L. Director, Heritage Services and University Archaeologist, personal communication. January 3,
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SUMC Sites
The following descriptions and significance assessments were taken from the historical resonrces
reports prepared by Stanford University in 2007 and Architectural Resources Group, Inc. in 2009 (sec
Appendix I). Seven potential resources within the SUMC Sites were evaluated: Governor's Avenue,
Hoover Pavilion, Nurse's Cottage at Hoover Pavilion, 701 Welch Road, 703 Welch Road, 1101 Welch
Road, and the Stone Building complex (including the East, West, Core, Boswell, Grant, Alway, Lane,
and Edwards buildings). Each of the buildings that are within the SUMC Sites is described briefly
below. Each resource was evaluated using the standards for eligibility for listing on the California
Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) and the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). Part
of the evaluation process includes determining if the resource maintains integrity. The seven elements
of integrity identified by the National Park Service include location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association."
Governor's Avenue. Governor's Avenue (or Governor's Lane) was a tree-lined drive originally
planted by Governor Leland Stanford, Sr. between 1876 and 1878. The drive started at his carriage
house, continued along San Francisquito Creek, and ended at the Palo Alto Stock Farm. The drive
originally was lined with more than 700 Tasmanian blue gum eucalyptus trees. Intact portions of
Governor's Avenue are considered to be a significant historical resource. Within the boundary of the
SUMC Sites, however, most of Governor's Avenue is absent.
In evaluating Governor's Avenue, Stanford University's Director of Heritage Services and University
Archaeologist considered if the resource is eligible for listing on the CRHR, under criteria 1, 2, or 3
(see Applicable Plans and Regulations later in tlus section for the CRHR criteria). Stanford
University's Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist concluded that the resource
does not appear eligible for listing under criterion I for association with events at the Palo Alto Stock
Farm. In addition, while the resource is associated with Leland Stanford, the resource is not
representative of his many achievements as governor, railroad magnate, and philanthropist. Finally,
Stanford University's Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist evaluated the
resource as a fine example of a type of designed landscape. It was determined that the resource exhibits
most of the characteristic features of 19th century avenues: evenly spaced trees of similar size and type,
a consistent roadway width, and strong straight lines. It was also detennined the intact portions of the
avenue retain integrity, and Governor's Avenue appcars to be eligible for listing on the CRHR under
criterion 3."
Two segments of Governor's Avenue run within the Main SUMC Site, west of Pasteur Drive and
adjacent to Welch Road. ARG agreed that some segments of Governor's Avenue may have historic
significance; however, ARG found that the segments in the Main SUMC Site docs not retain sufficient
integrity to be a contributing part of this resource. While the integrity of location has been retained,

"
2J

National Park Service How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. National Register Bulletin
15. National Park Service, Washiagton, D.C. 1991.
Jones, L., Cultural Resources and the SWl1ford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project, 2007.
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other original aspects of the Avenue, including the design, setting, materials, workmanship, and feeling
of the resource, have been lost. ARG concluded that the segments of Governor's Avenue within the
Main SUMC Site would not be eligible for listing in the CRHR or NRHP. 24
In reviewing Stanford University's and ARG's evaluations, the City of Palo Alto's Historic
Preservation Planner concurred with the finding that Governor's Avenue does not meet the criteria for
listing on the CRHR." Therefore, within the SUMC Sites, the Governor's Avenue resource is not
considered to be an historical resource for purposes of the City's CEQA analysis.
Hoover Pavilion. The Hoover Pavilion, along Quarry Road near El Camino Real, was constructed in
1930 to house the Palo Alto Hospital. Additions to the hospital were completed in 1939. The building
is L-shaped in plan with a five-story central block, six-story tower, and four-story wings. It is Art
Deco in style, which is represented in the ziggurat form, vertical emphasis of window bays, and
stylized floral and geometric terra cotta panels and fixtures.
Stanford University's Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist evaluated the Hoover
Pavilion for listing on the CRHR. It was coneluded that the Hoover Pavilion is not associated with
significant events or persons, and therefore is not recommended eligible for the CRHR under criteria 1
or 2. However, it was concluded that the building is recommended eligible for listing under criterion 3
as an important example of pre-World War II hospital design. The building was considered a high-rise
at the time of its construction. Its ziggnrat roofline is strongly associated with art deco. The Hoover
Pavilion may be the only ziggurat profile building in Palo Alto, and is one of a few examples of art
deco structures in the City. In regards to the resource's integrity, the Stanford University report stated
that although decades of interior remodeling have compromised the feeling of being inside an historic
hospital, the exterior art deco features and original building materials are intact, and convey a fairly
high level of integrity. The Hoover Pavilion meets the condition of criterion 3 as exemplifying the
distinctive characteristics of a pre-World War II hospital and appears to maintain sufficient integrity for
listing on the CRHR.26
ARG concurred with Stanford's conclusion that the Hoover Pavilion appears eligible for listing on the
CRHR under criterion 3. ARG also stated that an evaluation of the Hoover Pavilion conducted by
Dames and Moore found the resource to be eligible for the NRHP under criteria A and C.2'1
The City of Palo Alto's Historic Preservation Planner concurs with Stanford University's and ARG's
evaluations of the Hoover Pavilion. In addition, although the art deco fountain ncar the main Hoover
"
2S

26
"

Architectural Resources Group, Inc., Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resource Evaluation and
Peer Review. 2009.
Dennis Backlund. Historic Preservation Planner, City of Palo Alto, Staff Comments on the Stanrord
Shopping Center and University Medieal Center: Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review, prepared
by Architcetural Resourees Group, Inc., memorandum to Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Transportation
Official. and Steven Turncr, Advanc<:: Planning Manager, May 15.2008.
Jones, L., Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project. 2007.
.
Arci,itecturai Resources Group, Inc., Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resource Evaluation and
Peer Review, 2009.
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Pavilion entry does not appear in photographs or plans from the 1930 or 1939 construction, the City of
Palo Alto's Historic Preservation Planner finds the fountain, which can he seen in an aerial photograph
of 1947, to be a significant related landscape feature. 28 Therefore, the Hoover Pavilion is considered to
be an historical resource for purposes of the City's CEQA analysis.
Nurses' Cottage at the Hoover Pavilion, The Nurses' Cottage is a multiple-level building with an
irregular footprint. Palo Alto architects Birge Clark and David Clark designed the building in 1941.
Birge Clark and Walter Stromquist designed the 1948 addition to the building.
The Stanford University report concluded that the Nurses' Cottage is not associated with any significant
historic events, and that none of the former occupants achieved notoriety. Lucie Stem, a well-known
local philanthropist financed the construction of the cottage. Mrs. Stern contributed to the construction
of other, better known properties in Palo Alto. The Nurses' Cottage does not have a strong association
with Mrs. Stem, nor is it one of her major contributions to Palo Alto and Stanford. Therefore, it does
not appear to he eligible for the CRHR under criteria I or 2. The Nurses' Cottage was designed by
Palo Alto architeCts Birge Clark and David Clark in 1941. The property is a modest building, and is
not an example of Clark's well-known Spanish colonial revival style that characterizes many of his
other projects in Palo Alto. Therefore, the Nurses' Cottage does not appear eligible for the CRHR
under criterion 3, and does not appear to be a significant historical resource. The Stanford University
report did not evaluate the integrity of the Nurses' Cottage, since the building is not considered eligible
for the CRHR." Based on the information presented in the Stanford University report, ARG concurred
with Stanford University's findings and recommendation. 30
The City of 1"<110 Alto's Historic Preservation Planner concurs with Stanford's and ARG's evaluations,
stating that the general style of the building appears too understated to meet the eligibility criteria for
listing on the CRHR." Therefore, it is not considered to be an historical resource for purposes of
CEQA analysis.
701 Welch Road, Whelan Building. This complex consists of five buildings - four of which were
~ui1t hetween 1957 through 1961. An elevator tower was built in this complex in 1998. The four
original buildings were designed by architect Don Knorr and range from one to three stories and form
a "U" shape around a sunken central courtyard. The buildings' architectural elements are typical of

11l

'"
'"
Jl

Dennis Backlund, Historic Preservation Planner. City of Palo Alto, Staff Comments on the Stanford
Shopping Center and University Medical Center: Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review, prepared
by ArcWtectural Resources Group, Inc., memorandum to Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Transportation
Official, and Steven Turner, Advance Planning Manager, May 15, 2008.
Jones, L., Cultural Resources and tile Stalford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
ProjecJ, 2007.
Architectural Resources Group, Inc., Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resource Evaluation and
Peer Review, 2009.
Dennis Backlund, Historic Preservation Planner, City of po.lo Alto, Staff Comments on the Stanford
Shopping Center and University Medical Center: Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review, prepared
by Archileetural Resources Group, Inc., memorandum to Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Transportation
Official, and Steven Turner, Advance Planning Manager, May 15,2008.
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the International Style and consist of the flat roof, use of glass and steel, skeleton-frame construction,
and lack of nonessential decoration.
Stanford University's Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist concluded that there
are no historical events associated with the buildings that would make the structures eligible for listing
on the CRHR under criterion I. Four of the buildings were designed by San Francisco Bay Area
modernist architect, Don Knorr. The buildings are neither among his best known examples, nor are
they good examples of Modern-era style. In addition, there have been major modifications to the
buildings since their completion in 1961. It was concluded that the buildings do not appear to meet any
of the criteria for listing on the CRHR. Substantial alterations to the buildings have compromised their
integrity.32 Based on a site inspection, and information and photographs provided by Stanford, ARG
concurred that the property does not appear eligible for listing on the CRHR.33 The City of Palo Alto's
Historic Preservation Planner concurs with Stanford University's and ARG's evaluations, and believes
that the structures do not merit listing on the CRHR.34 Therefore, it is not considered to be an
historical resource for purposes of CEQA analysis.
703 Welch Road, Welch Road Professional Center. The Welch Road Professional Center is a twostory, H-shaped building with one-story connecting elements at the north and south ends. Developer
J.P. Aced completed the buildings first phase in 1958. The second story was an addition in 1963. The
1963 addition was designed by architect Bill Davies and landscape designer Doug Baylis. The original
design has been compromised by the 1963 addition as well as by subsequent alterations.
Stanford University's Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist concluded that none
of the tenants at the Welch Road Professional Center could be considered important to the local
history, and that no significant events occurred at the property. Therefore, the property is not
recommended eligible for listing on the CRHR under criteria I or 2. The building features a modern
design, but is not an excellent example of the Modern-era style. Portions of the building have been
redesigned and altered, and doors and windows have been replaced, compromising the building's
integrity. lt was concluded that the building at 703 Welch Road does not appear to be eligible for
listing on the CRHR."
ARG conducted a site inspection and reviewed infonnation derived from the Stanford report. ARG
concurred with the Stanford report's findings, stating that the Welch Road Professional Center lacks
historic integrity and that it does not meet any of the CRHR criteria for listing; therefore it is not

32

33
34

"

Jones, L., Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project, 2007.
Architectural Resources Group, Inc., Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resource Evaluation and
Peer Review, 2009.
Dennis Backlund, Historic Preservation Planner, City of Palo Alto, Staff Conunents on the Stanford
Shopping Center and University Medical Center: Historic Resource Evaluation aod Peer Review, prepared
by Architectural Resources Group, Inc., memorandum to Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Traosportation
Official, and Steven Turner, Advaoce Planning Manager, May IS, 2008.
Jones, L., Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project, 2007.
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considered to be an historical resource under CEQA. 26 The City of Palo Alto's Historic Preservation
Planner agrees with Stanford University's and ARG's findings."

nOl Welch Road, Medical Plaza.

The Medical Plaza consists of three one-story buildings
surrounded by parking lots, screening fences, and landscaping. There is a small courtyard between
two of the buildings. The buildings were designed by William Wurster, and the grounds by landscape
architect Lawrence Halprin.
The Stanford University report states that the medical offices and pharmacy On the property are not
identified with any notable historic events or notable people. While the buildings were designed by a
prominent architect, the buildings are a relatively late design. The buildings are common suburban
professional office buildings. At the time of construction, giant eucalyptus trees along Governor's
A venue crossed the property, but have since been removed. It was concluded that the buildings'
exteriors have retained integrity; however, the interiors have been updated and the landscaping has lost
its integrity and therefore 1101 Welch Road does not appear eligible for listing on the CRHR."
Based on a site inspection and a review of information provided in the Stanford report, ARG concurred
with Stanford University's findings. ARG stated that the property is not associated with significant
events or persons, is not a notable example of William Wurster's or Lawrence Halprin's work, and
does not appear to be eligible for the CRHR.'" The City of Palo Alto's Historic Preservation Planner
concurs with Stanford University's and ARG's conclusions that the buildings do not appear eligible for
the CRHR.40 Therefore, it is not considered to be an historical resource for purposes of CEQA
analysis.
Stone Building Complex. The Stone Building complex (also referred to as the 1959 Hospital Building
complex) (including the East, West, Core, Boswell, Grant, Alway, Lane, and Edwards buildings),
constructed in 1959 and 1963, is a large three-story building with two wings projecting from the main
block to form a forecourt with a central fountain. Interior courtyards are located throughout the
building complex. OriginaUy the joint Palo Alto-Stanford Hospital and Stanford University Medical
School, the building complex was desigoed by Edward Durell Stone and the landscaping was designed
by Thomas Church.

"

"
"
,.
'"

Jones, L., Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Repiacemem
Project, 2007.
Dennis Backlund, Historic Preservation Planner. City of Palo Alto. Staff Conuncnts on the Stanford
Shopping Center and University Medical Center: Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review, prepared
by Archi!et:turai Resources Group, Inc., memorandwn 10 Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Transportation
Official, and Steven Turner, Advance Planning Manager, May 15. 2008.
Jones, L., Cullural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project, 2007.
Architectural Resources Group, Inc., Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resouree Evaluation and
Peer Review, 2009.
Dennis Backlund, Historic Preservation Planner, City of Palo Alto, Smff Comments on the Stanford
Shopping Center and University Medical Center: Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review, prepared
by Arehitectural Resourees Group. Ine., memorandum to Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Transportation
Official, and Steven Turner, Advance Planning Manager, May 15, 2008.
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Stanford University's Director of Heritage Services and University Archaeologist evaluated the Stone
Building complex in 2007 as part of the SUMC Project Application. The evaluation concluded that the
complex is not one of Stone's ma.jor achievements and is probably not eligible for listing On the
CRHR.41 In 2008, ARG, a finn that meets the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Arehitectural
History, performed, on hehalf of the City of Palo Alto, an evaluation of the Stone Building complex
which included a peer review of Stanford University's evaluation. ARG evaluated the Stone Building
complex in relation to the eligibility criteria of the CRHR and the seven aspects of integrity defined in
National Register Bulletin 15. ARG noted that Stone designed the Stanford University Medical
CenterlPalo Alto Hospital during a pivotal and innovative phase of his career; that it remains in its
original location with its essential physical features intact; that although the setting has heen altered, it
is not significantly diminished; that the character-defining materials and workmanship are largely
intact; and that the original feeling of the building is intact. In addition, both Stanford University and
ARG noted that the complex is associated with an importartt historic event: the first heart transplant in
the U.S. As a result, ARG concluded that the Stone Building complex appears eligible for listing On
the CRHR and should be considered an historical resource for purposes of the City's CEQA review
(see Appendix 1).42
The City of Palo Alto's Historic Preservation Planner reviewed the evaluations of ARG and Dr. Jones
of Stanford University. The City's Historic Preservation Planner concurred with ARG that although
there have been some alterations to the complex's courtyards and the surrounding setting; the complex
as a whole is largely intact and conveys the original design intent. In addition, the main entry facades
and several architectural elements retain a high degree of integrity and convey an expression of Stone's
work during an important phase of his career. The City's Historic Preservation Planner also agrees
that enough time has passed to understand the significance of the heart transplant that oeeurred at the
hospital, and that the building retains sufficient integrity for association with that time period.
Therefore, the City'S Historic Preservation Planner concurred with ARG that the Stone Building
complex appears eligible for listing on the CRHR and therefore is an historical resource pursuant to
CEQA.4'

Applicable Plans and Regulations
Federal Regulations
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (NHPA), as amended, established the NRHP: which
contains an inverttory of the nation's significant prehistoric and historic properties. Under 36 CPR 60,

"
42

"

L .. Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project, 2007.
Archilecturnl Resources Group, Inc., Stanford University Medical Center Historic Resouree Evaluation and
Peer Review, 2009.
Dermis Backlund, Historic Preservation Planner, City ofPaio Alto, StajfComments on the StanfOrd Shopping
Cenler and University Medical Cel11er: Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review, prepared by
Architectural Resources Group, Inc., memorandum to Julie Caporgno, Chief Planning and Transportation
Official, and Steven Turner, Advance Planning Manager, May 15, 2008.
JOIlCS,
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properties are recommended for possible inclusion on the NRHP if the property is at least 50 years
old,44 has integrity, and meets one of the following criteria:
A. Is associated with significant events in history, or broad patterns of events;
B. Is associated with significant people in the past;
C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of an architectural type, period, or method of
construction, or is the work of a master, or possesses high artistic value, or that represents a
significant and ~istinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; andlor

D. Has yielded, or may yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Certain types of resources arc usually excluded from consideration for listing in the NRHP, but can be
considered if they meet speeial requirements in addition to meeting one of the above criteria. Such
resources include religious sites, relocated structures, graves and cemeteries, reconstructed structures,
commemorative structures, and structures that have achieved significance within the past fifty years. A
resource that meets the NRHP criteria is typically considered a historical resource for purposes of
CEQA evaluations. However, a resource that docs not meet the NRHP standards may still be
considered a historical resource if: it meets the state criteria for listing; it is included on a local register
of historical resources; or it has been identified as significant in an historical resource survey meeting
statutorily defmed requirements.

State Regulations
As defined by Section 15064.5(a)(1) of the State CEQA Guidelines, a resource shall be considered
historically significant if it has been listed on the CRHR, or if the State Historical Resources
Commission has determined that the resource meets the criteria for listing. However, a resource need
not be listed on any register to be found historically significant for CEQA purposes (Public Resources
Code Section 21084.1). Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(3) explains that a resource may be determined
by the lead agency to be an historical resource if the agency's determination is supported by substantial
evidence: "Generally a resource shall be considered by the lead agency to be 'historically significant'
if the resource meets the criteria for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources ... "
Therefore, for purposes of this analysis, the City has applied the CRHR criteria to evaluate whether
buildings, structures, or landscape features within the SUMC Sites are historically significant.
Given that the CRHR was modeled after the NRHP, its eligibility criteria are very similar to the
eligibility criteria of the NRHP except that the CRHR criteria also contain references to resources that
reflect the history of California. Another consideration for eligibility for the CRHR is that sufficient
time must have passed to obtain a scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated with the
resource. A resource less than fifty (50) years old or older may be considered for listing in the
California Register if it can be demonstrated that sufficient time has passed to understand its historical
importance." Generally, to be eligible for listing on the CRHR (and therefore considered a historical
..
"

Criteria for inclusion under the California Register of Historic Resources are essentially the same as fur the
NRHP, except buildings 45 years old or older may qualify as historic resources.
California Code of Regulations Section 4852(d)(2).
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resource under CEQA), a resource must possess integrity and demonstrate eligibility under at least one
of the following criteria:
A. Is assoeiated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
California's history and cultural heritage;

B. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past;
C. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, or
represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or

D. Has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or history of
the local area, California or the nation.
Section J5064.5(c) of the State CEQA Guidelines applies to the analysis of effects on archaeological
sites. When a project would affect an archaeological site, a lead agency must determine whether the
site is an historical resource, and therefore subject to the CRHR criteria listed above (particularly
Criterion 4), or whether the site is a unique archaeological resource, as defined in Section 21083.2 of
CEQA, and whether the provisions of that section for mitigation apply. If a lead agency determines
that an archaeological site is neither historic nor unique, the resource requires no further consideration,
other than recordation of its existence if the lead agency SO elects.
'The State Historical Resources Commission (SHRC) is responsible for reviewing, commenting, and
approving nominations to the NRHP, CRHR, California Historical Landmarks, and California Points
of Historical Interest. As California's review board, the SHRC responsibilities include reviewing
NRHP nominations and deciding if a nomination meets the eligibility criteria prior to its submission to
the Keeper of the Register at the National Park Service. Approval by the SHRC is a recommendation to
the State Historic Preservation Officer to forward !be nomination for final approval by !be Keeper of
the Register. According to federal regulations, a property carnlot be listed on the NRHP if the owner
objects to the listing. If the owner objects, a property can, however, be determined eligible for listing
by the Keeper of the Register. Those resources that the Keeper of the Register approves for listing or
determines eligible for listing are automatically listed on !be CRHR. Properties recommended and
approved for listing by the SHRC as California State Historical Landmarks and California State Points
of Historical Ioterest are also automatically listed on the CRHR.

Local Regulations
The City of Palo Alto's Historic Preservation Ordinance was adopted in 1980 and expanded to its
current form in 1986. According to Section 16.49.010 of the Municipal Code, the purpose of the
ordinance is to provide "recognition, protection, enhancement, and use of historically significant
resources located within the City !bat are of great cultUl:al, aesthetic, and economic benefit to the
community. " The ordinance covers over 450 historic properties that are listed on the Palo Alto
Historic Inventory or are also on the NRHP. None of the buildings in !be SUMC Sites are listed on the
City of Palo Alto Master List of Structures on the Historic Ioventory.'"
..

City of Palo Alto, City of Palo Alto Master List of Histo";c Structures on the Historic Inventory. revised June
14, 2006, http://www .Cilyofpaloalto.org/depts/plnihistoricyreservation.asp.
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Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Standards of Significance
Based on significance thresholds determined by the City of Palo Alto, the SUMC Project would result
in a significant cultural resource impact if it would:
•

Cause a substantial adverse effect (as defined in CEQA Guidelines section 15064.5(b» on an
historical resource listed or eligible for listing on the National and/or California Register, Or
listed on the City's Historic Inventory;

•

Eliminate important examples of major periods of California history or prehistory;

•

Cause damage to an historic or unique archaeological resource as defined in Section 15064.5 of
the CEQA Guidelines;

•

Disturb Native American human remains, including those interred outside of formal
cemeteries;

•

Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic
feature; or

•

Directly or indirectly destroy a local cultural resource that is recognized by City Council
resolution.

Environmental Analysis
CR-I. Impacts on Historical Resources. The SUMe Project would have a, significant impact on
historical resources. (S)
Demolition and Construction Impacts. The SUMC Prqject would involve the demolition of
several buildings at both the Main SUMC Site and the Hoover Pavilion Site (see Figure 2-5 in
Sectioo 2 of this document). Buildings to be demolished include the sheds and storage
buildings that are located at the Hoover Pavilion Site, just south of Hoover Pavilion; the SHC
portion of the Stone Building complex (the East, West, Core, and Boswell Buildings); the 1973
Core Expansion Building; Parking Structure 3; the buildings at 1101 Welch Road, 703 Welch
Road, 701 Welch Road; and the SHC portion of the Stone Building complex (the Grant,
Alway, Lane, and Edwards Buildings). The Stone Building complex is the only structure to be
demolished that appears eligible for listing on the CRHR (as descrihed under Existing
Conditions in this section) and is, therefore, considered by the City'S Historic Preservation
Planner, in concurrence with ARG, to be a significant historic resource. The demolition of the
Stone Building complex would result in a significant impact on an historical resource.
Construction activities at the Hoover Pavilion Site include demolition, excavation. trenChing,
soil compaction, site grading, renovation of the existing Hoover Pavilion, and the addition of
new structures. Vibration from construction activities in the vicinity of Hoover Pavilion, and
accidents to the building from construction debris or equipment associated with nearby

1~
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construction would have the potential to cause damage to sensitive architectural features on Ihe
Hoover Pavilion, which is an historical resource. The structures to be demolished include
small sheds and storage facilities (including the Nurse's Cottage described under Existing
Conditions in this section) that are roughly as close as 20 feet from the Hoover Pavilion.
Demolition work also would include a second-floor walkway that extends from the Hoover
Pavilion building to the Nurse's Cottage. and a loading dock attached to the Hoover Pavilion.
The medical office building would be located as close as 50 feet from the Hoover Pavilion. The
project application indicates that heavy-duty equipment such as excavators, drill rig, concrete
mixers, and pump trucks would be used during the demolition of existing sheds, foundations,
and below grade work.47 The geotechnical rcports for the Hoover Pavilion Site did not
reeonunend pile driving, since tbe underlying geologic units can safely suPPOrt shallow
foundations. As such. no vibration from pile-driving is expected.
Without mitigation. vibrations caused by construction activities can result in various levels of
damage to historic buildings ranging from cosmetic to structural." Most demolition of on-site
structures would occur at roughly 20 feet from the Hoover Pavilion, and construction of the
medical office structures would occur at roughly 50 feet from the Hoover Pavilion. At 25 feet,
heavy-duty construction equipment such as a large bulldozer would produce vibration levels of
approximately 0.089 peak particle velocity (PPV) inches/second. The standard threshold for a
building such as the historic Hoover Pavilion is 0.12 PPV;'· this level would be reached at
approximately 20 fcet. Therefore, vibration from most of the construction at Ihe Hoover
Pavilion Site is below the threshold and no damage to tbe historic Hoover Pavilion is expected.
However, Ihe demolition of the small sheds and storage facilities (includiog the bridge to the
Nurse's Cottage and the loading dock attuched to the building) would occur wifhin 20 feet of
the historic Hoover Pavilion and could cause significant damage to arcbitectural features.
These activities would not cause structural damage to Ihe Hoover Pavilion.
The architectural features that could be adversely affected include the terracotta panels located
over w!ndows on the portions of the Hoover Pavilion that would be wiIhin 20 feet of the area
in which buildings would be demolished or heavy equipment movement would occur. In
addition, the stucco sides of the building within 20 feet of such areas could be damaged by
falling debris or accidents associated with construction equipment movement.
Impacts from Interior and Exterior Renovation of the Hoover Pavilion. In addition to the
proposed demolition and construction, SHC plans to renovate the existing five-story concrete
Hoover Pavilion structure for use as a medical office and clinic building while preserving and

47

"

Stanford University Medical Center. Stanford University Medical Center Facilities Renewal and Replacement
Project Application, August 2007, as amended; Tab 8.
California Department of Transportation Division of Environmental Analysis. Office of Noise, Air Quality.
and Hazardous Waste Management , Sacramento. CA, Transportation Related Earthborne Vibrations
(Caltrans

"

Experiences)

Technical

Advisory,

Vibration

TAV-02-01-R9601,

http://www.doLea.gov/hq/env/noise/pub/TRANSPORTATION %20RELATED %20EAR THBORNE %20Vm
RATIONS.pdf> Page 10, (February 20,2002).
Federal Transit Administration, 7l'ansil Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment. Table 12-2, May 2006.
. I
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enhancing the historic art deco character of the building exterior. The building is currently
used for clinics and would continue to be used for this purpose. Medical offices would be an
additional use after renovation. The fourth floor of the Hoover Pavilion (approximately 6,000
square feet) would be dedicated to utilities and mechanical equipment. SHC anticipates Ihat
approximately one-half of the remaining space would be used and occupied by community
practitioners, and one-balf would be used and occupied by SHC. Presently, SHC uses Hoover
Pavilion for some of its primary care clinic services. SHC anticipates continuing this use, and
relocating its other primary care clinics from the Blake-Wilbur clinic building to the Hoover
Pavilion.
The interior of the Hoover Pavilion building has been repeatedly remodeled since its original
construction in the 1930s; there are no significant interior spaces that remain intact from that
period, and there are only a few remnants of interior historic materials and finishes left. The
renovation would require substantial interior demolition and reconstruction to meet building
code requirements and support modem medical office and clinic use. As part of the SUMC
Project, an inventory of the few surviving historic clements in the interior, such as light
fixtures and ventilation grilles, and some stair railings, would be prepared. These elements
would be reused where allowed by building codes and where compatible with the new uses of
the building.
The SUMC Project's preservation focus for the Hoover Pavilion is to restore the exterior of the
building so that its unique art dew character can be enhanced and appreciated. Exterior
demolition would be limited to removal of additions made after the main building was
completed in 1939, including the second-floor walkway to the Nurse's Cottage and loading
dock, and alterations to support Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) access and life safety
as required by code (with reference to the accessibility provisions of the 2007 California
Historical Building Code). The historic character of the building's exterior would be enhanced
by removal of air conditioning units in window and door openings, and consolidation of
rooftop mechanical equipment. The distinctive art deco terracotta panels and screens, bronze
panels, and light fixrures would also be preserved and restored by the SUMC Project. The
building's historic character-defining windows would be retained and restored. A proposal to
replace existing historic windows would require review under the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Properties and approval by the City of Palo Alto.'"
Because no significant interior spaces remain intact from the period of significance, interior
renovations to Hoover Pavilion would have a less-than-significant impact on the historic
integrity of the Hoover Pavilion. Exterior modifications would retain significant characterdefining features (e.g. retaining and restoring historic windows) and eliminate non-historic
elements (e.g. removal of window air conditioning units); therefore, would have a leSHhansignificant impact on the historic integrity of the Hoover Pavilion. The proposed Medical
Office Building and parking structure would he in close proximity to the Hoover Pavilion;

'0 Catherine Palter, Associate Director, Land Use and Environmental Planning, Stanford University.
-----------------------

...........
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however, significant view would be retained and many non-historic buildings are in the
surrounding area. And therefore, the changes to the surrounding setting resulting from these
two new buildings would not result in an adverse, material alteration of significant
characteristics and would result in a less-than-significant impact.
MITIGATION MEASURES. Implementation of the Mitigation Measures CR-l.l and CR-1.5
would reduce potential vibration and construction-related impacts to the Hoover Pavilion
resulting from demolition of adjacent sheds and storage facilities, impacts from falling
construction debris, and impacts from movement of heavy equipment to a less-than-significant
level. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CR-1.2 through CR-1.4 would reduce impacts
due to the loss of the Stone Building complex; however, the impact would remain significant
and unavoidable. Mitigation Measure CR-1.5 requires implementation of the Stanford Hoover
Pavilion Protection Documents (Documents) prepared by ARG and dated September 21, 2009
(see Appendix J). These Documents provide specifications for the treattnent and protection of
the Hoover Pavilion during SUMC Project construction activities that could damage the historic
fabric of the building including the installation of protective covering of certain exterior
surfaces and the removal, cataloging, and storage of selective historic elements. The
Documents are based on National Park Service and National Fire Protection Agency protection
guidelines and include details on materials and methods of installation for the protective
coverings to prevent damage from nearby demolition. Proper installation, as required in the
Documents would prevent the protective covering itself from damage the building. The
removal of historic elements would ensure their protection of some of the more fragile
elements from construction activities and property cataloging and storage of such elements
would ensure their proper care and reinstallation. The Documents include such details as
specifying under what weather conditions it is acceptable to perform the various tasks that
Any variations on the
could be negatively impacted by different weather conditions.
specifications of the Documents would not be allowed without prior consultation with ARG, or
a qualified preservation architect. Refer to Appendix J, Stanford Hoover Pavilion Protection
Documents, for a complete list of specifications for the Hoover Pavilion." (SU)

'I

CR-I.I

Manually Demolish Structures at the Hoover Pavilion Site. Where feasible, the
project sponsors shall establish a perimeter of construction fencing around the
Hoover Pavilion at a minimum of 25 feet to establish a protective buffer around the
building.
The demolition of these sheds and storage facilities shall be
accomplished manually without the use of vibration causing equipment. Additional
protective fencing at a height sufficient to prevent any debris from hitting the
building shall also be installed between the Hoover Pavilion and demolition
activities occurring within the 25 foot buffer.

CR-I.2

Prepare HABS Documentation for the Stone Building Complex. The SUMC
Project sponsors shall prepare HABS-like documentation using the National Park

Architectural Resources Group, Inc., "Stanford Hoover Pavilion Protection Documents," memo to PBS&J,

September 21, 2009.
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Services' Historic American Building Surveys Level III guidelines for each of the
buildings in the Stone Building complex prior to demolition of each building that
comprises this historic resource (East, West, Core, Boswell, Edwards, Lane.
Alway. and Grant). HABS-like recordation shall not be required until each of the
individual buildings is vacated and prepared for demolition. The documentation
shall include written and photographic documentation of each of the historic
structures within the Stone Building complex. The documentation shall be
prepared by a qualified professional meeting the Secretary of the Interior's
Professional Qualifications Standards for Arehitectural History or History.
The documentation shall be prepared based on the National Park Services' HABS
standards and include, at a minimum, the following:

CR-l.3

•

Site-specific history and appropriate contextual information regarding the Stone
Building complex. This history shall focus on the reasons for the buildings'
significance: heart transplantation program and the role of B.D. Stone in the
design of the complex.

•

Accurate mapping of all buildings that are included in the Stone Building
complex, scaled to indicate size and proportion of the buildings to surrounding
buildings; if existing plans accurately reflect these relationships these may be
reformatted for submittal per HABS guidelines for CAD submittals.

•

Architectural descriptions of the major exterior featores and public rooms
within the Stone Building complex as well as descriptions of typical patient,
office, laboratory, and operating rooms.

•

Photographic documentation of the interior and exterior of the Stone Building
complex and Thomas Church-designed landscape features. Either HABS
standard large format or digital photography may be used.
If digital
photography is used, the ink and paper combinations for printing photographs
must be in compliance with National Register-National Historic Landmark
photo expansion policy and have a permanency rating of approximately 115
years. Digital photographs will be taken as uncompressed .TIP me format.
The size of each image shall be 1600xl200 pixels at 300 ppi (pixels per inch)
or larger, color format, and printed in black and white. The file name for each
electronic image shall correspond with the Index to Photographs and
photograph label.

Distribute Wrillen and Photographic Documentation to Agencies. The written and
photographic documentation of historic resources shall be disseminated on arehivalquality paper to Stanford University, the Northwest Information Center, and other
local repositories identified by the City of Palo Alto.

CR-IA
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Prepare Permanent InJerpretive DisplaysISignage!Plaques.

The SUMC Project
sponsors shall install interpretive displays within the SUMC Sites that provide
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information to visitors and residents regarding the history of the Stone Building
complex. These displays shall be installed in highly visible public areas such as the
property's open space or in public areas on the interiors of buildings. The displays
shall include historical data and photographs as well as physical remnants of
architectural elements. Interpretive displays and the signage/plaques installed on
the property shall be sufficiently durable to withstand typical Palo Alto weather
conditions for at least five years. Displays and signage/plaques shall be lighted,
installed at pedestrian-friendly locations, and be of adequate size to attract the
interested pedestrian. Maintenance of displays and signage/plaques shall be
included in the maintenance program on the property. Location and materials for
the interpretative displays shall be subject to review by tbe Palo Alto Architectural
Review Board and approval by the Planning Director.

CR-I.S

implement Protection Documents for the Hoover Pavilion.

The SUMC Project
sponsors shall ensure the implementation of the Stanford Hoover Pavilion
Protection Documents (Documents) prepared by ARG and dated September 21,
2009. The SUMC Project sponsors shall comply with the specifications for the
treatment and protection of the Hoover Pavilion during SUMC Project construction
activities that could damage the historic fabric of the building as provided in the
Documents.

CR-2. Impacts on Prehistoric or Archaeological Resources. The SUMC Project could potentially
encounter archaeological resources and result in a significant impact. (S)
All documented prehistoric archaeological resources are restricted 10 the creek vicinity and a
300-fool area that extends away from San Francisquito Creek. In these areas, there are dense
archaeological remains, including village sites and burials. 52 Outside of this zone, prehistoric
cultural resourees have not been encountered. The SUMC Project would involve grounddisturbing activities. Although the SUMC Project is not likely to affect Native American or
historic-period archaeological resources since the SUMC Sites are entirely outside of this
archaeological zone, there is the possibility that archaeological. resources could be encountered
outside of the archaeological zone. This could be a significant impact. The SUMC Project
sponsors would be required to implement Mitigation Measure CR-2. I in the event unknown
archaeological resources are discovered during construction.
MITIGATION MEASURE. Mitigation Measure CR-2.1 provides discovery and evaluation
procedures for any previously unknown archaeological resources on the SUMC Sites and
requires that a professional archaeologist employ pre.'!ervation in place, data recovery, or other
methods that meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Archaeological Documentation
to reduce impacts on unique archaeological resources. Therefore, implementation of the
following mitigation measure would ensure the impact remains less than significant. (LTS)

"

Laura Jones, Director, Heritage Services and University Archaeologist, personal connnunication, January 3,
2008.
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CR-2.1

Construction Staff Training and Consultation. Prior to any construction or earthdisturbing activities, a qualified archaeologist shall inform construction supervisors
of the potential to encounter cultural resources. All construction personnel shall be
instructed to be observant for prehistoric and historic-era artifacts, subsurface
archaeological features or deposits, including accumulations of dark, friable soil
("midden"), stone artifacts, animal bone, and shell. In the event that any
prehistoric or historic subsurface archaeological features or cultural deposits are
discovered during construction-related earth-moving activities, all grounddisturbing activity within 100 feet of the resources shall be halted and the City shall
be notified. The City shall consult with the Stanford University Archeologist to
assess the significance of the find. If the find is determined to be an historical
resource or a unique archaeological resource as defined by CEQA, then
representatives of the City and the Stanford University Archaeologist shall meet to
determine the appropriate course of action. All significant culrural materials
recovered shaJI be subject to scientific analysis, professional museum curation, and
a report shall be prepared by the qualified archaeologist according to current
professional standards.

CR-3. Impacts on Human Remains. The SUMC Project could potentially encounter hUman remains
and result in a significant impact. (S)
No human remains have been encountered within the boundaries of the SUMC Sites. Native
American burials, however, are commonly found in the vicinity of the SUMC Sites along San
Francisquito Creek. The Main SUMC Site is located about 0.25 miles south of the creek and
the Hoover Pavilion Site is about 1,500 feet south of the creek. It is unlikely but possible that'
human remains could be encountered during ground-disturbing activities. This impact could be
significant. Human burials apart from being potential archaeological resources have specific
provisions for treatment in Section 5097 of the California PRC and Sections 7050.5, 7051, and
7054 of the California Health and Safety Code. If unanticipated human remains were
discovered during construction, the SUMC Project sponsors would be required to comply with
those regulations.
MITIGATION MEASURE. Mitigation Measure CR-3.1 summarizes tile procedures to be taken in
the event that any previously unknown human remains are discovered on the SUMC Sites.
Therefore, implementation of the following mitigation measure would ensure that tile potential
impact remains less than significant. (LTS)

CR-3.1

Conduct Protocol and Procedures for Encountering Human Remains. If human
remains (including disarticulated or cremated remains) are discovered at any
SUMC Project construction site during any phase of construction, all grounddisturbing activity within 100 feet of the human remains should be halted and the
Stanford University Archaeologist, City of Palo Alto, and the County coroner
notified immediately, according to Section 5097.98 of the State Pnblic Resources
Code and Section 7050.5 of California's Health and Safety Code. If the remains
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are determined by the County coroner to be Native American, the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC) shall be notified within 24 hours, and the guidelines
of the NAHC adhered to in the treatment and disposition of the remains. The
SUMC Project sponsors shall retain a professional archaeologist with Native
American burial experience to conduct a field investigation of the specific site and
consult with the Most Likely Descendant, if any, identified by the NAHC. As
necessary, the archaeologist may provide professional assistance to the City of Palo
Alto, including the excavation and removal of the human remains. If the human
remains cannot be avoided, and the Most Likely Descendant requests that the
human remains be removed from its location, tbe SUMC Project sponsors shall
implement removal of the human remains by a professional archaeologist. The
City of Palo Alto shall verify that the mitigation is complete before the resumption
of ground-disturbing activities within 100 feet of where the remains were
discovered.

CR-4. Impacts on Paleontological Resources. The SUMC Project could have a significant impact on
unique paleontological resources or unique geologic resources. (S)
The entire Bay Area region is considered to be rich in paleontological resources, and there
have been significant finds in the immediate vicinity. Paleontological resources found include a
large mastodon tusk in the bank of San Francisquito Creek, the upper limb of a giant bison,
and individual skeletal elements. In addition, one of the best-preserved and complete
specimens of a Paleoparadoxia ("sea cow") outside of China was discovered near the SLAC
Linear National Laboratory to the west of the SUMC Sites. Although a review of the Geologic
Map of California suggests that there is no fossil potential for the SUMC Sites, a Pleistoceneage creek bed occurs 15 to 25 feet below the surface of the SUMC Sites. The stream bed has
been encountered under the Lucas Center and below tbe stonn drain at Quarry Road near EI
Canlino Real; however the precise location of the stream bed is unknown. The excavation of
trenches that are at least 100 feet in length (or a sufficient length to support detailed
hydrological study) or 15 feet in depth could expose the buried Pleistocene-era stream channel
and intact skeletons of extinct species as previous construction activities have shown that this
creek bed contains paleontological resources. Sensitivity to paleontological resources is
therefore considered high throughout the vicinity of the SUMC Sites, including the SUMC
Sites. Disturbance of any paleontological resource is a significant impact.
MITIGATION MEASURE. Mitigation Measure CR-4.1 provides protocol for encountering
paleontological resources and would reduce the potential impacts resulting from disruption to
unique paleontological resources to a less-than-significant level. (LTS)

CR-4.1

Conduct Protocol and Procedures for Encountering Paleontological Resources.
Should paleontological resources be identitied during SUMC Project grounddisturbing activities, the SUMC Project sponsors shall notify the City and the
Stanford University Archaeologist and cease operations in the vicinity of the
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potential resource until a qualified professional paleontologist can complete the
following actions when appropriate:
•

Identify and evaluate paleontological resources by intense field survey where
impacts are considered high;

•

Assess effects on identified resources; and

•

Consult with the City of Palo Alto and the Stanford University Archaeologist.

Before operations in the vicinity of the potential resource resume, the SUMC
Project sponsors shall comply with the paleontologist's recommendations to address
any significant adverse effects where determined by the City of Palo Alto to be
feasible. In considering any suggested mitigation proposed by the consulting
paleontologist. the SUMC Project sponsors shall consult with the Stanford
University Archaeologist and the City to determine whether avoidance is necessary
and feasible in light of factors such as the nature of the find, project design. cost
policies and land use assumptions, and other considerations. If avoidance is
infeasible, other appropriate measures (e.g. data recovery) shall be instituted to
avoid a significant impact. Work may proceed in other parts of the SUMC Sites
while mitigation for paleontological resources is completed.

Cumulative Analysis
The cumulative analysis for impacts on cultural and paleontological resources considers a broad
cultural and regional system of which the resources are a part. The cumulative context for historical
resources includes past projects, current projects, and probable future projects that affect historic
properties/resources within the City, especially any that could affect similar resources such as other
E.D. Stone-designed buildings. The cumulative context for archaeological resources includes past
projects, current projects. and probable future projects that occur within the 300-foot archaeologica\ly
sensitive zone along San Francisquito Creek because resources in this sensitive area comprise a
geographically distinct cluster of resources. The cumulative context for paleontological resources
includes areas where the Pleistocene-age creek bed may occur below the surface. Since the exact
location of the underground streambed is unknown. it is assumed that the creek runs through the
SUMC Sites and adjacent areas.

CR-5. Cumulative Impacts on Historic Resources. The SUMC Project, in combination with other
past, current, and probable future development in the City, would cause a substantial change in
the significance of the Qry's historic resources and thus have a significant cumulative impact.
The SUMC Project's contribution to the cumulative impact would be cumulatively considerable.
(S)

As provided by the City for this analysis, four other projects in the City could result in
potential impacts on historical resources. These projects include the preservation and
rehabilitation of the historic French Laundry building and the African Methodist Episcopal
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Zion Church at 260 Homer Avenue, the historic rehabilitation of 317-323 University Avenue,
the rehabilitation of an existing colonial revival residence at 564 University Avenue, and the
California HST project. The first three projects have been approved by the City of Palo Alto as
complying with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation, and all three
historic buildings will be preserved under those projects. The environmental review process
for the HST project is not complete; therefore impacts of the HST project historical resources
are unknown at this time. However, the more appropriate context to evaluate cumulative
impacts would be to examine other E. D. Stone buildings. The following provides the current
condition of other E.D. Stone buildings in Palo Alto in order to determine the project's
cumulative contribution to potential impacts on Stone's work.
The SUMC Project would result in a significant impact on historical resources, including the
demolitinn of the Stone Building complex. In additinn to the Stone complex. E.D. Stone built
three other buildings in Palo Alto; the Palo Alto Civic Center, Palo Alto Main Library, and
Mitchell Park Library. The Palo Alto Civic Center and the Mitchell Park Library have both
been evaluated by ARG. It was determined that both lacked sufficient integrity to qualify as
historical resources. However, the Palo Alto Main Library has been determined eligible for
the NRHP. Currently, plans call for renovation and expansion of the Main Library and the
relocation of the City Police Department and Emergency Operations facilities from their
current location within Palo Alto Civic Center to the proposed Public Safety Building. It is
uncertain at this time whether or not the HST project would impact other works of E.D. Stone.
In combination with the SUMC Project, cumulative development above wonld have
cumulatively significant impacts on historic resources in the City because these would together
result in adverse impacts (loss) of at least one historically signifieant structure. Only one other
E.D. Stone building in Palo Alto, the Palo Alto Main Library retains sufficient integrity to be
eligible for listing. The .demolition of the Stone Building complex would comprise a
considerable loss of an historical resource that is a unique and non-renewable member of a
finite class. The demolition of the Stone Building complex would have a cumulatively
considerable impact due to the small body of E.D. Stone's work present in the City that retains
sufficient integrity to be eligible as historical resources.
MITIGATION MEASURES. Due to the demolition of the Stone Building complex, the SUMC
Project's contribution would remain cumulatively considerable as this impact cannot be
avoided. Implementation of Mitigation Measures CR-1.2 through CR-L4 would reduce the
SUMC Project's contribution to the cumulative impact, bot not .to a less than cumulatively
considerable level. (SU)

)
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CR-6, Cumulative Impacts on Prehistoric and/or Archaeological Resources and Human Remains, The
SUMC Project, In combination with other reasonably foreseeable probable future development,
could cause a substantial change in the significance of prehistoric andlor archaeological
resources or human remains and thus contribute to a significant cumulative impact, The
SUMC Project is conservatively assumed to have a considerable contribution, (S)
The cumulative context far archaeological resources is defmed as the 300-faot archaeological
zone alang San Francisquito Creek that runs within Palo Alto as well as Menlo Park, East Palo
Alto, and S\anford University lands in unincorporated Santa Clara County, Based on the
Cumulative Projects list within the City (see Section 3, I, Introduction to Analysis and
Appendix B), two residential projects are planned along San Francisquito Creek as well as a
portion of the HST project. The HST project includes a segment proposed along the existing
Caltrain right-of-way between San Jose and San Francisco, which would cross the San
Francisquito Creek in Palo Alto, Both of the residential projects were found to have no
archaeological impacts and the environmental review process for the HST project is not
complete, although the HST project could impact prehistoric resources within the 300-foot
zone, All other probable future projects are outside of the archaeologically sensitive zone
along San Francisquito Creek. The Emergency Reservoir project approved by the City of Palo
Alto would be constructed at EI Camino Park, near San Francisquito Creek, No archaeological
sites were identified during the archival search or the survey; however one well site is located
in along the bank of San Francisquito Creek and a second is located within 1,000 feet of the
creek. The project was determined to have no significant impacts to archaeological resources
with implementation of mitigation measures, The SUMC Project would involve grounddisturbing activities; however, the SUMC Sites are entirely outside of the 300-foot
archaeologically sensitive zone along San Francisquito Creek and therefore the SUMC Project
is not likely to affect Native American or historic-period archaeological resources, As such the
SUMC project's contribution would be less than cumulatively considerable, In the unlikely
event that cultural resources are discovered during construction the disturbance of intact
archaeological resources could contribute to a significant cumulative impact. Nonetheless, due
to the potential for impact, this analysis conservatively concludes that the SUMC Project could
have considerable impacts on prehistoric audlor archaeological resources and human remains,
MITIGATION MEASURES, Compliance with Mitigation Measures CR-2,1 and CR-3,1 would
reduce the SUMC Project's contribution to the cumulative impact to a less than cumulatively
considerable leveL (LTS)

CR-7, Cumulntive Impacts On Paleontological Resources. The SUMC Proje~1, in combination with
other reasonably foreseeable probable future development where the Pleistocene-age creek bed
lIUI}' occur, could have a significant cumulntive impact, Such an impact would occur if the
Imried Pleistocene-age creek bed is exposed in lengths greater than approximately 100 feet (or
a sufficient length to support detailed hydrological study) and if such deposits contain
substantially intact skeletons of extinct species. These conditions would represent a major find
for regional paleontology, In the case that significant paleontological finds-such as stretches
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of buried Pleis/ocene-age creek bed greater than 100 feet in length and containing intact
skeletons of extinct species-are made Of! the SUMC Site, then the SUMC Project's
contribution to the cumulative impact on paleontological resources could be cumulatively
considerable. (S)
As stated above, the cumulative context for paleontological resources includes areas where the
Pleistocene-age creek bed may occur below the surface. Reasonably foreseeable probable
future development in the SUMC Sites and adjacent areas includes (J) approved but
unconstructed development under the Stanford University Community Pian and General Use
Permit (CP/GUP), which would include additional academic facilities, housing units, parking,
and associated utilities, roadways and bikeways in the adjacent Stanford University property;
and (2) demolition of existing structures and construction of a three-story medical office
building at 777 Welch Road. The HST project could be constructed in an area that may
contain the Pleistocene-age creek bed. The location, extent, and depth of the underground
streambed resource that underlies the SUMC Sites is not sufficiently well dermed to establish
whether the disruption caused by each of these projects would or would not be significant.
Because the exact location of the resource is unknown, it is assumed that the underground
streambed underlies the SUMC Sites and adjacent areas. Consequently, reasonably foreseeable
probable future development projects to cumulative effects On the paleontological resources that
could occur in the streambed could be significant.
The potential contribution of the SUMC Project to the cumulative impact would be
cumulatively considerable as disturbance under the SUMC Project would comprise a major
portion of ground disturbance (and potential disturbanec of the Pleistocene-age creek bed).
MITIGATION MEASURE. Compliance with Mitigation Measure CR-4.1 would reduce the
SUMC Project's contribution to the cumulative impact to a less than cunmlatively considerable
level. (LTS)
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. Attachment B

Figure 10-2: Detail from Map ofStanford and Vicinity. 1941
(Approximate project boundary overlaid in red)
More intensive development of the area began in the mid 1950s, with the
construction of the Stanford Shopping Center (1956) between Quarry and Sand Hill
Roads along El Camino Real. Stanford University decided to move its medical scllool

4

from San Francisco to the campus, and planning for a new joint City of Palo Alto Stanford University hospital began as well. When the new complex opened in 1959, it
was surrounded by wheat fields and the trees from the old plant nursery site (Figure 103). Since 1960, the remaining agricultural lands to the west ofthe Arboretum have been
developed as the Shopping Center expanded and housing was added along Sand Hill
Road. Today the landscape setting shows few remnants of its agricultural past (Figure10-

4).

Figure 10-3: Aerial photo looking towards El Camino Real and showing
the new hospital and shopping center, 1959

5

')

Figure 10-4: Aerial photograph, 2005

Archaeological Resources in the Project Area
Stanford University conducted an intensive archaeological survey of its lands in San
Mateo and Santa Clara County in 1986-87; more than 60 prehistoric archaeological sites
werc recorded as a result of the survey. The Sand Hill Road Corridor Project~
immediately to the north and west involved more than 20 years of archaeological testing
and environmental review. l The area is well-studied. The results ofthe prior studies
show that the prehistoric ancestors of the Ohlone Indians lived along San Francisquito
Creek for more than 5000 years. Their village sites are located to the west of Sand Hill
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Road, well outside ofthe project boundaries. There is little likelihood of prehistoric
cultural deposits in the project area.
The agricultural uses of the late 19th and early 20th century largely have been
erased by subsequent development at the medical center and shopping center area. The
only structures in the project area from this period were those associated with the plant
nursery. The site of the plant nursery is under a parking lot along Campus Drive West. It
is unlikely that significant archaeologieal deposits from this historic period have survived
in the project area.
The ancient creek bed gravels that underlie the medical center and shopping
centcr have yielded fossils of extinct animals, including the upper limb of a giant bison
recovered from the construction site for the Lucas Building in 1988. No intact fossil
remains have been reported, only individual skeletal elements lodged in the gravels of the
stream bed. The ancient stream bed has been seen in at least three locations: the Lucas
Center, the Neiman Marcus store, and the storm drain along Quarry Road near EI
Camino. The proposed projects are sited in previously developed areas, however, given
the depth of the ancient stream channel (more than 15 feet below current ground level);
there is the possibility of additional fossil finds during project construction. There are no
feasible techniques for investigating this stream channel prior to construction as it is
deeply buried under roads and buildings; a qualified archaeologist or paleontologist
should record and recover fossils from the site during construction, should the stream bed
(whose precise location is unknown) be encountered.

Potential Historic Resources within the Project Boundary
The project retains the oldest building in the area, the Hoover Pavilion, while replacing
secondary structures on its site. The proposed project involves demolition of a number of
other buildings, most of which are less than 50 years old but some of which will reach
that threshold during the lifetime ofthe project (Figure 10-5). The features that may be
affected by the project are (in chronological order):
1. Governor's Avenue

1876-1878

2. Hoover Pavilion

1931,1939

3. Nurses' Cottage

1941,1948

4. 701 Welch Road

1957,1961,1998

5. 703 Welch Road

1958, 1963

6. 1101 Welch Road

1958

7. Main Medical Center Complex

1959,1963

None ofthese reatures or properties is listed on a local, state or national inventory
of historical resources, determined to be eligible by the State Historical Resources
Commission for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources, or include? in a
7

historical resources survey meeting the requirements of section 5024. I(g) of the Public
Resources Code. Therefore these buildings and properties are not presumed to be
historically or culturally significant under CEQA Guidelines 15064.S(a)( I) and (a)(2).
Under CEQA Guideline section IS064.S(a)(3). the lead agency may determine a
building or property to be historically significant, provided its determination is supported
by substantial evidence in light of the whole record. Generally. for properties that have
not been listed or determined to be eligible for listing, the CEQA review process requires
review against the California Register criteria. 2 The criteria are:
I. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns oflocal or regional history or the cultural heritage of
California or the United States.
2. Associated with the lives ofpersons important to local, California or
national history.
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or
method ofconstruction or represents the work ofa master or possesses
high artistic values.
4. Has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the
prehistory or history of the local area, California or the nation. 3

In order to be considered eligible for listing on the California Register, the
property must meet at least one of the four criteria and display sufficient integrity to
convey the reasons for its significance. In addition, for resources that have achieved
significance within the past 50 years, "sufficient time must have passed to obtain a
scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated with the resource". 4 The
majority of the standing structures in the project area are medical facilities or support
medical uses. A historical context for the development of medical facilities in the 20th
century forms the basis of the evaluations of significance of the structures that follows.
First, however, the single surviving historic landscape feature from the 19th century
agricultural period Governor's Avenue - is evaluated separately.

Governor's Avenue
Governor's Avenue was planted by Governor Leland Stanford, Sr. between 1876
and 1878 as a tree-lined drive from the carriage house at his home along San Francisquito
Creek to the reservoir at Lagunita (skirting the edge of his race track) and thence turning
sharply to lead to the Palo Alto Stock Farm barns where he stabled and trained his
trotting horses.
A road or avenue such as Governor's Avenue can be a type of historic designed
landscape if it meets the criteria for listing in the California Register. The City of Palo
Alto treated the Governor's Avenue as a potential historical resource in the Sand Hill
Road Projects EIRs, however, the avenue does not appear on the Palo Alto Historical
Inventory, the California Register of Historic Places or the National Register of Historic
Places and no evaluation of its significance was provided by the Sand Hill Road ElK To
be treated as a significant historical resource, the avenue would need to meet one of the
four criteria for listing, and retain sufficient integrity to be recognizable as historic. The
National Register of Historic Places also offers more detailed guidance on historic
8

landscapes in its bulletin How to Evaluate and Nominate Historic Designed Landscapes 6 •
Where the state instructions are lacking in detail, National Register publications provide·
additional guidance commonly used to clarity the more general instructions given by the
state. The state criteria, however, guide the evaluation.
To be eligible for listing as a significant historic resource under criteria I (events)
or 2 (persons), the avenue would need to be strongly associated with an important event
(or pattern of events) in local, state or national history or with a person of historical
importance. Here the Governor's Avenue is associated with Leland Stanford, Sr. and the
horse breeding and training activities ofthe Palo Alto Stock Farm. However, to be listed
for association the property should clearly represent the historical events or the specific
achievements for which a person is recognized. Furtner, comparison with other
properties associated with these events and persons should be conducted to identity
whether the Governor's Avenue is strongly associated with significant events at the Palo
Alto Stock Farm or in the life of Leland Stanford, Sr. 7
The Palo Alto Stock Farm was composed oftwo breeding and training centers:
the Trotting Farm on the western side of the Stanford property (near San Francisquito
Creek and the current location of the Red Barn and Stanford Golf Course) and the
Running Farm at the former Peter Coutts farm site to the east (the present location of
Escondido Village, Rains Housing and the Escondido Elementary School). Each
operation had its own stables, paddocks, race track and support facilities. The Palo Alto
Stock Farm also included extensive agricultural areas: orchards, row crops, and a
vineyard. The Palo A Ito Stock Farm operated as a major horse breeding and training
center - for trotters and thoroughbred race horses, from circa 1880 (the farms were
purchased by Stanford piecemeal between 1876 and 1882) to 1903. 8 lbe farm was once
recognized as "the greatest nursery for trotters in the world". 9
The Red Barn at the Trotting Farm is listed on the National Register of Historic
Places (as the Palo Alto Stock Farm Barn) both for its architecture and association with
events during the last quarter ofthe 19th century. The neighboring Brick Stable has been
determined to be eligible for listing on the California Register by the County of Santa
Clara. Along Campus Drive West there is also a California Historical Landmar\;. marker
for the early development of motion picture technology to mark the site of the famous
series ofEadweard Muybridge photographs of a trotting horse taken at the track of the
Trotting Farm in 1878. During the period of significance of the Palo Alto Stock Farm
(1875-1900), Governor's Avenue was one of a number offarm roads that crossed the
more than 6000-acre wm, many of which were planted as avenues. No specific event is
recorded for the avenue: the horses were trained and raced on the race track:, not the
avenue. There are several listed properties with closer association to the Stock Farm's
operations still standing. Governor's Avenue does not appear eligible for listing under
criterion 1 for association with events at the Palo Alto Stock Farm.
Similarly, Leland Stanford, Sr. is an important person in American history.
Stanford was Governor of California during the Civil War (1862-63), U.S. Senator
(1885-1893); co-founder of the Central Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroads, the
Occidental and Oriental Steamship Company and of Leland Stanford Junior University,
as well as owner of a number of large properties across the U.S. 10 To be eligible for
listing under criterion 2 for association with Leland Stanford, the avenue must be strongly
linked to the activities for whieh Stanford is remembered and should be compared to
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other properties related to Stanford's life and career. II As noted above, Stanford's
achievements in horse breeding and racing are more closely associated with the surviving
barns at the Palo Alto Stock Farm. His achievements as Governor of California are
associated with the Governor's Mansion (Stanford-Lathrop House) in Sacramento. There
are many railroad properties preserved throughout the west and in particular the Governor
Stanford steam engine at the State Railway Museum in Sacramento symbolizes this
element of his career for many thousands of visitors each year. Stanford University
stands as a monument to his educational philanthropy. The Governor's Avenue is a
minor feature compared to these landmark properties. It does not appear that Governor's
Avenue meets the test of eligibility under criteria 2 for association with Leland Stanford,
Sr.
A tree-lined avenue can also be important under criterion 3 as a fine example of a
type of designed landscape, if it exhibits the characteristic features of the type. The
characteristic features of a 19th century avenue are: regular spacing of a single or at most
two species of trees, trees of the same size (often exotic species), roadway (intended to be
traveled by carriage or on horseback) of a consistent width (often but not always a
straight road). and in the case of estate avenues the destinations are often on axis and thus
"framed" by the avenue. The practice of shading a drive with lines of trees, regularly
spaced and of a single species, dates to the 17'h century in Europe, is widespread in the
United States by the second half of the 19th century, and became ubiquitous in the 20th
century as the practice of planting city streets with trees became common 12.
In its original configuration, Governor's Avenue was a good example ofthe type,
displaying many of the characteristic reatures of a late 19th century avenue. The avenue
was planted with more than 700 Tasmanian blue gum eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus)
trees, originally planted twenty feet apart on both sides of the roadway (Figure 10-6).
Early maps also show pines mixed with the eucalyptus. The two "arms" of the road were
perfectly straight and consistent in width along the length (the long arm was more than a
mile long).

10

Figure /0·6: Governor's Avenue near the Trotting Farm, circa /890

The de~1inations, however, were not framed by the avenue: the Governor's
Avenue terminus at the Stanford's home site was the yard ofthe stables and carriage
houses (none of which was on axis with the avenue), similarly the avenue did not offer a
view of the reservoir or an axial view of any of the large barns of the trotting farm
complex (the avenue ended at a small shed), II appears to simply be the shortest route
from the Stanford's house stable to the Trotting Farm, with the angled corner designed to
avoid the race track (Figure 10.7). The more formal campus avenues, however, were
clearly intended to frame major buildings: Palm Drive ends at the center of the Main
Quad (before 1906 it ended at the massive Memorial Arch), and Pine Avenue neatly
framed the Stanford family mausoleum. (Pine Avenue was planted after the Stanfords
acquired the Coutts farm in 1882 and was a straight line between the proposed site for
their new home and the Running Farm. The proposed home site was changed to the
mausoleum site as plans for the university developed in the late 1880s.)
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Figure 10-7: 1883 Survey Map, Governor's Avenue Highlighted in Red
As with the early avenues of the great European estates these early Stanford
avenues "could be seen as a symbol of control over the landscape and its inhabitants; an
expression of ownership and power",13 The Palm Drive and Pine Avenues are stronger
fonnally, as they frame monumental architecture (Figures 10-8, 10-9l' However, the
Governor's Avenue exhibits most of the characteristic features of 19' century avenues:
evenly spaced trees of matched size and type and a consistent roadway width. It is also
remarkable for its strong straight lines. The avenue dominated the farm landscape ofthe
vicinity for nearly a century and was certainly a powerful expression of Stanford's
ownership and power. Governor's Avenue appears to be eligible for listing on the
California Register under criterion 3 as embodying the distinctive characteristics of a 19'h
century tree-lined avenue. To be eligible for listing, the avenue must also continue to
display its characteristic features, described by the California Register as the seven
aspects of integrity: location, design, workmanship, materials, setting, feeling and
association.
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Integrity of location for an avenue or other linear feature calls for its continued
visible presence along a substantial amount of its historic route. 14 The Governor's
Avenue has not functioned as a road for nearly a half century: it was interrupted by
construction of the Stanford Golf Course in 1930, the medical center in the I 95 Os, and
Governor's Comer (named for the turning in the avenue) student housing complex in the
mid 1980s. Some segments continue to function as true roads: a segment known as
Governor's Avenue running between Santa Teresa and Panama Streets, then through the
Governor's Corner housing complex and around the corner to Campus Drive West.
Three segments exist as bicycle/pedestrian paths: at the Stanford West Village Green
west of Sand Hill Road, in the Stanford Medical Center between Pasteur Drive and
Campus Drive West, and alongside Panama Street. The alignment is absent in two
sections: within the project area boundary from Sand Hill Road across Welch Road to
Pasteur Drive through the medical center and at the Stanford Golf Course the alignment
has been erased by construction of the golf course, buildings and parking lots (Figure 10·
5). The missing segments represent approximately 113 of the original length of the
avenue (approximately 2500 feet of a 7500 foot original length).
The integrity ofthe avenue's design, workmanship and materials depends in large
part upon the trees with which it is planted. Their size, species and spacing are important
characteristics. The avenue was planted with more than 700 Tasmanian blue gum
eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) trees, and an unknown number of pines, originally
planted twenty feet apart on both sides of the roadway. In 1972, more than 600 of these
trees were still standing (Bracewell 2005:121) but drought, frost and pests weakened the
large trees (some had reached more than 100 feet in height and nearly 8 feet in diameter)
and only 58 of the original trees have survived. Advice from the National Register of
Historic Places on evaluating landscapes includes the following observation regarding
original plant materials:
A designed historic landscape need not exist today exactly as it was originally
designed or first executed if integrity oflocation and visual effect have been
preserved. Originality ofplant materials can increase integrity but absence of
original materials does not automatically disqualifY a designed landscape. The
absence oforiginal vegetation may not diminish integrity, for example, if the same
or similar species of appropriate size have been replanted to replace dead,
diseased, or mature specimens. A boulevard that has lost its original tree,Y but
where appropriate new street trees 'have been planted may retain integrityH
Governor's Avenue has been replanted along parts of its route with consistently
sized and spaced trees. As the original eucalyptus become diseased or die they are
replaced with the California Sycamore, a tree of similar shape and growth habits.
(London plane trees were mistakenly used on one segment and oaks on another.)
Unfortunately, this treatment is not entirely consistent along the replanted segments.
However, the look and feel ofthe avenue, and the characteristic features of tree spacing
and linearity are present within each of the intact segments and along the majority of its
length (Figures 10·10, 10-11, 10-12, 10·13,10·14).
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Figure 10-10: Governor's Avenue south ofPasteur Drive (2007)

Figure 10 -11: Governor's Avenue nol1h ofSand Hill Road (2007)
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Figure 10-12: Governor's Avenue south a/Campus Drive West (along Panama Street)
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Figure 10-13: Governor '$ Avenue south o/Santa Teresa Street

Figure 10-14: Governor's Avenuefrom Corner towards Campus Drive West
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The intact portions of Governor's Avenue are a significant historic resource,
potentially eligible for listing for its important to the local community as an early
example of a tree-lined avenue in Palo Alto. Within the project boundary, however, most
of the alignment is absent. A very short fragment remains between the sidewalk and a
parking lot at the rear of the 900 Blake Wilbur Drive, and another fragment has been
retained across the Pasteur Drive median, ending in a parking lot on Campus Drive West
(Figure 10-5).

Historical Context/or Medical Building Evaluation: The Evolution 0/
Modern Medical Facility Design in the Twentieth Century
Following the instructions for evaluating historic resources, these properties
should be placed in a larger social context. 16 The six properties under study are all
related to developments in medical care in the 20th century, and the expression of these
developments in the San Francisco Bay region. The historical context that follows briefly
describes major trends in medical treatment facilities during three periods of the 20th
century: Pre-World War II (1900-1940), World War II (1941-1945), and Post-World
War II (1946-1999). The subsequent section presents evaluations of the six properties in
the project area using these larger themes to assist in determining historical significance.
Specialized facilities for the treatment of the sick have been documented since the
development of urbanism in the early empires of the Mediterranean (including Egypt,
Greece, Mesopotamia, and Rome). The first hospital structures emerged associated with
Catholic convents and monasteries in the early middle ages. Developments in the science
and technology of medicine, and a new scale of suffering brought about by modern
techni~ues of warfare, transformed the structure of hospital facilities in the second half of
the 19t century. The emergence of new theories of disease, medical specializations, and
rising use of technological equipment created an almost constant demand for renovation
and replacement of health facilities in the 20 th century. Surprisingly, some features have
survived from the classical and medieval periods: for example, the therapeutic value of
gardens, landscapes and tranquil settings continues to be recognized while the underlying
theory of disease has been transformed.
The properties under study in the Stanford University Medical Center include
several property types in the area of medical facilities: two hospitals, a medical school,
medical research laboratories, and freestanding outpatient clinic buildings. These
properties represent two periods of construction: the Palo Alto HospitallHoover Pavilion
complex dates to the pre-World War II period, the Stanford Hospital, Medical School and
Welch Road clinics and laboratories are post-World War II. These buildings will be
evaluated in the context of medical facilities design in the 20th century. The properties
will be evaluated to determine the extent to which they reflected innovations in design or
medical treatment philosophies compared to similar facilities constructed in their
respective periods.
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Pre-World War II Medical Facilities
Pavilion Hospitals
Epidemics were a major impetus to hospital development at the turn of the
century in growing population areas. 17 Fear of infection and contagious disease
determined their design. The use of pavilion ward plans was widespread, developed first
for use in military hospitals and popularized by Florence Nightingale in her influential
publications Notes on Hospitals (1858) and Notes on Nursing (1859).IS Pavilion wards
were designed to break up large hospitals into smaller, standard-sized (20-30 bed)
wards. 19 Each ward was designed as an independent "pavilion" with support facilities
located at the ends of the building (to minimize traffic flow - and potential sources of
contagion -- through the wards) (Figure 10-15). Elaborate ventilation systems, and
careful placement of each bed next to an operable window, were required to insure that
stale air left the building and fresh air entered it - reflecting a widespread belief that
disease was transmitted through bad air.2° These pavilions were one or two-story
buildings spread out across the site, separated by courtyards or gardens to insure adequate
natural light and air for each building. (Sunlight was believed to have a beneficial effect
as well as fresh air.) The principles were reflected in huge Civil War hospitals with
dozens oftent or barracks-style wards and the success of the model in limiting the spread
of infection led to its widespread adoption in large U.S. hospitals, including one of the
largest American hospitals, Johns Hopkins (designed 1876, completed 1885) (Figure 10-

16).
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Figure 10-15: Typical pavilion ward layout.
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Pig. 183. FInal pial) for Johns Hopkim; Hospir.d (John S, BilIin,W!l's *econd plan) 1876,

Figure 10-/6: Pavilion plan at Johns Hopkins.

Medical advances in the 19th century included the development of anesthesia
(morphine and ether) and methods of sterilization (carbolic acid and steam), and the
development a new theory of infectious disease: germ theory, with the isolation of
specific causative agents for a long list of diseases during the 1880s and 1890s (anthrax,
rabies, tuberculosis, diphtheria, tetanus, pneumonia, and many more). Cleanliness and
the isolation of infectious patients continued to be critical in the hospital setting but it was
no longer necessary to isolate non-infectious patients and the medical necessity of fresh
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air and sunshine came into ~uestion. Laboratories began to appear in hospitals as a result
of these discoveries as well .
Classic pavilion hospitals were inefficient in land usc, energy and building
materials, and took more staff to supervise, clean and care for patients. Developments in
construction technology in the 19th century elevators, electricity, efficient water pumps,
use of steel-reinforced concrete in construction made multi-story buildings safer and
less expensive to build, leading to the emergence of high-rise buildings in land-scarce
urban areas by the turn ofthe century. By 1905, hospital administrators were studying
the efficiency of multi-story designs to maximize land efficiency. Studies developed by
Chicago surgeon Dr. Albert Ochsner were particularly influential in the shift from single
story pavilions to high rise hospitals (Figure J0-17).
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High-rise hospitals

After the turn of the century, architects began to experiment with new vertical
forms for hospitals: essentially stacking pavilion-style wards on top of service floors.
Fresh air, sunshine and garden settings continued to be popular features and new
architectural forms emerged to maximize land use efficiency without sacrificing these
features: circular wards and diagonal cross-plan blocks for example?2 The efficiency of
vertically integrated plumbing systems allowed architects to move sinks and toilets into
patient rooms rather than at the ends ofthe wards. The new high-rise hospitals emerged
as symbols of civic pride and economic vitality and in the U.S. began to resemble hotels
- competing for patients by offering a range of room types (and costs). high staffing
ratios. and furnishings that were more homelike in character?3 Qualified nurses to
provide this level of cate were scaree, particularly during World War I, and many
hospitals added housin~ for nurses and nursing schools - to recruit and train nurses -- to
their facilities as wel1. 2
While economy and efficiency drove the move towards taller structures, civic
pride and competition led to highly ornamental architectural treatments (particularly on
the exterior): beaux arts in the pre-World War I era, art deco emerging with great
popularity worldwide in hospitals of the 1920s and 30s, Some design features carried
forward through centuries of hospital design into the modern era: the notion of the
hospital as a self-contained institution providing for itself the services of cooking,
laundry and staff housing which emerged in monastery and convent hospitals of the
medieval period; landscaped courtyards and grand entry plazas popular from the
Renaissance "palace" style hospitals; verandas, sunrooms and solariums from Victorian
period pavilion designs. These features were medically obsolete by the early 20th century
but persisted as they met other human and institutional needs.
Pre-War Medical Facility Properties in the Palo Alto Area

The trend in emergence of public hospitals in U,S. cities is closely followed by
developments in Palo Alto and its vicinity, In 1900, Palo Alto had no public medical
facilities, There were a handful of private physicians in town, operating out of their
homes,25 Following an outbreak of typhoid fever in 1903 that claimed twelve lives
(including eight Stanford students) a small hospital was established by the Students'
Guild to serve the health needs of Stanford students and local residents (it had 20 beds),
By 1910, a second private hospital containing about 40 beds was completed: the
Peninsula Hospital, on the corner of Embarcadero Road and Cowper Street (Figure 1018). The City of Palo Alto purchased the building in 1921 and entered into an agreement
with Stanford to manage the hospital, which was renamed Palo Alto Hospital. The Palo
Alto Hospital was expanded to 48 beds but by 1927 a committee had formed to
investigate building a new, larger hospital building. 26
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Figure 10-18: Peninsula HospHai (demolished)
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Medical facilities to serve army personnel based at Camp Fremont during the First
World War were located in Menlo Park, at the site of the current Veteran's
Administration facility on Willow Road. 27 Camp Fremont was quarantined during the
1918 Spanish influenza epidemic (there were 30 flu deaths at the camp hospital in Menlo
Park). The Stanford Students' Guild operated its own isolation hospital on Alpine Road
in 1915 (who by law could not be transported across the town boundary to the Peninsula
Hospital) (Figure /0-19). In fact, the Stanford isolations hospital (and a separate ward.
for women on the main campus) treated more influenza patient~ (145) than the Peninsula
Hospital (93) during the 1918 epidemic. Six students died in the epidemic. 28 The
Students' Guild fucilities were sold in 1921 when Stanford and Palo Alto agreed to
jointly operate the Palo Alto Hospital at the Peninsula Hospital building on Embarcadero

Figure 10-19: Student's Guild LYDlation Hospital (currently a private residence)

In 1919 the Stanford Convalescent Home for Children was founded at the site of
the Stanford family home on San Francisquito Creek. During the 19205 the "Con Home"
built a series of one story pavilion wards in a simple Spanish Revival style alongside the
Italianate Stanford house. Each ward had a sun porch alongside and the young patients
were moved outside on sunny days to enjoy the fresh air and sunshine (Figure 10-20).29
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Figure 10-20: Con Home (McLaughlin Unit) sun porch circa 1927(demolished)

Also during the 1920s, a group of local physicians formed the Palo Alto Medical
Clinic working out of offices at Hamilton and Bryant Streets in downtown Palo Alto. In
1931, the partners moved into a new building designed by Palo Alto architect Birge Clark
- the Roth Building -- on the corner of Homer Avenue and Bryant Street (Figure 10-21).
The Roth Building is a two-story Spanish Revival building with a well-known series of
murals by muralist Victor Amautoff showing medical scenes. 30 A number of other
doctors and dentists established offices in Palo Alto during the 19205, including a group
at the Medico-Dental Building, also designed by Birge Clark, at 267 Hamilton Street
(which currently houses University Art on its ground floor) (Figure 10-22).
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Figure 10-21: Roth Building (future home a/the Palo Alto History Museum)

Figure 10-22: Hamilton Avenue with Medico-Dental Building in the center
27

By the end of the 1920s, the need for a new hospital had beeome clear. The City
of Palo Alto leased a ten-acre site on EI Camino Real from Stanford University (Stanford
would operate the hospital under an agreement with the City). The site was chosen
because of its proximity to downtown Palo Alto and the Stanford Convalescent Home for
Children?l The City of Palo Alto selected an Oakland arehitecture finn, Reed and
Corlett, to design the hospital and raised $480,000 for its construction from a
combination of gifts and municipal bonds. Reed and Corlett had recently completed
another high-rise hospital: the Peralta Hos~ital in Oakland in 1928, and were chosen for
their experience with medical architecture. 2 The new 80 bed Palo Alto Hospital opened
in May, 1931 (Figure 10-23).

Figure 10-23: Palo Alto Hospital circa 1931

'Inc Palo Alto Hospital had a standard floor plan for hospitals of the period:
service functions (laundry, commissary, kitchen, staff rooms) on the ground floor, offices
and lobby on the second floor, patient wards on floors three and four and operating rooms
on the fifth floor. The floor plans were traditional pavilion style: services clustered near
the entry (elevator and stairway) and patient beds arranged along the exterior walls
(Figure 10-24). Unlike the classic open Nightingale wards, there was a mix of room
types: one bed, two beds, four beds and an eight bed "industrial" ward - designed to

28

provide a range of room types depending on the patient's condition and ability to pay,33
A wing was added to the hospital in 1939, doubling the number of patient beds (160).
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Figure 10-24:, Palo Alto Hospital floor plan showing patient rooms with 1, 2, 4 or 9 beds
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Architect Will Corlett highlighted the improved fire and earthquake safety
features of the new building's steel-reinforced concrete construction, modern equipment,
and homelike accommodations. He notes that "the serious work of the hospital is masked
as much as possible. Bodies, soiled linen, rubbish, etc. are not transported through the
departmental corridors." As in earlier pavilion hospitals, natural light and fresh air were
provided: "the building is oriented so that a line due south bisects the angle between the
two main wings which p,ermits the sun's rays to reach all walls and the adjacent ground at
some time every day." 4 Corlett was concerned to emphasize the "dignified and simple,"
"conservative and modernistic" design: "Adornment of the exterior ... was not considered
as justified." The tension between "unnecessary" ornament and suitably attractive civic
architecture was a common theme in hospital design?5 Nonetheless, Reed and Corlett's
art deco design for the Palo Alto Hospital has many ornamental flourishes: a stepped
"ziggurat" roof profile, terracotta friezes, and ornamental metalwork at the entry and roof
cupola. A complete evaluation ofthe property is provided below. The art deco, high-rise
exterior and basic interior floor plans are good examples of pre-World War II hospital
design.
The Palo Alto Hospital in its 1931 and 1939 plans incorporated service functions
inside the building, including the laundry and a few small rooms on the second floor to
provide sleeping accommodations to nurses (5 beds) and interns (2 beds). The national
trend was towards providing separate residential accommodations for staff - to recruit,
train and retain nursing staff was a priority and accommodations within the high-rise
hospital were not popular among the staff. In 1940, the Palo Alto Hospital constructed a
small cottage to the rear of the hospital for nurses, which was expanded in 1949. Other
support functions were also gradually moved out of the main buildings, creating a cluster
of small utilitarian structures on the southeast comer of the site. The Nurses' Cottage is
also evaluated below. Generally, the outbuildings on the Palo Alto Hospital site are
vernacular in style, and plain in finishes and construction in comparison to the main
hospital building.

World War II Era Medical Facilities
Beginning with the U.S. entry into the war in 1941, the nation's labor and building
material resources were focused on supporting the war effort: military installations and
industrial facilities producing military equipment and support products. This included
construction of a number of hospitals for treatment of war casualties, in Europe and the
Pacific and at bases in the United States. Many of these sites were constructed in the
same basic styles as field hospitals ofthe Civil War and World War I: a series of small
open ward structures (tents or barrack-style buildings) organized alon~ the lines of
Nightingale wards of the last half of the 19th century (Figure lO-25)? Makeshift
hospitals were also created in converted barracks, schools and factories. The system of
field hospitals in Europe and the Pacific was supported by hospital ships and evacuation
aircraft to transport the wounded back to the U.S. base hospitals for additional treatment
and rehabilitation.
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Figure 10-25: US Army Ifh Evacuation Hospital, Pietra, Italy (Winter 1944-45)
Major military installations were constructed or expanded in the San Francisco
Bay Area and Monterey. The Letterman General Hospital at the Presidio in San
Francisco was expanded during the war and at its peak treated more than 70,000
wounded in a single year (1945).37 Medical facilities to serve workers in the war
industries were also important. The Kaiser Richmond Field Hospital - ancestor of the
Kaiser Permanente HMO - was founded in Richmond in 1942 to provide care to workers
at the Richmond Shipyards (Figure 1O-26)?8

Figure 10-26: Kaiser Richmond Field Hospital
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World War 11 Medical Properties in the Palo Alto Area
The only major medical facilities constructed locally during the Second World
War were those at Dibble Army Base in Menlo Park, which had a hospital and nurses'
quarters. The Dibble General Hospital treated soldiers injured in the Pacific, specializing
in plastic surgery and eye surgery, and at its peak contained 2400 beds (Figure 10-27).
Nisei veterans wounded in Europe were transferred to Dibble General Hospital where
they participated in publicity efforts to smooth resettlement of Japanese-Americans in
Santa Clara and San Mateo counties after the end ofthe war (Figure 10-28). The base
was decommissioned after the war and the land area redeveloped (to house the Stanford
Research Institote in 1947, Menlo Park Civic Center and United State Geological Survey
Western Rcgion Headquarters in 1954). The nurses' quarters are still standing on the SRI
campus, but the hospital buildings a series of pavilion wards spread out across the site • have been demolished.

Figure 10-27: Dibble General Hospital in Menlo Park

Figure 10.28: Nisei veterans at Dibble General Hospital
Photo from Bancroft Library, University ofCalifornia, Berkeley. 39
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Very little building development unrelated to the war effort was possible due to
shortages of labor and materials. Dibble General Hospital was the major medical
property for this period in the local area. Many local physicians and nurses served at
military hospitals in the U.S. and abroad, and these staff shortages further limited the
possibilities for expansion of civilian medical fucilities during this period. A number of
physicians and residents of the Stanford Medical School (then located in San Francisco)
served in Europe in the 59'h Army Evacuation Hospital organized by the San Francisco
General Hospital. 40
There are no World War II era properties in the Stanford University Medical
Center.

Post World War II Medical Facilities
Megahospitals
In spite of the huge economic and human cost of the war, the peace brought
unprecedente? growth in both population and the economy: creating demand for housing
for veterans, new forms of industry, and an optimistic outlook on the future. A large
population of wounded veterans sparked the transition from sprawling pavilion-style
military hospitals to more efficient "minimalist megahospitals" in urban areas41 • New
development in the suburbs led to an expansion of the community hospital system as
well. Planning for a national network of health facilities was supported by the passage of
the Hospital Construction Act of 1946, known as the Hill-Burton Act.
"The Hill-Burton legislation resulted in a series of overlapping rings laid out
across the nation, with a large, typically urban teaching institution at the center
ofeach ring and a network ofsupport or satellite clinics and specialty
hospitals ... arrayed in outlying zones. The intent of the Hill-Burton Standards,
which consisted ofpreset floor plans, room arrangements, bed capacities, and
minimum standards for diagnostic and treatment departments, was to assist
communities, health planners and architects to ensure minimum quality and
content.,,42
Thousands of new hospitals were built in the period beginning with the passage of
Hill-Burton in 1946 and ending with the shift in federal funding priorities (away from
construction and towards programs) caused by the passage of Medicare and Medicaid in
1965.43 The dominant style for these post-war hospitals was modem, particularly in the
"International Style," which favored flat room, minimal ornamentation and a "platform"
or "podium" design with patient beds above below-grade service areas, a large ground
floor housing administrative and public functions, and a monolithic high-rise concrete,
steel and glass patient tower on top.44 Narrow pavilion wards gave way to round, square,
hexagonal, and triangular designs all focused on centralizing nurses' stations and support
rooms in a windowless "core" with patient rooms surrounding this core, to maximize the
efficiency of building systems and staffing. 45 A proliferation of specialty departments
filled adjacent auxiliary structures, or occupied a multi-story podium base.
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Outpatient Care Facilities
Many new community physicians' offices in the post World War II period
followed the modernist style. The trend towards group practices continued, and helped
support the construction of modern medical office buildings and the demand for
expanded use of on-site diagnostic equipment.
Post World War II Medical Properties in the Palo Alto Area
As local population expanded rapidly after the war, prominent local physician Dr.
Russell Lee (co-founder of the Palo Alto Medical Foundation and one of the driving
forces behind the 1930 Palo Alto Hospital project) proposed in 1947 a projectto triple the
size of the Palo Alto Hospital from 160 to 500-600 beds. His plan apparently was to raise
the national profile ofthe Palo Alto Medical Foundation to rival the Mayo Clinics. The
project would have required the expansion of the land area leased from Stanford
University as well as approval by the University Trustees. Stanford's President, Donald
Tressider, rejected the proposal, finding that the expansion did not serve the interests of
the university.46 Tressider was an alumnus of the Stanford Medical School and
supported moving the medical campus from San Francisco onto the main campus. This
plan was discussed by the University Trustees several times in the late 1940s, but stalled
due to resistance from the medical faculty (many of whom had private practices in San
Francisco).47 Instead, plans were made to expand the school in San Francisco which
stalled after Tressider's unexpected death in 1948 and an unsuccessfu I fund raising
campaign for the new facilities.
In 1953, Stanford President J.E. Wallace Sterling and the Board of Trustees
announced the decision to establish a medical school on the Stanford campus. Palo Alto
had raised $4 million for hospital expansion. A deal was struck in 1955 for a combined
Stanford Medical School, Stanford teaching hospital and Palo Alto Hospital project on a
56-acre site near the center of campus. The two owners were represented by David
Packard, as Chairman of the Stanford Board of Trustees and Palo Alto Mayor Noel Porter
who appointed a Hpspital Governing Board, led by William Hewlett and consisting of
representatives of the medical school and local physicians. A complex set of business
and building arrangements were negotiated and architect Edward Durrell Stone was hired
in 1956 to begin design for the new Palo Alto-Stanford Hospital and Stanford Medical
School (Figure 10-29).
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Figure 10-29: Stone's master plan

The project was a "megahospital" by the standards of the period: a first phase of
475 beds (with a plan to expand to 1000) with two separate patient hospitals for Stanford
and Palo Alto, shared laboratory and operating rooms, and teaching/research facilities for
the Medical School. However, the requirement to separate the Palo Alto and Stanford
hospitals and a city-wide height limit forced a horizontal plan, rather than the more
popular podium-and-nursing tower arrangement. A sprawling complex of3-story
buildings in Stone's characteristic formalist modern style was completed in 1959 (Figure
10-30).

Figure 10-30: The first phase ofPalo Alto-Stanford Hospital and
Stanford Medical School near completion in 1959
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The older Palo Alto Hospital facility was renovated and reopened in 1965 as the
Hoover Pavilion, managed by the City of Palo AIto as a portion of its hospital facilities.
New hospitals were also built nearby: the Sequoia Hospital opened in Redwood City in
1950, the Palo Alto Veterans' Administration Hospital on Foothill Boulevard was
completed in 1960 (Figure 10-31).48 El Camino Hospital also opened in 1960 in
Mountain View.

Figure 10-31: Palo Alto Veterans' Administration Hospital, 1960 (demolisAled)

The Palo Alto Medical Clinic also expanded in the post World War 11 period,
acquiring offices in several locations in Palo Alto and building research facilities on
Bryant Street in Palo Alto and a new clinic building (named for Russell Lee) adjacent to
the Roth Building in 1961 (Figure 10-32). These facilities were demolished and the sites
redeveloped for housing after the Palo Alto Medical Foundation moved to its current
location in 1996.

l.." r
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Figure 10-32: Palo Alto Medical Foundation, Lee Building (demolished)
Many private medical practice offices opened during this period in Palo Alto and
Menlo Park. Three professional office buildings built in this period are within the project
boundaries and are proposed to be demolished: 701 Welch Road, 703 Welch Road and
1101 Welch Road. These. properties are discussed in detail in a later section.

Evaluation of Pre World War II Medical Facilities in the Project
Area

Hoover PavilionfPalo Alto Hospital
The Hoover Pavilion facility was constructad in 1930 to house the Palo Alto Hospital.
The facility replaced the Peninsula Hospital, which was operated by Stanford from 19211931 under an agreement with the City of Palo Alto. 5o In 1927 the Palo Alto Medical
Association formed a committee to study the requirements for a new hospital and in
1928; Stanford University President Ray Lyman Wilbur offered a 99-year lease for 10
acres of land on the Stanford campus for the new hospital, as well as an agreement for the
university to manage the hospital. 5! The City of Palo Alto raised more than $400,000 in
construction costs from a combination of bond funding and donations. Construction of
/
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the central tower and original 80-bed hospital was completed in 1931; an attached 80-bed
addition (the "east wing") was completed in 1939.
Criteria 1, 2: Association with Significant Events or Persons

The Palo Alto Hospital was a community hospital that treated thousands of
patients over the more than four decades of its operation. It was not a medical research
fucility and no major events in the history of medicine are associated with the building.
President Herbert Hoover, for whom the property was named in 1965 (Hoover died in
1964), had no documented relationship to the Palo Alto Hospital. A sometime resident of
the Stanford campus, he may have contributed to the fundraising campaign and may have
visited the facility but as he was President durin~ its design and construction, it is
unlikely he played any role in the project itself. While many dedicated physicians,
nurses and staff worked in the building over the years, history has not identified a
particularly significant person among them. 53 The Hoover PavilionlPalo Alto Hospital
does not appear to be eligible for listing on the California Register for association with
significant events or persons.
.
Criterion 3: Design

Within the historical context outlined above, the building may be potentially
eligible for listing under criterion 3 as an important example of pre World War II hospital
design, if it "embodies the distinctive characteristics" of hospitals of the period. As
noted above, the trend during the early 20th century was towards construction of high rise
hospitals, in contrast to the low spreading pavilion plans of the past. Furthermore,
hospitals became civic institutions during this period built by cities and counties to
support growing populations and attract businesses to their communities. Generally,
beaux arts style hospital buildings were popular before World War I, with art deco styles
gain ing between the wars.
In the era before medical insurance, hospitals provided a variety of room types for
a range of fees; floor plans reflected this with a more complex set of ward layouts than in
earlier hospitals. Despite this, the floors of high rise hospitals continued to follow
pavilion principles: fresh air and sunlight were highly valued, visitor movement through
the building highly controlled, and nursing stations and sanitary facilities concentrated in
one area on each floor. Hospitals of the 19th century had laundries and kitchens,
hospitals ofthe twentieth century added flower rooms, and a focus on staff comfort (staff
locker rooms, bedrooms, dining rooms) to assist recruitment and retention in a period of
short supply for quality medical personnel. Typically the building'S vertical organization
went from service in the basement or ground floor, to public spaces (reception and
admitting, gift shop, waiting lounges, offices) on lower floors, several floors of nursing
wards, and finally the surgical rooms at the top (minimizing traffic flow into these areas).
The Palo Alto Hospital closely followed these trends. The building is a high-rise
structure (at six stories it was one ofthe tallest buildings in the city at that time). The
tower has a "ziggurat" roofline: stepping back in a series of flat terraces with a pyramidal
hipped roof originally surmounted by an elaborate copper lighting rod cap (Figure 10-
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33). The ziggurat form is strongly art deco, perhaps the best known example being the
Empire State Building (1931) in New York (Figure 10-34).

Figure 10-33: Palo Alto Hospital, 1930, northwest elevation
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Figure 10-34: Empire State Building, New York, circa 1930s 54
The Hoover PavilionlPalo Alto Hospital may be the only ziggurat profile building
in Palo Alto, which has only a handful of art deco structures. Interestingly, there are two
Stanford buildings with small ziggurat decorative elements, both associated with Herbert
Hoover: the Hoover Tower (1940) has small ziggurats on the comers of the observation
deck level (Figure 10-35), and the Lou Henry Hoover House (1919-20) has a number of
stepped decorative elements (Figure 10-36). While there is room for debate on whether
Hoover Tower and Lou Henry Hoover House are art deco buildings, the use of exotic
architectural forms - Greek, Assyrian, Epptian, Mayan, Aztec, Native American Pueblo
- is a feature of the art deco movement. 5 Ziggurats are associated with the ancient
civilizations of the near east, in the present nations ofIraq and Iran (Figure 10-37).
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Figure 10·35: Hoover Tower (1941), detail oJziggurat

Figure 10·36: Lou Henry Hoover House (1920)
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Figure 10-37: Mesopotamian ziggurati6

Art deco has a number of variants, but the Hoover Pav ilionlPalo Alto Hospital
displays the characteristic features of its most common form:
"The most distinctive form of art deco architecture was what is now referred to as
'zigzag moderne ' - the exotically dynamic style ofsuch skyscrapers as the
Chrysler and Empire State bUildings. The description 'zigzag' refers to the
geometric and repetitive stylized ornament ofzigzags, angular patterns, abstract
animal and plant motifs, sunbursts, astrological symbolism, frozen fountains and
related motifs that were applied richly in metalwork, mosaic, etched glass,
sculptural relief, and mural form to the exterior and interior of the buildings,
many of which were ziggurat-shaped. ,,57
Will Corfett, one of the principal architects for the Palo Alto Hospital, insisted
that the design was simple and unadorned; the two bands ofterracotta window spandrels,
elaborate screen work on the rooflevel and elaborately detailed parapet belie this
statement. These details are consistent with art deco design of the period, and in the San
Francisco Bay region. 58 The main entry on Palo Road is particularly ornate ((Figure 1038). The entrance has a custom cast concrete friezes with a stylized caduceus (a short rod
entwined by two snakes flanked by a pair of wings; associated with the Greek god
Hermes and the healing arts). The entry portico is surmounted by an art deco bronze
angel, almost certainly also a reference to the function of the building. The main entry
has other art deco decorative elements, including lighting fixtures and screens. The
awning over the original ambulance entrance on Quarry Road is also detailed in typical
art deco fashion (Figure 10-39).
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Lantern at entry

Pendant infoyer

Mechanical screen in foyer

Figure 10-38: Art Deco ornament on the Hoover Pavilion, Palo Road entry
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Figure 10-39: Art Deco awning on Quarry RoadJa<;ade, terracolla spandrels above
The interior plan of the building closely follows the period as well: the ground
floor of the 1930 wing housed the emergency room and service functions: staff locker
rooms, laundry, sewing room, mattress storage, commissary storage the morgue (the
ground floor of the 1939 addition contained patient rooms). The second floor of the 1930
wing, the main entry on the northwest fa9ade, led to the lobby, cashier, administrative
offices, laboratories, kiwhen, staff dining room, doctor's coat room, and bedrooms for
nurses, interns and the hospital superintendent (the 1939 wing is also patient rooms). The
fourth floor housed patient rooms and the nursery (two additional labor and delivery
suites were added in the 1939 addition on this floor) and the fifth floor had three
operating rooms, labor delivery rooms, an anesthesia room and staff preparation spaces.
The sixth floor or "penthouse" contained only mechanical rooms. This reflects a typical
vertical organizational arrangement, reflecting social distinctions of the period and
functional concerns. 59 This relatively small hospital had few spaces for families and
visitors - the cafeterias, gift shops and large waiting areas are a later phenomenon. The
interior plan is a good example of a hospital of the pre World War II period.
The Hoover Pavilion/Palo Alto Hospital is less elaborate in its art deco ornament
than the most outstanding examples of the style, such as the Los Angeles County
Hospital. However, the form and detail of the exterior are good examples ofthe art deco
zigzag moderne style and compare favorably with many large art deco hospitals of the
time. The building appears to meet the condition of the criterion 3 as exemplifying the
distinctive characteristics ofa Pre World War II hospital, including the use of the art deco
style and the functional design of the property.
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Criterion 4: Information Potential
The Hoover Pavilion does not appear to have the potential to yield important
information in history or prehistory. This criterion is typically applied to archaeological
sites or examples of unusual construction methods for buildings or structures. The
Hoover Pavilion is not eligible for listing under criterion 4.

Integrity
As the Hoover Pavilion appears to meet criterion 3, the further step of evaluating
the physical integrity ofthe character-defining features is necessary to make a
determination of historical significance. Integrity is the ability ofthe property to convey
the reasons for its significance. The Hoover Pavilion has a fairly high level of integrity
for its exterior art deco features and original building materials. The interior floor plan is
substantially similar and the windows, stairwells and main entry have retained historic
finishes. However, decades of interior remodeling have altered the interior finishes to
such an extent that the sense of being inside a historic hospital is compromised in many
of the spaces: patient rooms have been converted to offices, and the remaining medical
treatment areas are thoroughly modern in character. The high level of integrity and
strong character of the exterior features including the ziggurat roof profile, ornamental
concrete and tile, and largely intact windows and entry give a strong sense of historical
style and period to the exterior. The integrity of the characteristic zigzag moderne
features of the exterior is adequate to convey the feeling of the period and its architectural
interest.
The integrity of the setting is also mixed. The setting was chosen for its
proximity to the town and for its beauty: "One can walk from the entrance of Palm Drive
to the hospital site in about six minutes and it can be reached from University Avenue by
car in about five minutes. The site is secluded from all undesirable sights and noises. The
physical surroundings are beautiful and there are no neighbors to object to its
presence.,,60 The original landscape plan was extremely simple: road access, parking lots
and existing trees. There are no plans showing the Fountain Plaza at the main entry,
however, a plaza appears indistinctly in aerial photographs from .the I940s and may have
been added with the 1939 addition. While the construction date for the fountain feature is
not known, it is art deco in style: a low stepped concrete basin surrounding four vertically
stepped columns supporting a shallow copper basin. Its surfaces, however, lack the rich
ornamentation of the building fayade - no cast ornament or decorative tile - which may
indicate a later construction date than the building. (Figure 10-40).
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Figure 10-40,' Site Plan/or Palo Alto Hospital, 1930

The site was planted with ornamental trees immediately adjacent to the building
in the early 1960s; formally arranged in the rear courtyard, and against each of the
building's pilasters. Lawn was added during this period, much of which was later
removed (Figure 10-41). The rear, southeast side of the site has been used for support
functions and a number of vernacular service buildings have been added and removed
over time, Much ofthe setting is utilitarian and institutional in character: paved surfaces,
un irrigated expanses of bare ground, overgrown vegetation and simple outbuildings,
There is no designed landscape of note other than the fountain plaza. In terms of
integrity, the entry plaza is intact and the overall setting which has always been lightly
wooded continues to display this character.
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Figure 10-41: Art Deco fountain plaza on Palo Road

Figure 10-42: Northwest fal;ade, 1977
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The Hoover PavilionlPalo Alto Hospital appears to be historically significant,
displays substantial integrity of its defining zigzag moderne exterior features and may be
eligible for listing on the California Register under Criterion 3.

Nurses' Cottage
The Palo Alto Hospital operated under continual pressure to expand. Stanford's
President Ray Lyman Wilbur reported in 1941 that "A comparison ofthe five-year period
from 1932 to 1936 with the five-year period from 1937-1941 (inclusive), shows 12,829
units of service in the first period and 26,099 units in the second period, or an increase of
approximately 100 per cent.,,61 The hospital doubled its number of patient beds with the
opening of the addition in 1939, but pressure to increase lab and x-ray facilities and
administrative offices for the larger hospital. led to the construction of a new facility for
bedrooms and locker rooms for nurses to free up space in the main hospital building.
Like the Palo Alto Hospital, the Nurses' Cottage will also be evaluated using the criteria
for listing on the California Register of Historic Places, in the context of developments in
medical facilities during the pre World War II period (the facility was planned and the
first wing constructed before the war; completion was delayed by material and labor
shortages during the war).

Criteria 1, 2: Association with Significant Events or Persons
The Nurses' Cottage was not the scene of any significant historical events, nor has
any of the occupants achieved notoriety. In fact, despite a substantial historical literature
on the contribution of women to the history of medicine, largely through careers in
nursing, there is little historical record of the lives of the nurses who worked at the Palo
Alto Hospital. The donor who paid for the construction of the cottage was a well known
local philanthropist: Lucie Stem. Lucie Stem inherited a considerable portion of the Levi
Strauss fortune from her husband, Louis Stem, and was "Palo Alto's fairy godmother"
during the depression years. 62
Lucie Stem made major gifts to Stanford University, including a dormitory (Stem
Hall) and a number of endowed professorships. She is perhaps best remembered for her
gift of the Community Center and Theater on Middlefield Road that bear her name (they
were completed in 1933). These structures, and an annex given by her daughter Ruth
Stem, were also designed by Birge Clark and continue to playa vital role in the cultural
life of the community (Figure 10-43). The gates to Mrs. Stem's Atherton Home, BydeA-Whyle, have been listed in the town's Historical Landscape Artifact Inventory.63 Mrs.
Stem and her daughter Ruth also had homes in Palo Alto, designed by Birge Clark and
listed on the Palo Alto Historical Inventory. Another Lucie Stem gift to the community
(in 1941) that has sparked preservation interest is the art deco "streamline moderne" Sea
Scouts Building on San Francisco Bay, planned for restoration by the Environmental
Volunteers.
When a person is associated with a number of surviving properties, their
relationship to the properties must be reviewed to determine which best represent their
contributions to history:
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Each property associated with an important individual should be wmpared to
other associated properties to identifY those that best represent the person's
historic contributions ... Length 0/association is an important/actor when
assessing several properties with similar associations. 64
Lucie Stern's association with the Community Center, Theater, Children's Theater and
Children's Library on Middlefield Road was long-lasting and is well-remembered in Palo
Alto. The Nurses' Cottage, while a generous gift, does not carry the strength of
association - in scale, length of time, or public memory -- of Mrs. Stem's ml.\ior
contributions to Palo Alto and Stanford. The Nurses' Cottage therefore does not appear
to be eligible for listing on the California Register under criteria I or 2.

Figure 10-43: Lucie Stern Community Cenler65
Criterion 3: Design
As mentioned above, housing for nurses was a common feature of pre World War
II hospitals. Most nurses were unmarried young women, working long hours and
hospital administrators ofthe period believed they needed supervision and security.
Housing was also a recruitment tool for nurses in an era of chronic nursing shortages.
The San Francisco Hospital Nurses Home was described as "a three story brick structure
with every modem convenience to make home life of the student nurses comfortable. The
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grounds surrounding are attractive with lawns and gardens.,,66 The Nurses' Quarters at
Letterman General Hospital in San Francisco are typical: there are reception areas, sitting
rooms, and dining rooms as well as sleeping facilities (Figure 10-44). The Nurses Home
at Agnews State Hospital in Santa Clara was similar in style and plan to the Letterman
Nurses' Quarters: graceful Mediterranean revival architecture with domestic scale
common rooms on the ground floor (Figure 10-45). Early 20th century nurses' homes
display a variety of residential architectural styles, however, the focus on providing the
comforts of home in a pleasant setting are key defining characteristics.

Figure 10-44: Nurses' Quarters, Letterman Hospital, San Francisco (1932/ 7

Figure 10-45: Nurses' Home, Agnews State Hospital, Santa Clara (demolished)68
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The Palo Alto Hospital Nurses Cottage was designed by Palo Alto architects
Birge Clark and David Clark in 1941. Birge Clark and Walter Stromquist designed a
1948 addition to the building as well (Figures 10-46, 10-47). The building's strippeddown modern style is a departure from Clark's well-known Spanish colonial revival style
that characterizes many of his projects in Palo Alto, including the Palo Alto Medical
Foundation's Roth Building, the Cardinal Hotel, the Lucie Stern Community Center and
the Hamilton Avenue United States Post Office as well as dozens of private homes
(Figure 10-48).

Figure 10-46: Palo Alto Hospital Nurses Cottage, Quarry Roadfar;ade
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Figure 10-48: Birge Clark Houses in Palo Alto
Clark and Stromquist designed other modern buildings in the 1940s all modest
horizontal structures accented by modernist bands of windows: the Palo Alto Red Cross
building at 400 Mitchell Lane (1947), a number of public school buildings and a
commercial building at 900 High Street (Figure 10-49). There are apparently also some
modern style private homes by Birge Clark, though these are less well known. 69 The
building at 900 High Street is listed in the Palo Alto Inventory; however a recent survey
found the Palo Alto Red Cross building ineligible for listing on the California Register. 70
The Nurses' Cottage at the Hoover PavilionlPalo Alto Hospital is a modest building, both
in the context of nurse housing and in the career of Birge Clark. It does not appear to be
eligible for listing on the California Register of Historic Places under criterion 3.
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Figure 10-49: Peninsula Creamery Building at 900 High Street (Birge Clark)
Criterion 4: lriformation Potential
The Nurses' Cottage does not appear to have the potential to yield important
information in history or prehistory. This criterion is typically applied to archaeological
sites or examples of unusual construction methods for buildings or structures. The
Nurses' Cottage is not eligible for listing under criterion 4.
As the Nurses' Cottage does not meet any of the four criteria for listing on the
California Register, it does not appear to be a significant historical resource.

Evaluation of Post World War /I Medical Facilities in the Project
Area
Historical Significance and the Recent Past
Many ofthe post World War II properties affected by the proposed project were
constructed in the past fifty years. In order to achieve historical significance in this short
time frame, in it interesting to note that the National Register of Historic Places
guidelines suggest that a property less than 50 years old should be of exceptional
importance. The higher level of significance "guards against the listing of properties of
passing contemporary interest and ensures that the National Register is a list of truly
i
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historic places.,,?1 The California Register allows listing of properties less than fifty
years old where "sufficient time must have passed to obtain a scholarly perspective on the
events or individuals associated with the resource."n The California Register criteria are
applied in this analysis.
With regard to modern architecture, there is a growing body of scholarly work
documenting post World War II buildings. In 2000 the U.S. General Scrvices
Administration, Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the American Architectural
Foundation, the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the Yale School of
Architecture held a symposium with more than 75 leading architects and preservation
experts at Yale University on "Architecture of tho Great Society," resulting in a report
titled "Growth, Efficiency and Modernism: GSA Buildings of the 1950s, 60s and 70s,"
which contains a framework for assessing the eligibility of modern buildings for
historical listing. 73 This framework, used within the context of medical facilities design,
will guide the evaluation of the post World War II medical facility properties affected by
the proposed project.

701 Welch Road, Whelan Bnildings

Figure 10 -50: 701 Welch Road, Building A
There are five structures currently located at 701 Welch Road: four structures dating from
the 1957-61 original development of the property (70IA, 70lB, 701C, 70lD), and a
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recent added elevator tower (Figures 10-50, 10-51). The property was developed as a
professional office building complex by John Whelan, who received a lease from
Stanford University for 1.4 acres in 1957. His brother Joseph Whelan owned the
construction company that built Buildings A, B, C, and O. The buildings were described
as "professional office" buildings and upon completion of the complex in 1961 housed a
variety of tenants, includin~ physicians, psychologists and dentists as well as lawyers,
engineers and accountants. 4

Figure 10 -51: Site development sequence at 701 Welch Road

The buildings sit at the comer of Welch and Quarry Roads, across Welch Road
from the Stanford Shopping Center Barn. Buildings A and B are three stories in height,
with a half story below grade (they were built under a 35 foot height limit), Building C is
two stories and 0 is a single story. There is a sunken courtyard between Buildings A, B,
andC.
Criteria 1, 2: Association with Significant Events or Persons

The only newsworthy event in the record for the property was the establishment
of the Addiction Research Foundation by Dr. Avram Goldstein in 1974. His neighboring
tenants complained vociferously about the odors from his laboratory and the appearance
and behavior of his patients and within a few years Dr. Goldstein relocated his
foundation. 75 The activities of the Foundation attracted only minor public notice and
occurred relatively recently, and thus cannot be said to achieve historical significance.
The buildings housed a variety of professional tenants. There are no historical events
associated with the buildings that merit consideration under criterion I.
The list of tenants from the early I960s was reviewed against newspaper clippings
and local historical sources. 76 For example, among the tenants ofa law office in 1961
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were Richard Blois and Marsden Blois. Richard Blois is a Stanford alumnus who
together with his wife Susan have been active in campus and civic affairs. Marsden Blois
was a lawyer and an instructor at tbe Stanford University School of Law. The Whelan
brothers, developer John Whelan and contractor Joe Whelan, had tbeir offices in the
buildings as well. The activities ofthese citizens leave traces in local newspapers, but
none ofthe tenants of the buildings from the early 1960s appears to have achieved wider
fame or notoriety. Dr. Goldstein has enjoyed an impressive career; however, the strength
of his association witb this property is weak: he was only a tenant for a few years of his
long career, and his tenancy occurred within the last 35 years. The buildings at 701
Welch Road do not appear to be eligible for listing on tbe California Register under
criterion 2.

Criterion 3: Design
Buildings A, B, C, and 0 were designed by architect Don Knorr (1923-2003), a
modernist architect who practiced in the San Francisco Bay Area from 1949 to his
retirement. In the early years of his career, Knorr worked for the father-son architecture
firm ofEliel and Eero Saarinen in Michigan and later joined the San Francisco firm of
Skidmore, Owens and Merrill before launching his own practice, Knorr Elliott
Associates, in 1951. 77 Knorr's work received some notice during his career: he won a
MoMA furniture competition in 1950 (for a metal chair he designed - Figure J 0-52) and
one of his house designs was chosen by the prestigious Case Study Houses project in
1957 (though never built).78 Knorr did several projects with builder/developer Joe
Whelan, including houses for Whelan in Atherton and the Portola Valley Ranch
development. 79 Knorr is best known for his minimalist modern furniture designs from
the early 1950s, and for minimalist modern houses of glass, steel, wood and adobe built
for affluent clients in Atberton, Woodside, Portola Valley and otber northern California
suburbs. so
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Figure 10-52: Chair by Don Knorr for the Knoll Company (1948lJ

Knorr's design for the offiee buildings at 70 I Welch Road uses some of the ideas from
his Case Study House proposal: tall blank redwood walls at stark right angles to walJs of
steel and glass, and a sunken garden (Figures 10 -53, 10-54).
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Figure 10 -53: 701 Welch Road, Building B, West facade

Figure 10 -54: 701 Welch Road, Building B, Southfar;ade

The originaJJandscape designer for the project was Lawrence Halprin, but the final plans
approved in 1961 were by Sasaki, Walker and Associates. These plans included a small
water feature, a putting green in the sunken garden, and trees planted to screen the
window walls.
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As the buildings are for the most part less than 50 years old (Building B, the first
to be completed, was occupied in 1957, the others followed in Phase 2, completed in
1961), a scholarly perspective is important in reviewing their significance. As noted
above, recent scholarship has recognized Don Knorr as an important modernist designer.
To evaluate this particular project, a scholarly perspective is provided by the national
report Growth, Efficiency and Modernism which summarized the findings of a panel of
eminent scholars and architects regarding architecture of the post war period. The
questions below are taken from the assessment tool included in this report. 82
Is it a formative design in the portfolio of a prominent architect whose work had an
important influence on a community, region, state, or country?
Based on its resemblance to the Case Study House # 19, submitted the year
Building B was completed in a similar style, it appears to be a formative design in
Knorr's portfolio. Knorr himself mentions that it was one his first experiments with steel
construction. 8) However, Knorr's practice was small and his projects fur flung across the
San Francisco Bay Area which limited his influence on the region.
Is it a highly influential or outstanding work or is it a lesser work in the portfolio of a
master architect?

Knorr's most influential projects were residential, not commercial, and his
influence on the region was limited by the small size of his practice.
Is it a successfol example of a Modern-era style such as Expressionism, Formalism, or
Brutalism?

No. It was, however, with its strongly horizontal form, clean lines, and common
construction materials a good example of a regional style described variously as
"Northern California Modern" or Soft Modern."
Does it exemplifY the Modernist design philosophy, making effective use of modern
materials, components, public artwork, noteworthy landscaping or site design?

Knorr's best known projects included unusual combinations of materials, such as
adobe and steel or colored glass and ceramic panels by his artist wife, Anne. Here, the
landscaping is not remarkable. The buildings make effective use of steel, concrete block,
redwood and glass, but fail to make a strong visual statement.
Are interior and exterior significant spaces fully intact as designed, with original
materials andfeatures?

No, there have been major modifications to the buildings since their completion in
1961, described below in the discussion of integrity.
The buildings at 701 Welch Road are interesting modern buildings by an obscure
but talented architect. However, they are conventional, severely plain, rectangular office
buildings with little to draw public notice or interest in their design. They do not appear
to achieve the level of importance required for listing on the California Register under
criterion 3.
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Criterion 4: Information Potential
The Whelan Building does not appear to have the potential to yield important
information in history or prehistory. This criterion is typically applied to archaeological
sites or examples of unusual construction methods for buildings or structures. The
Whelan Building is not eligible for listing under criterion 4.
Integrity
The clean design of the building complex, and the strong mirror symmetry of its
main two buildings (A and B) was permanently compromised by a series of alterations
beginning in 1969 when the glass curtain walls on Building A were moved outward to the
edge of the roof eaves, and a covered porch at Building C was enclosed to create
additional interior space. Stanford's Director of Planning, Harry Sanders, strongly
disapproved of this change, writing that
I find it difficult to accept the random filling in ofsuch covered outdoor spaces,
particularly in these small intimate courtyards. And this court as pavilion depends
very much on having this covered porch area. Bringing the glass wall out to the
overhang would, in my opinion, be wifortunate ... I guess the reason I foel so
strongly is that /think the Whelan Buildings are among our best, and I'd hate to
see them head downwards. 84
Despite this warning, the alterations were approved, disrupting the symmetry of the
buildings (Figures 10-55, 10-56). Five years later another controversy erupted when the
Whelans complained about alterations to BUilding A (at this point they had transferred
the leases on some ofthe buildings to another developer). Gail Whelan wrote the
university president, Richard Lyman, stating that the alterations were "extensive, tasteless
and dangerous ...The outstanding appearance of these twin buildings, standard-bearers on
Welch Road is also, in my opinion, being thoroughly ruined."s5
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Figure 10-55: 701 Welch Road, Original window configuration, Building B

Figure 10-56: 701 Welch Road, Windows extended to eaves, Building A
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Again in 1979, when a proposal emerged to add a new doorway on the south east fa\)ade
of Building D, the Whelans complained. John Whelan described it in a letter to the
university's Manager of Real Estate as a "violent alteration to the architectural expression
of these buildings."s6 The addition of a round elevator tower in 2001, and the re-glazing
of many windows in tinted glass, further compromised the overall composition.
Due to this series of changes that disrupted the unity of Knorr's original plan, the
buildings at 70 I Welch Road do not appear to retain integrity of design. As the buildings
at 70 I Welch Road do not meet any of the four criteria for listing on the California
Register, and have lost integrity of design, they do not appear to be a significant historical
resource.

703 Welch Road, Welch Road Professional Center

Figure ]0-57: 703 Welch /Wad

The building at 703 Welch Road is next door to 701 Welch Road. This building is a
complex created by two long narrow buildings joined at each end and in the center by
connective elements, creating two lines of profcssional offiecs that opened onto a narrow
inner courtyard (Figure 10-57). Thc building stcps from onc to two storics in height (the
second story was a latcr addition). Thc first phase of the building was completed in 1958
by Welch Road Properties, led by developer J.P. Aced. The second phase, addition of the
second story, was completed in 1963. The architect was Bill Davies and landscape
designer Doug Baylis.
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Criteria 1, 2: Association with Significant Events or Persons

In 1961, tenants included a number of dentists, a psychologist, an optician and an
employment agency.87 None of these have attracted the notice of history (beyond the
occasional real estate transaction, charitable donation, wedding or obituary notice), nor
have any historical events of note taken place at this site. 703 Welch Road does not
appear to be eligible for listing under criteria I or 2.
Criterion 3: Design

The building is modem in design: concrete with decorative pierced concrete
screens at the entries and stairways, and a mansard roof screen suspended above the one
story sections and tying into the eaves ofthe second story additions. The building is very
long and'narrow, an effect that architect Davies attempted to redress in a later remodel
project (1970) by painting the ornamental screens and other accents a dark, contrasting
color. The outward facing walls are pierced by small, high, horizontal windows (Figure
10-58). Facing the interior court, these windows arc supplemented by vertical glass
panels in some areas (Figure 10-59). The fenestration is inconsistent in the interior
facades, suggesting later alterations by tenants.

Figure 10-58: 703 Welch Road, West facade
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Figure 10-59: Welch Road, Courtyard

The landscape treatment was the subject of prolonged discussion between
Stanford and the Welch Road Properties company. The building developers needed more
parking spaces and successfully resisted adding planting strips along the long sides of the
building and along the property lines. Tiny islands of hardy yucca and juniper dot the
sides of the building. The only major landscape area is in the setback from Welch Road,
which was originally planted in 1958 in a mass of juniper shrubs until Stanford insisted
that the shrubs be replaced with lawn and trees in "clumps of three" in 1960. 88
The assessment questions suggested by the GSA ref0rt, Growth Efficiency and
Modernism are useful in the case of this building as well: 8
Is it aformative design in the portfolio of a prominent architect whose work had an
important irifluence on a community, region, state, or country?
No. Architect Bill Davies and his partner E.A.Wadsworth have attracted little if
any critical attention for their designs, either at 703 Welch Road or elsewhere. They
cannot be described as prominent or influential. Landscape designer Doug Baylis has
received more attention. A protege of Thomas Church, he enjoyed a successful practice
in partnership with his wife Maggie Baylis. Baylis is widely recognized as a leading
figure in California modernist landscape design, of whom Church once remarked that "he
would be known as the guy for whom Douglas Baylis had once worked.,,90 Baylis
appears to have abandoned the commission at 703 Welch Road after reporting that "the
owner seems inclined to dispute the recommendations." 91
Is it a highly influential or outstanding work or is it a lesser work in the portfolio of a
master architect?
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No. It is not the work of a master architect nor is it highly influential or
outstanding.
Is it a successfol example of a Modern-era style such as Expressionism. Formalism, or
Brutalism?
No. The building is an awkward example of California modernism, and an
unfortunate lost opportunity to improve its character was missed when the developer
chose to maximize parking spaces rather than adopt a landscape plan by Doug Baylis. It
is unclear however, if Baylis could have rescued the design from the unfortunate
extremes of its long, tight furm.
Does it exemplify the Modernist design philosophy, making effoctive use of modern
materials, components, public artwork, noteworthy landscaping or site design?
No.
Are interior and exterior significant spaces folly intact as designed, with original
materials andfeatul'es?
No. The main entry area was redesigned in 1970 and the windows and doorways
in the courtyard fucing walls have been repeatedly changed.
The building at 703 Welch Road does not appear eligible for listing under criterion 3.
Criterion 4: lriformation Potential
The building at 703 Welch Road does not appear to have the potential to yield important
infonnation in history or prehistory. This criterion is typically applied to archaeological
sites or examples of unusual construction methods for buildings or structures. The 703
Welch Road building is not eligible for Iisring under criterion 4.
Integrity
The building has undergone a series of alterations since its original design in 1958: the
addition of the second story in 1963, redesign of the main entry in 1970, and the addition
of a deck on the roof of the single story section in 1981. Wbile the fenestration and
ornamental details of the two long fucades are substantially intact, the courtyard facades
have been repeatedly altered. The building at 703 Welch Road cannot be said to display
integrity of design.
As the 703 Welch Road building does not meet any ofthe four criteria for listing
on the California Register, and has lost its integrity of design, it does not appear to be a
significant historical resource.
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1101 Welch Road, Medical Paza
Three long, low, one-story wooden buildings were developed at 110 I Welch Road by a
consortium of thirty-eight private physicians, opening as the Medical Plaza in 1958. By
1961 there were nearly fifty physicians occupying the buildings, along with a pharmacy.
It remains largely medical offices to this day.
The buildings are low profile, surrounded by parking lots, screening fences and
landscaping (Figure 10-60). There is a small plaza with a water feature in between two
ofthe buildings (Figure 10-61). Rarely noticed, they are however the work of a wellknown California architect, William Wurster, and landscape architect Lawrence Halprin.

Figure 10-60: 1101 Welch Road
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Figure 10-61: Fountainpiazaatl101 WelchRoad
Criteria 1, 2: Association with Significant Events or Persons
The medical offices and pharmacy at 1101 Welch Road have not been identified as the
location of any notable historical events, other than a brief series of articles regarding
laboratory safety in the late 1990s. 92 These were the offices of practicing family doctors:
primarily pediatricians, obstetricians, and gynecologists.
There are many prominent citizens among the physicians who practiced in the
Medical Plaza, however:
A property is not eligible if its only justification for significance is that it was
owned or used by a person who is a member ofan identifiable profession, class,
or social. or ethnic group. It must be shown that the person gained importance
within his or her profession or group. 93
None of the physicians associated with the buildings in the early 1960s have left a
notable impact on the history of medicine. The buildings at 1101 Welch Road do not
appear eligible for listing on the California Register under criteria I or 2.
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Criterion 3: Design
The three buildings at 1101 Welch Road are similar in scale and type to many suburban
professional office buildings of the late 1950s and early 1960s: one story, modern in
style, owned by the professionals who practiced within them. There are a number of
medical and dental offices in Palo Alto of this age and type. Several located along
Middlefield Road display similar style (Figures 10-62, 10-63). The stylistic features
including wide, overhanging eaves, large glass panels, and enclosed patios of ltOl
Welch Road arc also quite widespread in the loeal area, particularly in the large housing
subdivisions constructed by the Eichler Homes, Inc. finn.

Figure 10-62: Medical office building on Middlefield Road, constructed circa 1959
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Figure 10-63: Detail showing eaves, clerestory and windows on medical office building
on Middlefield Road, constructed circa 1959.
There are many medical and dental office buildings in the local area of this period. There
is little to distinguish the buildings at 1101 Welch Road from these: they are all more
residential than institutional in character, modern in style, and modest in materials and
ornament. As the buildings are less than 50 years old, a scholarly perspective is
important in reviewing their significance.
The architect, William Wurster, and landscape architect, Lawrence Halprin, are
prominent figures in the development of California modernism. William Wurster (18951973) was a California native, born in Stockton. He had a long and varied.career
including a tour in the merchant marines, architectural practice in New York and
California, and nearly twenty years as an educational administrdtor: first as Dean of the
School of Architecture at MIT (1944-1949), then at the University of California at
Berkeley as Dean of the School of Architecture (1950-1959) and later as the Dean of the
newly formed College of Environmental Design at Berkeley (1959-1963).94 Lawrence
Halprin (1916-) worked for Thomas Church in San Francisco in 1944, after service in the
Navy during World War II. He opened his own practice in 1949. 95 He has enjoyed a
remarkably long and successful career, whose highlights include design of a number of
major public plazas in San Francisco, parks in Portland and Seattle, and work for
National Park Service at Yosemite, the Presidio in San Francisco, and the Franklin
Delano Roosevelt Memorial in Washington, D.C.
Wurster had designed two projects at Stanford before this commission: Phase I of
the Graduate Student Housing project (1957, with Thomas Church), and the Center for
Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences (1954). Wurster had also designed a number
of private homes in Palo Alto and the vicinity in the 1930s, 40s and 50s. In 1958, when
Wurster was selected as architect for the Medical Plaza, he had rccently completed a
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vacation home for the physician leading the project (James Newell) at the Sugar Bowl ski
area (Wurster had designed the ski lodge and a number of homes at Sugar Bowl).96
The assessment questions suggested by the Growth, Efficien'a and Modernism
report provide a scholarly framework for evaluating these buildings.

Is it a formative design in the portfolio of a prominent architect whose work had an
important influence on a community, region, state, or country?
No. It is a relatively late design by a prominent architect whose career had shifted
to emphasize his educational and planning interests. Scholars recognize Wurster's
important influence in California design in the 19305 and 40s, but suggest that his firm
was "no longer at the forefront of architectural development" after his return from the
east coast in 1950. 98
Wurster's use of vernacular styles and materials was revolutionary and
controversial in the 19305. He was a leader in the development of a distinctly northern
Californian style of modern architecture and is most noted for his residential projects of
the 30s and 405. In 1927, his simple, rustic design for the Gregory Farm House in Scott's
Valley was recognized as redefining good taste for the upper middle classes in California
(Figure 10-64), and influenced the emergence of the "ranch house" as a popular suburban
. architectural form (it was on the cover of Sunsct magazine in July 1930).99 By 1959, a
low, slightly rustic, one-story modern office complex was no longer innovative.

Figure 10-64: Gregoryfarmhouse, 1928100
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In the late 1950s Wurster, Bernardi and Emmons had a large practice in northern
California. Their largest commercial client in this period was Safeway: they designed
more than eighty Safeways, including the Palo Alto store (1958). By 1958 when the
Medical Plaza was designed, they were highly respected but no longer cutting-edge.
Lawrence Halprin was at an earlier stage in his career in 1958. However, the
narrow planting strips and tiny plaza at 110 I Welch Road cannot be considered formative
in his career. Halprin struggled with the project. His first planting proposal had to be
radically altered as he had proposed plants better suited to the foggy summers and mild
winters of San Francisco than to the searing heat ofthe Palo Alto summer (and the
occasional frost in the winter). 101 The site is definitely not suited to rhododendrons and
ferns. A magazine clipping in the project file notes that" ... despite the handsome
screens and the detailing of the stucco wall panels ... the well-~lanted charm of the
complex gives way to the predominance of the automobile."lo
Is it a highly influential or outstanding work or is it a lesser work in the portfolio of a
master architect?
It is a lesser work in the portfolios of Wurster, Bernardi and Emmons and of
Lawrence Halprin.

Is it a successful example of a Modern-era style such as Expressionism, Formalism, or
Brutalism?

When it opened in 1958, some local physicians derided the project as a "little
Petaluma," because of the similarity of its form to the vernacular architecture of poultry
houses. The Dean of Stanford's School of Medicine complained that it was an
"unfortunate blemish" on the area. 103 However, the project's clients were satisfied. Dr.
James Newell wrote ten years after the project was completed that "there is nothing so
fresh and attractive as the grounds and buildings today.,,104 The university's business
manager remarked diplomatically with regards to the disagreement: "Architecture is an
uncertain science appealin~ to the individual emotions, and apparently all of us have
different points ofview.,,1 5
The design certainly cannot be called Expressionism, Formalism or Brutalism.
These are styles associated with modernism in its larger international context. The "Bay
Area Regional" style is distinctly and deliberately apart from these styles. The Medical
Plaza at 1101 Welch Road is a typical but not outstanding example of Bay Area Regional
modernism.
Does it exemplifY the Modernist design philosophy, making effective use of modern
materials, components, public artwork, noteworthy landscaping or site design?

The unusual redwood patio fences designed by Halprin are interesting however the
overall site design and landscaping are not noteworthy. The use of stucco and redwood is
effective but not distinctive. The placing ofthese rustic, residential style offices in a sea
of parking lots at a major medical center was not as successful as the application ofthis
romantic approach in the wooded suburbs of Palo Alto or Woodside.
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Are interior and exterior significant spaces folly intact as designed, with original
materials andflatures?
The exteriors of the buildings are well-preserved; there are no significant interior spaces.
The overall composition however, has lost integrity due to the removal of a major
element: at the time of its design and construction, the giant eucalyptus trees of
Governor's Avenue crossed the property, softening the more than an acre of paving and
giving a vertical dimension to the horizontal composition of the one-story buildings and
wide parking lots. One of the buildings was built across the avenue's alignment, but
Wurster and Halprin specified that the large trees should be retained where possible. 106
The trees have declined over time and all but one has been removed. Without the strong
presence of these massive trees, the long low buildings have an altered sense of scale.
The Medical Plaza buildings at 1101 Welch Road are minor works by well
regarded designers. Wurster, Bernardi and Emmons and Lawrence Halprin have created
many more important designs that survive to commemorate their legacy to California
style. The 1101 Welch Road buildings do not appear to be eligible for listing on the
California Register of Historic Places under criterion 3.

Criterion 4: Iriformation Potential
The Medical Plaza at 1101 Welch Road does not appear to have the potential to yield
important information in history or prehistory. This criterion is typically applied to
archaeological sites or examples of unusual construction methods for buildings or
structures. The Medical Plaza is not eligible for listing under criterion 4.
Integrity
One major change to the property as noted above, is the absence of the Governor's
Avenue alignment and trees (Figures 10-65, 10-66).
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Figure 10-65: Governor's Avenue crossing 1101 Welch Road, 1960
(red arrow points to site)

Figure 10-66: 1101 Welch Road, Governor's Avenue (2006) trees and alignment absent
(surviving fragments of alignment shown in red)
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Overall, the property has retained integrity of materials and workmanship on the exterior;
the interiors ofthe individual doctor's offices have been updated over time. However as
noted with regards to the loss of the giant tress, the overall design and setting has lost
integrity. The relationship between the landscape and the rustic forms of the buildings
was crucial to California modernism, the transformation ofthe landscape at 1001 Welch
Road from rural hay fields and eucalyptus to parking lots and island planting beds
diminished the quality of this design.
The Medical Plaza at 1101 Welch Road does not achieve the level of design distinction
or of historical association to merit listing on the California Register of Historic Places.

Main Medical Center Complex
The Main Medical Center Complex (1959,1963) is a sprawling series of three-story
buildings originally constructed to house the joint Palo Alto - Stanford Hospital and
Stanford University Medical School (Figure 10-67). In 1967 Stanford University
purchased the portion previously owned by the City of Palo Alto and the facility was
renamed the Stanford University Hospital and Medical Center. The Stanford University
Medical Hospital and Medical Center and Stanford University School of Medicine
continue to use the Main Medical Center Complex, as well as a number of more recent
buildings in its vicinity.

Figure 10-67: Main Medical Center Complex, Pasteur Drive entrance
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Criterion 1: Association with Significant Events
The Stanford University Medical Center is a research center as well as a regional
hospital. Significant innovations in medical treatment that originated in the buildings
might meet the test of significance, if the locations of these innovations within the
building retain authentic historic character from the period of the discoveries. 107
The Stanford medical faculty are engaged in continuous cycles of research and
application of new knowledge to medical treatment. All such discoveries made in the
Main Medical Center Complex have taken place within the past 50 years (since the first
phase of the building opened in 1959) and in order to judge their significance, they must
be documented by a "scholarly perspective." In the case of medicine, the scholarly
perspective can be provided by major prizes, such as the Nobel Prize for Medicine. Four
Stanford medical researchers have won the Nobel Prize: Joshua Lederberg (1958), Arthur
Kornberg (1959) and Andrew Fire (2006) in Medicine and Paul Berg (1980) in
Chemistry. (Lederberg's prize was awarded for work performed at the University of
Wisconsin, he was at Stanford from 1958 to 1978; Kornberg's prize was for discoveries
made at Washington University in St. Louis.) All four of these distinguished scholars are
still living and professionally active. The National Register of Historic Places cautions
strongly against listing properties for association with the achievements of living persons:

"Properties associated with living persons are usually not eligible for inclusion in
the National Register. Sufficient time must have elapsed to assess both the
person's field of endeavor and his/her contribution to that field. Generally, the
person's active participation in the endeavor must befinishedfor this historic
perspective to emerge. ,,}08
Several milestone events in the development of organ transplantation also
occurred at the Stanford Hospital and Clinics: the first heart transplant in the United
States was performed in 1968 by Dr. Norman Shumway and the first successful heartlung transplant was made by a team led by Shumway and Dr. Bruce Reitz in 1981. Dr.
Reitz is still an active member of the faculty at Stanford. Dr. Shumway died in 2006.
The development of organ transplantation has prolonged life and eased suffering for
many (more than 60,000 heart recipients) and the drive for organ donations has becpme
an important social movement in the U.S.
In order for the Main Medical Center Complex to be eligible for listing due to
association with the 1968 transplant 0Reration, the essential physical features associated
with the event should retain integrity. 09 In the case of the heart transplant operation, this
would be the operating room where the surgery was performed. This location within the
Main Medical Center Complex should continue to display the physical features - floor
plan, surface finish materials and equ'ipment -- that were in the room in 1968. In
addition, its setting within the building should remain substantially similar in character to
its condition in 1968. While the operating room where the transplant took place
continues to serve surgical procedures, neither the operating room nor its surrounding
facilities have retained "authenticity" to the 1968 period having been remodeled many
times. They are now contemporary in character and equipment. So while the association
with the 1968 heart transplant event is significant, its location within the Main Medical
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Center Complex fails to retain sufficient integrity to merit listing on the California
Register of Historic Places under criterion I.
Criterion 2: Association with Significant Persons
The Stanford medical school faculty and hospital physicians have always been a
respected and accomplished group; however the identification of the building with a
profession or a group of distinguished citizens is not sufficient to meet this criterion.
Specific named individuals must be identified, the building must be associated with the
productive period of their lives, no other property should be more closely associated with
their accomplishments, and the location should retain integrity to represent the period of
their significant accomplishments. The persons, with rare exceptions, should be
deceased. 11 0
Dr. Shumway was an important pioneer in the development of organ
transplantation in the 1960s and 1970s. The Department ofCardiothoracic Surgery that
he led from 1974 to 1993 is closely associated with Dr. Shumway. While Dr. Shumway
did work within the Main Medical Center Complex, the department he led, the
Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery moved to a new location in the nearby Falk
Cardiovascular Research Center in 1984. Dr. Shumway's office in the Main Medical
Center Complex was reassigned and remodeled after his move to the Falk Center.
As with criterion I, since the esscntial physical features and setting of the
Department ofCardiothoracic Surgery at the Stanford Hospital associated with the work
of Dr. Norman Shumway in the 1960s and 1970s are absent, the Main Medical Center
Complex does not have sufficient integrity to meet criterion 2.
Criterion 3: Design
Framework for Evaluation. The Main Medical Center Complex is an example of a post
World War II medical facility, designed by a major architect and a major landscape
architect ofthe period. However, association with a famous designer is not by itself
adequate to demonstrate significance.' As the buildings are less than SO years old, the
California Register directs that a "scholarly perspeetive" be applied to assess the
significance of the building. In the case of post World War II public buildings, this
scholarly perspective is provided by the national report Growth, Efficiency and
Modernism which summarized the findings of a panel of eminent scholars and architects
regarding architecture of the post war period. This report asks the following questions as
guidance for determining significance:
Is it a formative design in the portfolio ofa prominent architect whose work had
an important influence on a community, region, state, or country?
Is it a highly irifluential or outstanding work or is it a lesser work in the portfolio
ofa master architect?
Is it a succes:iful example of a Modern-era style such as ExpreSSionism,
Formalism, or Brutalism?
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Does it exemplifY the Modernist design philosophy, making effective use of
modern materials, components, public artwork, noteworthy landscaping or site
design?
Are interior and exterior significant spaces fully intact as designed, with original
.
materials andfeatures?lll
To address these questions, it is important to understand the relationship between
the design intent and the quality of its execution, as well as the function of the buildings
as medical facilities and the success of the design in meeting those needs. An
outstanding, successful modernist building will be highly functional and true to its design
intent. 112 In addition, its significant elements will be well preserved in its current
condition.
The Designers. First, the building should be placed in the context of the careers ofits
designers: Edward Durrell Stone, architect, and Thomas Church, landscape architect.
Edward Durrell Stone (1902 - 1978) was an internationally known architect, whose
portfolio included more than 600 projects. He began his practice in 1933 and continued
to work until his retirement in 1974 (he died in 1978 at the age of 76). His style evolved
over the 40 years of his career: from clean, simple International Style buildings in the
1930s and 40s to a more ornamental Formalism in the 1950s and 60s. 113
E.D. Stone was a celebrity architect in the 1950s and 60s, profiled in Time
Magazine, the New Yorker and other popular publications. 114 His lush, romantic style
was considering a refreshing change from the cold steel and glass modernism of many of
his contemporaries. He was more popular however with the public than with his fellow
architects and architectural critics:
To the glass-and-metal men, the "machine-for-living" enthusiasts, and the
faithfulfollowers of the International Style, still influenced by Walter Gropius, he
is merely a rather engaging contemporary romantic - a latter-day exponent of the
Beaux-Arts tradition, which held sway at the beginning of the century. JJ5
Recent scholarship continues to reflect this view. None of Stone's buildings are included
in the recent Icons ofArchitecture book, profiling the highlights of 20 th century
architecture, including some decidedly romantic buildings by Stone's contemporaries. 116
Another recent review, Makers of Modern Architecture, mentions Stone only in passing
(in the chapter on Philip Johnson):
When corporate clients in the late 1950s briefly responded to the decorative
Neoclassical Modernism of such fleetingly fashionable architects as Edward
Durrell Stone and Minoru Yamaskai, Johnson, who had long harbored Romantic
tendencies, pirouetted into what was called his "Ballet School Period ..... 117
A number of Stone's buildings have been dismissed by local historic preservation
commissions, including his controversial art museum building at 2 Columbus Circle in
New York. A proposal by the Museum of Art and Design to alter the fayade sparked a
heated debate about the merits of the building. Critics, including the curator of
architecture at the Museum of Modern Art, described the long vacant building as a failed
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design, a nearly windowless wall of white marble: a "mausoleum.,,118 Equally
distinguished supporters rallied to defend the building. Yale's Vincent Scully wrote in
favor of preservation: "something rather wonderful has occurred, by which the building,
never anyone's favorite in the past, is looking better every day.,,119
The California Register requires that "sufficient time must have passed to obtain a
scholarly perspective" on the significance of a building. 120 Unfortunately, there is as yet
no scholarly consensus on the contributions of Edward Durrell Stone to the history of
architecture. The National Register cautions that the mere fact of being desi~ned a wellknown architect -- "the work of a master"-- is not sufficient to merit Iisting. I I A careful
examination of the building'S design quality is required to determine its relative
importance compared to other building of its type, and by the same designer.
In 1956, when he received the commission for the Palo Alto - Stanford Hospital
and Stanford Medical Center (as it was then known), RD. Stone was an established, midcareer international architect. He made the transition from International Style to
Formalism in the late 1940s. By the mid 1950s he was working in a lush, romantic
Formalist style, typified by the United States Embassy in New Delhi, India (1954), the
Stone Town House in Manhattan (1956), and the Brussels Pavilion (1957).
He had also recently completed a project with Thomas Church, the Stuart
Pharmaceutical Company in Pasadena (1955). Stone and Church had first worked
together at the EI Panama Hotel in Panama City in 1946. 122
Thomas Church (1902 - 1978) is best known for his residential projects in
northern California. Church was a prolific writer, urban planner and landscape designer
whose style progressed over time from "relaxed formality of style found in his early
works from the 1930s, through the high modernism of the 1940s and early 1950s, and
ultimately to the classical idiom he used in many later projects". 123 He designed a number
of projects at Stanford before collaborating with Stone on the Palo Alto-Stanford Hospital
and Stanford Medical Center, including the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center campus
(1948). Church continued to work at Stanford until 1970, designing a number of
landscapes and serving on the campus Architectural Advisory Committee.
The Design Challenge. The Palo Alto-Stanford Hospital and Stanford Medical Center
was a large and complicated commission for the two firms, requiring the construction of
two separate hospitals and a medical school. The project had two major clients (Stanford
University and the City of Palo Alto), each of which had a number of interest groups:
politicians, planners, local physicians, university trustees, medical school faculty,
business leaders, donors, and the local public (who had passed a $4 million bond measure
to support construction). Each client had multiple committees and commissions that
reviewed the project (the Palo Alto City Council Hospital Committee, the Stanford
University Medical Facilities Planning Committee, the Stanford University Planning
Committee for Basic Medical Sciences, the Joint Palo Alto - Stanford Steering
Committee and various city commissions). In addition, the university had a team of
special consultants - directors of major university medical centers across the U.S. The
project was ultimately approved by the City of Palo Alto and the Board of Trustees of
Stanford University. From the beginning, the project required that the Palo Alto Hospital
area be annexed into the city, while the Stanford medical school and hospital remain in
unincorporated Santa Clara County.
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Early studies show that the site and massing for the project shifted several times
before the building complex took its final shape and the challenge of linking the two
clients across a city limit line could be resolved. The initial proposal was for a complex
of buildings surrounding a high-rise tower hospital for Stanford's medical center, with an
(undesigned) adjacent Palo Alto hospital (Figures 10-68. 10-69).

Figure 10-68: Model showing preliminary &roposal (1955): Nine buildings on the
right. 24
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Figure 10-69: Study for proposed project (I955): Note that the dotted area is the site for
a separate Palo Alto Hospital125

Hospital consultants Isadore and Zachary Rosenfield - Rex Whitaker Allen
produced a study for a horizontal scheme in 1955, linking the Palo Alto and Stanford
sections at a shared lobby space (with the city limit line running through the lobby)
(Figure 10·70).
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Figure 10-70: Isadore and Zachary Rosenfield - Rex Whitaker Allen Study (1955/ 26
The Design Approach. E.D. Stone designed more than two dozen medical facilities,
including more than a dozen hospitals, over the course of his career. Some, like the
Central Hospital in Lima, Peru (1950), were classic examples of high-rise post World
War II hospitals as discussed above (Figure 10-71).
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Figure 10-71: Detail General Hospital, Lima]27
In the case of the Palo Alto-Stanford commission, he appeared on the scene as the
"horizontal scheme" was gaining favor. A 1959 letter from John Hill, manager of
Stone's Palo Alto office, to the editor of Architectural Forum (Miss Mary Jane
Lightbown) summarized the decision-making process (from Stone's point of view):
"The planning office gave him (E.D. Stone) the Mumford critique, which we all
read, disagreeing with only one part. Mumford felt that all of the universities
foture needs could be taken care of with a system of two storey buildings. 1n
practice, this is too extravagant, burning up space lilre mad, and for a medical
center, unworkable - too horizontal. The stricture on 'storey' is unrealistic
anyway when you are thinking ofscale, as he was. The corners of the quad are
only two storeys high, but that is 46 feet in this case, plus a podium of 8 feet, plus
a great tile-peaked roof, the ridge of the law school is almost 90 feet high, 2
stories, 3 stories? Mr. Stone became infatuated with the quadrangle, the Mumford
critique was useful, surveys had been made by experts shoWing the plausibility of
a 'horizontal' hospital, the Dean at the time Winsor Cutting lrept urging the
architect to push the medical center closer and closer to the quad, that after all
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was his purpose in movingfrom San Francisco, to have the Medical School as
part ofthe university campus. The balance ofthe faculty objected to the close
proximity ofa teaching hospital, a city hospital and an outpatient clinic if would
bring in the philistines, and ay we all know hospitals are tall slabs of white or red
brick and that would completely ruin the horizon the scale, the atmosphere. II was
in this situation that the medical center was' designed. " 128

The decision for a horizontal scheme (3 stories, 38 feet tall) seems to have come
from Stanford, which was paying for nearly 65% of the $22 million project. Stone's
sketches for a later expansion reverted to the vertical - presenting four and five story
buildings. Stone's design for the Palo Alto Civic Center, completed in 1969, is also a
classic high-rise modem design (Figure 10-72).

Figure /0-72: Palo Alto Civic Center (1969), Photo courte~y Special Collections ofthe
University ofArkansas Libraries

Ultimately, Stone's design for the project followed the 1955 Isadore and Zachary
Rosenfield _. Rex Whitaker Allen Study approach of separate Palo Alto and Stanford
hospitals, linked by a "core" of shared facilities. Stone's design inspirations for the
project were said to have revolved around three themes: Stanford's sandstone Main Quad
(the textured concrete fayade was apparently a reference to the rusticated sandstone
blocks of the Quad), the notion of the hospital as "palace," and the healing qualities of a
"garden hospital." These themes were reflected in the massive building complex he
designed, arranged around a series of courtyards (Figure /0-73). It resembled the
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European palace hospitals of the eighteenth century more than the modern high rise
towers of the second halfofthe 20th century (Figure 10-74).

mlh...

Figure 10-73: An early rendering/or the project showing Stone's grand master plan
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M"iso.nNationaie de Charenton, Paris, 1838-1885129
Stone's publicity for the project evoked images of the Taj Mahal, Versailles.
Mayan palaces and even a "maple sugar palace" rendered in modern materials and
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luxurious interior finishes (the project interior included travertine walls, teak screens and
furniture by Herman Miller). Architectural Forum announced it as "Medicine's New Taj
Mahal: In Stanford's new Medical Center a notable hospital plan becomes a veritable
palace for healing" (1959). John Hill in is his letter to Architectural Forum describes it as
a "little Versailles for the sick" (1959). The interior public spaces designed by Maurice
Sands for the Main Medical Center Complex had touches of elegance: travertine walls,
teak screens, furniture by Knoll and Herman Miller. These are long gone, save for a
short section oftravertine wall. The character ofthe interior today bears no resemblance
to its appearance as designed.
The Hospital as Palace theme (like the Hospital as Hotel theme ofthe pre World
War II period) is out of sync with the evolution of medical facilities desiffin during the
period, which emphasized efficiency and function in a Modernist style. 13 While some
critics appreciate the "sumptuous" character of Stone's highly ornamental formalism, the
palace theme was not a successful model for a hospital in its context at a university, in a
small city. The emphasis on luxury in a building whose function was healing the sick
was not universally popular: when the hospital opened in 1959 some of the staff
physicians referred to it as the "Stanford Hilton.,,131 (Stone designed many hotels for
Hilton in his long career.) In a similar vein, Stone's specifications for the ornamental
screen at the Palo Alto Main Library called for the screen to be painted in gold leaf-as
were accents at his New York Town House, the New Delhi Embassy, the Stuart
Pharmaceutical Building and the Brussels Pavilion. Palo Alto councilwoman Mildred
Corcoran ob~ected to the unseemly extravagance and the design was modified to call for
white paint. 32 The screen wall is currently painted dark brown. The gold leaf accents he
called for in the courtyards in the Main Medical Center Complex are absent as well.
In addition to the luxurious interior finishes, another key feature ofthe "Hospital
as Palace" theme was the setting. In its original setting, the Main Medical Center
Complex was a monumental structure set in an open grassy plain, relieved by huge
heritage oaks and eucalyptus trees. The setting -- like that ofthe Kennedy Center in
Washington on the Potomac River or the Eisenhower Medical Center in Palm Springs
with the splendid mountain backdrop - framed these imposing buildings in grand
landscapes (Figures 10-75, 10-76). The Palm Springs Hospital, Peninsula Hospital and
Scripps Clinic offered patients access to glorious views ofthe surrounding natural
landscape. The Main Medical Center Complex has lost the grandeur of its original
setting and never offered its occupants an outward view unobstructed by the ornamental
screens ofits fayade, or the towering fayade ofa nearby wall (Figure 10-77). It is less
successful as an example of palatial building forms than many of Stone's other projects .
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Figure 10-75: Eisenhower Medical Center, Palm Springs J33

Figure 10-76: View ofmountains and "oasis garden "from patient room,
Eisenhower Medical Center
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Figure 10-77: View from second floor, Main Medical Center Complex Grant Building

Stone also intended to design the Main Medical Center Complex as a "Garden
Hospital." Bringing forward a theme in healing that has persisted for centuries, the
notion was to provide access to the gardens for patients as well as for visitors and staff to
"get outside and enjoy the sunshine.,,134 Stone realized a number of successful examples
ofthe Garden Hospital, including the Community Hospital ofthe Peninsula in Monterey
(1962), the Scripps Clinic in La Jolla (1964), and his "oasis in the desert" Eisenhower
Medical Center in Palm Springs (1971). With landscape architect Thomas Church at his
side, the author of "Gardens arc for People," Stonc's design called for an elaborate
arrangement of courtyards and a grand entry to the complex (Figure 10-78).
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Figure 10-78: Planting Plan, Thomas Church and Associates (1958)

The courtyards included many of Thomas Church's siguature elements: curved
lawns and paved areas, rectangular parterres, and two water features. The large garden
on the eastern side was divided into two courtyards when the Grant Building was added
in 1963 (Figures 10-92,10-80).
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Figure 10-79: Courtyard with Church parterres

Figure 10-80: Fountain at entry on Pasteur Drive
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In spite ofthese features, the design failed to meet its intent: patients did not (and
to this day do not) use these garden spaces. Basic design errors - such as the width of
doorways not allowing for passage of hospital beds from the Palo Alto pavilion into the
patios overlooking the entry, and the placement ofthe Stanford nursing wards on the
second and third floors far from the first floor entry into the adjacent courtyardprevented most patients from receiving the potential therapeutic benefit of these spaces
(Figure 10-81). The narrow courtyards surrounded by three story buildings function
mainly as light wells (although most of the adjacent windows are covered with shades or
blocked by air conditioning units) and are only lightly used to this day (occupants
complain that they are cold, dark and claustrophobic - the street side arcade is the most
heavily used outdoor space). The sunny picture of the patients taking fresh air in the
garden was never realized in this design.

Figure 10-81: Unused patios at original Palo Alto Hospital NurSing Pavilion
By contrast, the interior fountain court of the Community Hospital of the Peninsula
surrounded by the information desk, gift shop, and cafe is crowded with patients and
visitors, because it functions "like a hote/lobby, furnishing a place to meet, receive
information, find something to eat, relax or enjoy quiet entertainment.,,135 In contrast to
the Main Medical Center Complex with its narrow courtyards, the patient rooms in
Monterey look out into the forest, and the interior gardens are wide and open to the sky
(Figure 10-82). The Main Medical Center Complex is not a fine example ofa garden
hospital, and certainly not the best attempt by E.D. Stone to achieve this end. Thomas
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Church is best remembered for the more intimate residential gardens that redefined
suburban style in California in the 1950s.1 36

Figure 10-82: Courtyard at Community Hospital of the Peninsula, Monterey

Finally, Stone emphasized his design intent for the massive concrete screen wall
to echo the rustic sandstone blocks of the Main Quad. Stone photographed the Main
Quad during his early visits to the campus (Figure 10-83) and clearly found the texture
and scale of the· walls inspiring (Figure 10-84). His original plan for the concrete screen
wall at the hospital/medical school project was to use integrally colored concrete with a
stone-like surface texture. Three samples were cast (Figure 10-85). Worried about the
project cost, Stone eventually settled on covering the concrete surface with latex paint
(Figure 10-86):
"1n general for this building, in California, and still today, poured-in-place
concrete is absolutely the most economical method of construction. 1t is a brutal
process and the results usually are too, unless millions are spent on tricky veneers
or molds. Mr. Stone wanted a concrete surface that would have some of the
qualities of light and shade, much the way the rusticated sandstone of the old
quad responded to the strong backlighting, or is it underlighting, reflected from
other surfaces in the bright sun. So it was decided to pattern the concrete for
surface interest, this was the first time he had done this at all, and 1 believe only
once since in the Carmel Hospital we are now designing in Palo Alto. A test
column was poured in late December 1956. 1ntegral color was used, then it was
sand-blasted 1t looked lovely, but in practice there would be complications in
controlling the pours; colors for spandrels and columns only, not for slabs, also
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sandblasting on such a scale would take us far off the path towards a cheap
building, and it had to be cheap. Washes and stains were tried, finally a stucco
paint with latex was selected. It has been sprayed on the building and looks
wonderful despite many misgivings before hand. .. 137

Figure 10-83: Photograph of Stanford's Main Quad, by E.D. Stone i38
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Figure 10-84: Detail ofsandstone at Main Quad

Figure 10 -85: Test pours for concrete surfaces with exposed aggregate
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· Figure10-86: Detail ofpainted concrete at eye level (2007)
The patterned concrete screens are a signature of Stone's work during this period.
Stone remarked that
I have come to the belief that the device of the grille is warranted in most parts of
the u.s. I think it serves not only to satisJY a wistfUL yearning on the part of
everyone for pattern, warmth and interest, but also serves the desperately
utilitarian purpose of keeping the sun offglass and giving privacy. 140
However, he admitted that on occasion the device didn't succeed. The screen he
designed for a dormitory he designed for the University of South Carolina was
acknowledged, even by E.D. Stone, to display an "overpowering monotony." 141 The use
of the screen, then, is not in itself enough to make the Main Medical Center Complex
significant as meeting the test of criterion 3: "Embodies the distinctive characteristics of
a type, period, region or method of construction or represents the work ofa master or
possesses high artistic values." The design must be successful in its own right and by
comparison to other examples of the style. 142
Stone's decision to substitute a latex paint finish for his preferred exposed marble
aggregate concrete for cost reasons resulted in a serious compromise to his intent. The
painted surfaces require a permanent staff of painters to maintain, and have not aged well
over the forty-eight years since construction. They are no longer "wonderful." From a
distance, the pattern of light and shadow is of interest, but there are few views remaining
unobstructed by trees and later buildings (Figure 10-87). The patterning is relentless and
visually noisy in the interior courtyards, in contrast to the quiet, lighter relief of the
94
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Community Hospital ofthe Peninsula with its pattern embossed in white concrete (Figure
10-88). Stone chose white for his tile grille at the United States Embassy in New Delhi
(Figure 10-89), for the Palo Alto Civic Center, the Kennedy Center, Scripps Clinic in La
Jolla, and the grill of the front of his New York town house. Stone's favorite
combination was white (preferably marble or marble ~ggregate mixed into the concrete to
give shine and sparkle) accented with gold, as he described his work during this period:
"1 had gone through ihe 'hair shirt period' of solid lumber, rough brickwork and stone.
Maria's fine Italian hand began to show in my attire and my work: both began to move
towards elegance. More marble floors, gold accents, fountains, lagoons and courtyards
crept into my designs.,,143 There are a number of surviving examples of this period in
Stone's career that display these features. The Main Medical Center Complex's dull sand
colored walls and screens do not meet the test of "embodying" Stone's use of this device,
or of "possessing high artistic values" as required for listing on the California Register of
Historic Places.

Figure' 10-87: Main Medical Center Complex, Pasteur Drive Entrance
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Figure 10-88: Monterey Community Ho,~pital

Figure 10-89: US Embassy, New Delhi
96

Integrity of design. To be historically significant, a property must retain integrity of
design, displaying the character-defming features of its style and period. An analysis of
the Main Medical Center Complex shows substantial loss of integrity of plan since the
completion of the buildings designed by E.D. Stone in 1963 with the addition of a series
of attached buildings to the north, and the infill of courtyards (Figure 10 -90).

Figure 10-90: Infill arid Additions

The setting has been radically transformed - the original design was a monolithic form
surrounded hy open parking lots and agricultural fields accented by heritage oaks and
eucalyptus trees. The current setting is crowded, urban and eclectic in character (Figure
10 -91).
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Figure 10-91: Current Setting

The interior spaces of the Main Medical Center Complex have also lost integrity:
the original interior design by Maurice Sands is completely replaced by contemporary
furnishings and finishes (Figures 10-92, 10-93).
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Figure 10-92: Solarium, 1959

Figure 10 -93: Solarium, 2007
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Many of the courtyards and gardens have also lost integrity over the years. As noted
above for the Governor's Avenue trees, plants can be replaced as they age without
necessarily destroying the integrity of a landscape design. 144 Church's style relied on
form to produce beauty, not on flowering plants and he preferred hardy evergreen
vegetation. 145 His original planting plan for the Main Medical Center Complex made
heavy use of evergreen trees and shrubs. While many of these remain in place, they have
been obscured by more recent ornamental plantings of roses and annuals (Figures 10-94),
altering the feeling of the gardens. The infill of courtyards has further diminished the
integrity of the design (Figures 10-95,10-96).

Figure 10-94: Replanting ofornamental flower beds in courtyard
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Figures 10-95, 10-96 Courtyard Inflll

Due to changes in setting, interior materials and workmanship, overall plan and feeling,
the Main Medical Center Complex does not display integrity of design.
Summary. The Main Medical Center Complex is an interesting building, but not a great
achievement in architecture. To return to the questions posed by the scholars of
architectural modernism presented above:
Is it a formative design in the portfolio ofa prominent architect whose work had an
important influence on a community, region, state, or country?
No. Edward Durrell Stone had already completed several "formative" major
buildings in this romantic formalist style prior to completing the project, including the
Brussels Pavilion, the U.S. Embassy in New Delhi, and the E1 Panama Hotel. There is
little new in the landscape design from Thomas Church, who had been working with
fountains and parterres since the 19308. 146
Is it a highly ilifluential or outstanding work or is it a lesser work in the portfolio of a
master architect?
It is a lesser work in the long and impressive careers of Stone and Church.

Is il a successful example ofa Modem-era style such as Exprelillionism, Formalism, or
Brutalism?

The design - architecture and landscape .- fail to successfully realize the intention
of creating a Garden Hospital, and the attempt to recall a Palace Hospital is out of
keeping with the Modern period - both in architectural history and in the history of
medical facilities design - and was out of place in this suburban setting. Its serious
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functional design tlaws outweigh the limited appeal of its Formalist ornamental concrete
fayade.
Does it exemplifY the Modernist design philosophy, making effective use of modern
materiais, components, public artwork, noteworthy landscaping or site design?
No. The visual appeal of some individual elements of the structure and
landscaping is minor weighed against the more serious flaws in design.
Are interior and exterior significant spaces folly intact as designed, with original
materials andfeatures?
No. A detailed survey of the design integrity of the Main Medical Center
Complex was conducted. Elements of the exterior fal'ade and the landscaping of the
entry and some of the interior courtyards are largely intact. Only small fragments of the
interior finishes (the original escalators, for example) remain, and the setting has almost
entirely lost its seale due to infill and new development in the Medical Center.
Examined in depth and in comparison to similar properties, the Main Medical
Center Complex does not meet the level of quality in its design to merit listing on the
California Register of Historic Places under criterion 3. The flawed design may have
resulted in part from a chaotic planning process. The Palo Alto Times remarked that after
receiving the commission
There must have been times in the next two years when Stone, one of the country's
best known architects, wished he had never heard ofStanford or Palo Alto. As
soon as design was underway, a series ofcomplicatedfeuds developed between
Stariford and the city, Stariford and local doctors, "contract doctors" who
supplied specialized service to the hospital and the city, and between individual
Stanford doctors and individual Palo Alto doctors in the same specialties. All this
ill feeling periodically erupted into the open, both at city council meetings and at
staff meetings of Stariford men. Stone was caught in the middle because the
hospital's design depended in many ways upon the way in which the local and
Stanford doctors were to share the joint hospital. These problems have all been
resolved now but there is a residue of ill feeling that observers agree can only be
healed by the passage of time. 147
Complaints about design flaws in the building, and new disputes among its users
.
surfaced within a year of its opening. 14S
The Main Medical Center Complex is a large structure designed by a well-known
architect and landscape architect. At a superficial level, the property exhibits motifs
common to both flrms: Stone's sereen wall and soaring columns, Church's geometric
landscape forms. At the more basic level of function, however, the design failed to
satisfY its clients, fell short of its inspiring vision of a palatial garden for healing, and has
not retained the initial grandeur of its setting. Several other California hospitals by Stone
are more successful examples of his work in this area. The groundbreaking work in
organ transplantation conducted by Dr. Norman Shumway and other major medical
discoveries is significant; however, the places where the events took place have been
completely transformed since the 19608.
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Criterion 4: Information Potential

The Main Medical Center Complex does not,appear to have the potential to yield
important information in history or prehistory. This criterion is typically applied to
archaeological sites or examples of unusual construction methods for buildings or
structures. The Main Medical Center Complex is not eligible tor listing under criterion 4.
A careful review ofthe criteria, particularly the admonition to reserve listing of
recent properties to those of "exceptional" merit suggests that the Main Medical Center
Complex is not eligible for listing on the California Register of Historic Places.

Summary of Potential Cultural Resources in the Project Area

Archaeological Resources
There is little risk of encountering buried cultural deposits in the project arca; previous
human use of the area has been light and construction of the current medical center
buildings has erased any near-surface deposits that may have been present. A deeply
buried ancient stream channel has yielded fossils of extinct mammals; there is some
possibility that paleontological fmds may be made during deep excavations during
construction ofthe proposed projects.

Historical Resources
Seven properties have been reviewed for historical significance, The Governor's Avenue
historic landscape feature and the Hoover Pavilion appear to meet the criteria for listing
on the California Register of Historic Places. The remaining properties failed to meet the
criteria.
The Governor's Avenue alignment is compromised within the project area by
gaps and inconsistent treatment of replacement sections; however, improvements to
reinforce the historic alignment could be made during design of new fucilities. No
project component is proposed to be located on the section of the historic alignment that
remains in place today.
New buildings are proposed to be located adjacent to the Hoover Pavilion. If the
City agrees that the Hoover Pavilion is an historical resource then a substantial adverse
change to the resource could result in a significant affuct on the environment. In this
context, CEQA Guideline 15064.5(b) defines a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an historical resource as "alteration of the resource or its immediate
surroundings such that the significance of a resource would be materially impaired." The
significance of an historical resource is materially impaired when a project alters those
physical characteristics that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion
in the California Register of Historic Places, as detcnnined by the lead agency. For
Hoover Pavilion, these features should include the distinctive ziggurat roofline, Art Deco
exterior ornamental details, and the entry fountain plaza. Careful attention to these
historic features should reduce the potential tor impact to the historic character of the
property.
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California Department of Parks and Recreation historical resource recording forms for
Hoover PavilionlPalo Alto Hospital and Governor's Avenue were submitted under
separate cover in September 2007.
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Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review
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PBS&J
San Francisco, CA
prepared by
Architectural Resources Group, Inc.
Architects, Planners & Conservators
San FranciSCO, CA
1 September 2009

Historic Resource Evaluation and Peer Review
Stanford University Medical Center Project

1 September 2009

I. INTRODUCTION

At the request ofPBS&J, Architectural Resources Group (ARG) has prepared a historic resoun:e
evaluation of the Stanford University Medical Center Facilities Replacement and Renewal Project (SUMC
Project). The follOWing report is a peer review of !he "Cultural Resources and Stanford University
Medical Center Facilities Renewal and Replacement Project" report prepared by Stanford University
Medical Center (SUMC) staff. The Council of the American Historical Association defines peer reviews
for historical research.
Peer review means that a manuscript or research proposal will be read and evaluated by
other scholars with expertise in the time period, subject matter, languages, and
documents with which the author deals. As peers of the author in a specialized field,
these reviewers provide analysis to the review boards of agencies on the scholarly
significance of the article: Does the author display knowledge of existing work in the
field? Does the research design, processes and methodologies, for example, confom1
with professional standards? Does the author advance an original argument and provide
valid evidence to support the work? If particular areas are weak or absent in the
presentation, the peer reviewers suggest revisions that will strengthen the project ...

The project is subject to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) because it is discretionary and

may impact potential historic resoun:es located within the campus boundaries. CEQA ~tion 21084.1
states"a project that may cause a SUbstantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource
is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment." CEQA defines substantial adverse
change in the significance of a resource as the physical demolition, destruction, relocation, Or alteration of
the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of !he resoun:e is materially
impaired (CEQA Guidelines 15064.5). The Significance of a historic resource is considered to be
materially impaired when a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those
characteristics that convey its historical significance and/or account for its inclusion on a historic resource
list.
A "historical resource" is defined as one that is listed in, or determined eligible for listing in, the
California Register of Historical Resources (California Register). Properties listed on the National
Register of Historical Resources (National Register) are, by default, listed on the California Register. A
resource that is officially deSignated or recognized as significant in a local register of historical resources
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or one that is identified as significant in a historical resources survey meeting the requirements of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1(g) is presumed to be significant under CEQA "unless the preponderance
of the evidence demonstrates that the resource is not historically or culturally significant."
The Stanford University Medical Center (SUMC) proposes demolition of the existing Main Stanford
Hospital and construction of a new hospital building; renovation and expansion of Lucile Packard
Children's Hospital; reconstruction of the medical school; and expansion of medical office space
associated with Stanford Hospital Center and Lucille Packard Children's Hospital. The Medical Center
Project also involves renovation of the historic Hoover PavilJon and construction of new medical office
buildings and a parking structure on the site surrounding the historic building, The SUMC Project will
be constructed in phases over a roughly fifteen-year period.

II. CRITERIA OF EVALUATION
National Register of Historic Places Eligibili!:y
The National Register of Historic Places is the Nation's master inventory of known historic resources and
includes listings of buildings, structures, sites, objects and districts that possess historic, architectural,
engineering, archaeological or cultural significance at the national, state or local leveL Four criteria
provide the basis under which a structure, site, building, district, or object can be considered significant
for listing on the National Register. A potential resource needs to meet only one of the following four
criteria to be deemed a significant historic resource,
(A) That are associated with events that have made a Significant contribution to the broad
patterns of history (such as a Civil War battlefield or a Naval Ship building Center); or
(B) That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past (such as Thomas

jefferson's Monticello or the Susan 5, Anthony birthplace); or
IC) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction
(such as Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin or the Midwestern Native American Indian Mounds);
or,
(D) That have yielded or may be likely to yield information important in prehistory or history

(such as prehistoriC ruins in Arizona or the archaeological sites of the first European
settlements in St. Augustine, Florida or at the Presidio of San Francisco).
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Once a potential resource is determined to have met one of the four criteria, its significance should be
evaluated within its historic context or historical pattern relevant to a particular geographic area.
Historic contexts may be found at the local, state or national level. The geographic scale selected may
relate to a pattern of historical development, a political division, Or a cultural area.'
California Re~lster of Historical Resources
The California Register is the State's authoritative gUide to significant California historical and
archeological resources. The State Historical Resources Commission (SHRC) has designed this program
for use by state and local agencies, private g'roups and citizens to identify, evaluate, register and protect
California'S historic resources. The California Register program encourages public recognition and
protection of resources of architectural, historical, archeological and cultural Significance, identifies
historic resources for state and local planning purposes, determines eligibility for state historic
preservation grant funding, and affords certain protections under the California Environmental Quality
Act. To be eligible for the California Register, properties must have either reached fifty years of age or
sufficient time must have passed to obtain a scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated
with the resource.

lYPes of resources eligible for nomination for listing in the California Register are buildings, sites,
structures, objects, or historic districts. All resources listed in or fonnally determined eligible for the
National Register are eligible for the California Register, A historical resource must be significant at the
local, state, or national level under one or more of the following criteria that are defined in the California
Code of RegulatiOns Title 14, Chapter 11.5, Section 4850.
1. It is associated with events or patterns of events that have made a significant contribution to
the broad patterns of local or regional history, or the cultural heritage of California Or the
United States; or
2. It is assodated with the lives of persons important to local, California, or national history; or
3. It embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values; or,
4. ft has yielded, or has the potential to yield, information important to the prehistory or history
of the local area, California or the nation.
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The California Register criteria are similar to National Register criteria. All resources listed in or formally
determined eligible for the National Register are eligible for the California Register.

Local Criteria

The Dames and Moore "Final Survey Report Palo Alto Historical Survey Update" prepared February

2001 evaluated the Hoover Pavilion and round it to be eligible.for the National Register under criteria A
and C. The Dames and Moore report evaluated properties constructed up to 1947, and, as result, the
Medieal Center was not included.
Stanford University does not have an official register of local resources. However, it is noteworthy that
the Stanford Medical Center is included as "Stanford I.andmarks" on the Stanford University HiStory
website.'
Acrordtog to the Palo Alto Municipal Code 16.69.040 the criteria for designation to the historic inventory
are:
(1) The structure or site' is identified with the lives of historic people or with important events in

the city, state or nation.
(2) The structure or site is particularly representative of an architectural style or way of life
imporlant to the city, state or nation.
(3) The structure or site is an example of a type of building which was once common, but is now

rare.
(4) The structure or si~ is connected with business or use which was once common but is now

rare.
(5) The architect or building was important.

(6) The stru~ture or site contains elements demonstrating outstanding attention to architectural
design, detail, materials or craftsmanship.
Any reSOurce that meets the eligibility criteria under the National Register, California Register, or Palo
Alto Historic Preservation standards is considered a historical resource under CEQA.

Integri!;y
In order to be eligible for the California Register, the property must retain sufficient integrity. Integrity is
defined as the authenticity or a historic resource's physical identity evidenced by the survival of
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characteristics that existed during the resource's period of significance. Historical resources eligible for
listing in the California Register must meet one of the criteria of significance described above and retain
enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and to convey
the reasons for their significance. Historical resources that have been rehabilitated or restored may be
evaluated for listing.

III. OVERVIEW AND METHODOLOGY
For this peer review, the methodology was as follows. Prior to visiting the site, ARG reviewed the
historic resource evaluation, "Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Center Facilities
Renewal and Replacement Project" prepared by Stanford University Medical Center staff in 2007. ARG
staff conducted a site visit on 9 October 2007 to view the buildings and fully understand the condition,
setting, and context. An archaeological assessment was outside the scope of this peer review. The SUMC
Cultural Resources report evaluated seven potential resources on the Stanford Campus: Governor's
Avenue, Hoover Pavilion, Nurse's Cottage, 701 Welch Road, 703 Welch Road, 1101 Welch Road, and the
Main Medical Center Complex.

In addition to reviewing findings, an important element of peer reviews is the assessment of the clarity of
presentation and adequacy of the research on which the report was based. ARG found the SUMC report
to be dear and well researched in general but detennined that additional information was needed in
several areas to better understand the significance of the Main Medical Center Complex. SUMC
provided additional research material, primarily on the work of Edward Durell Stone and Thomas
Church, on 2211ebruary 2008. ARG supplemented the information on Stone and Church from our inhouse library. Using San Francisco Public Library and University ofCaUfomia San Francisco Pamassus
LIbrary resources, ARG conducted research on the hl<tory of heart transplantation and Dr. Nonnan
Shumway in April 2008. ARG assumed that SUMC staff viewed research materials at Stanford
University libraries, and ARG did not conduct additional research at Stanford.
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IV. RESOURCE DESCRIPTIONS
Covernor's Avenue

Description
Governor's Avenue was a tree-lined drive originally planted with more than 700 Tasmanian blue gum
eucalyptus trees by Governor Leland Stanford" Sr. between 1876 and 1878. The lane of trees references
nineteenth century street planting approaches in that the Avenue is bordered by rows of evenly spaced
trees. The two short surviving portions of Governor's Avenue in the project area are located (1) south of
Pasteur Drive, and (2)adjacent to the south side of Welch Road. Pages 8-18 of the SUMC report describe
the history of Governor's Avenue, the extant resources, and develop a context of tree-lined drives and the
applicability of the California Register criteria. Historical and current photographs and maps illustrate
the development of the avenue and the explanation of type.

Integrity
The various remaining segments of Governor's Avenue have varying degrees of integrity. The SUMC
evaluation notes, "The inlact portions of Governor's Avenue are a Significant historic resource, potentially
eligible for listing for its important rsiC] to the local t'Qlnmunity as an early example of a tree-lined avenue
in Palo Alto. Within the project boundary, however, most of the alignment is absent. A very short
fragment remains between the sidewalk and a parking lot at the rear of the 900 Blake Wilbur Drive, and
another fragment has been retained across the Pasteur Drive median, ending in a parking lot on Campus
Drive West.'" The SUMC report does not explicitly conclude whether or not the segment within the
project boundaries has sufficient integrity to be eligible as contributing portion of a significant historic

linear resource.

Significance
The SUMC report finds that "Governor's Avenue appears'to be eligible for listing on the California
Register under Criterion 3 as embodying the distinctive characteristic of a 19th century tree-lined
avenue,US
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SUMC Report Conelusion
The SUMC report finds that the "intact portions of Governor's Avenue are a significant historic resource,
potentially eligible for listing for its importance to the local community as an early example of a treelined avenue in Palo Alto.'"

ARG Findings
ARG agrees that other segments of Governor's Avenue may have historic significance; however, it is
ARC's finding that the segment within the project area (project segment) does not have sufficient
integrity to be a contributing part of this resource. The SUMC report also states that "the Governor's
Avenue alignment is compromised within the project area by gaps and inconsistent treatment of
replacement sections; however, improvements to reinforce the historic alignment could be made during
design of new facilities.'" ARG notes that an integrity analysis cannot be based on future actions.
The seven aspects of integrity used to evaluate Ihe integrity of a cultorallandscape are tailored to
landscape resources (see "Guidelines for Evaluating and Documenting Rural Historic Landscapes").

Location
Location is the place where the significant activities that shaped a property took place.

TIw project segment relains integrity of location.

l2cJljgr!
Design is the compositioo of natural and cultural elements comprising the form, plan, and spatial
organizatioo of a property.

TIw composition of lhe Governor's Avenue project segment has been significantly altered. Historically, Governor's
Avenue was one of a number offarm roads that crossed the more than 600D-acre Palo Alto Stock Farm. The
segment is IWW closely bordered by the buildings of the Stanford hospital, which is a significant change in the
adjacent buill environmenl that impacts the original design. In addition, the trees once lined a dirt road, which is
now paved with asphalt and serves as a pedestrian walkway stretching between a roadway and a parking lot. Wood
fencing, dating to least 1890 and visible in historic photographs, lined portions of both sides of Governor's Avenue
and was erected as an integral and functional feature of the road. This fenCing is no longer extant. The rows of trees
are interrupted in several locations by biSecting pathways and roadways. The project segment does not retain
integrity of design.
~

Setting is the physical environment within and surrounding a property.
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The setting at the Governor's Avenue project segment has significantly changed. Once cutting through apen
farmlands, the segment is now bordered by Pasteur Drive, a two lane paved road, a parking lot, and five multi-story
buildings. The project segment does not retain integrity at setting.
Materials
Within a rural property include the construction materials of buildings, outbuildins.', roadways, fences,
and other structures. Original plant materials may enhance integrity, but their loss does not necessary
destroy it.

A historic photograph of the Avenue included on page 11 of the SUMC report indicates that close to the 'fratting
Farm, the avenue consisted of a dirt road bordered by evenly spaced eucalyptus and paddocks surrounded by a
wooden fence. The Governor's Avenue project segment is currently comprised of an asphalt walking path bordered
by yaung, evenly spaced sycamores, lawn, and buildings. All materials have changed, and the wooden fence is no
longer extanL As the bulletin states, original plant materials are not necessary for intact integrity, and similar
species are acceptable. However, the trees of the project segment are aU young, indicating wholesale replacement.
Because of the changes in trees and species, path material, nearby ground cover, and lack offencing the project
segment does not retain integrity of materials.
Workmanship
Workmanship is exhibited in the ways people have fashioned their environment fur functional and
decorative purposes.

Functionally, the trees shaded and ornamented a roadway. The roadbed is extant but the original junction has
changed. Because all materials have been changed, the workmanship is not evident. The project segment does not
retain integritlj of workmanship.
Feeling
Although intangible, feeling is evoked by the presence of physical characteristics that reflect the historic
scene.

The current scene of the Governor's Avenue project segment, a segment at asphalt walkway bordered by raws of
trees, surrounded by lawn and medical buildings, parking lots, and roadways, is urban in character. It does not
evoke the same historic feeling of a rural, long, continuous, dirt roadway bordered by rtrws of trees, pasturetand, and
paddock fences. The project segment does not relain integrity offeeling.
AssOCiation

Association is the direct link between an important event and persons too t shaped it.

Because the SUMC report finds that "Governor's Avenue appears to be eligible for listing on the California Register
under Criierion 3" rather than Criterion 2, association with a significant person, this aspect does not appear to be
applicable.
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OveraU, ARG finds that the project segment of Governor's Avenue does not have sufficient integrity to
contribute to the overall significance of the resource. Of the National Register's seven aspects of integrity,
the Governor's Avenue project segment retains integrity of location but not of deSign, setting, materials,
workmanship, or feeling. Association does not appear to be applicable. It is possible that historic
resources that do not retain sufficient integrity for llsting in the National Register may still be eligible for
listing in the California Register. A resource that has lost its historic character or appearance may stiU
have sufficient integrity for the California Register if it maintains the potential to yield significant
scientific or historical infoimation or specific data. Because the Governor's Avenue project segment has
been so extensively altered, ARG finds that it does not appear to retain sufficient integrity to yield
significant historical information or specific data, and therefore does not appear to be eligible for the
California Register and is not a historic resource for the purposes of CEQA. City of Palo Alto Historic
Preservation staff visited the site in January 2008 and concluded that the surviving portions of Governor's
Avenue within the project area, "do not convey the historic character of a rural farm road even when
certain design elements of the original Avenue have been referenced (bordering trees south of Pasteur

Drive)."
HOQver Payilion

Descriptioll
The Hoover Pavilion was constructed in 1930-1939 as the Palo Alto Hospital. The building is T-shaped in
plan with a five- story central block six-story tower and four-story wings. Ibc ziggurat form, vertical
emphasis of window bays, and stylized floral and geometric terra cotta panels and fixtures represent the
Art Deco movement. Pages 37-48 of the SUMC report describe the history of the Hoover Pavilion, the
extant resources. This section also develops a design context and evaluales the applicability of the
California Register criteria. Historical and current photographs and architectural drawings illustrate the
development of the hospital building. Photographs of other Art Deco-influenced structures help
illustrate the context of the Art Deco style in the Palo Alto area.

Integrity
TI,e SUMC report concludes that, "The Hoover Pavilion has a fairly high level of integrity for its exterior
art deco featores and original building materials. The interior floor plan is substantially similar and the
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windows, stairwells and main entry have retained historic finishes. However, decades of interior
remodeling have altered the interior finished to such an extent that the sense of being inside a historic
hospital is compromised in many of the spaces: patient rooms have been converted to olfices, and the
remaining medical treatment areas are thoroughly modem in character. The high level of integrity and
strong character of the exterior features including the ziggurat roof profile, ornamental concrete and tile,
and largely intact windows and entry give a strong sense of historical style and period to the exterior.
The integrity of the characteristic zigzag modem features of the exterior is adequate to convey the feeling
of the period and its architectural interest.'"

Significance
The SUMC report concludes that the Hoover Pavilion appears to meet the parameters of the California
Register Criterion 3 as exemplifying the distinctive characteristics of pre World War II hospital, including
the use of the Art Deco style and the functional design of the property.

Conclusion
The SUMC report concludes that the Hoover Pavilion/Palo Alto Hospital appears to be historically
significant, displays substantial integrity of its defining Zigzag Moderne exterior features and appears to
be eligible for listing on the California Register under Criterion 3.

ARG Findings
ARG concurs with the SUMC report's conclusion that the property has integrity and appears to be
historically significant for its representation of pre-World War II hospitals and Art Deco buildings in Palo
Alto. In addition, the Dames and Moore "Final Survey Report Palo Alto Historical Survey Update"
prepared February 2001 evaluated the Hoover Pavilion and found it to be eligible for the National
Regisrer under criteria A and c,' The property appears to be eligible for the California Register under
California Register Criterion 3 and is a significant historic resource for the purposes of CEQA. City of
Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the site and also concluded that the Hoover Pavilion appears

to be a significant historic resource in relation to the California Register and National Register. Staff also
identified the Art Deco faontain near the main pavilion entry as a significant related landscape feature.
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Nurses' Cottail§

Description
The Nurses' Cottage, located southwest of the Hoover Pavilion, is a multi-level building (some sections
are one story and other sections are one story plus a raised basement) with an irregular footprint. The
building was designed by Palo Alto archil€cts Birge Clark and David Clark in 1941. Birge Clark and
Walter Stromquist designed a 1948 addition to the building. Pages 48-53 of the SUMC report describe the
history of the Nurses' Cottage and the applicability of the California Register criteria.

Integrity
The SUMC report did not evaluate integrity of the Nurse's Cottage, ostensibly because the report did not
find the building significant under any of the four California Register criteria.

Significance/Conclusion
The SUMC report finds that the Nurse's Cottage does not appear to be eligible for the California Register
under any of the four criteria.

ARG Findings
Based on the information presented in the SUMC report, ARC concurs with the report findings that the
property does not appear to be eligible for the California Register under Criteria 1, 2, or 3. Criterion 4 is
typically associated with archaeological resources, which is outside ARC's expertise or scope of work.
The building therefore does not appear to be eligible for the California Register and is not a historic
resource for the purposes of CEQA. ARC did not conduct an integrity analysis since this property does
not appear to be significant. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the site and also
concluded that the Nurses' Cottage does not appear to be eligible for the California Register.
701 Welch Road, Whelan Building

Description
The buildings sit at the corner of Welch and Quarry Roads, across from the Stanford Barn. The complex
at 701 Welch Road consists of five structures: four date from the 1957-61, the original development of the
property (701A, 701B, 701C, 7010), and an elevator tower dates from 1998. The buildings range from one
to three stories and form a "U" shape surrounding a sunken central courtyard. The building's flat roof,
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use of glass and steel, skeleton-frame construction, and lack of nonessential decoration are all typical of
the International style. The original buildings were designed by architect Don Knorr. Pages 5462 of the
SUMC report describe the history of the buildings and the applicability of the California Register criteria.
Current and historic photographs chronicle alterations to the building.

Integrity
The SUMC report found that due to a series of changes that disrupted the unity of Knorr's original plan,
fhe buildings at 701 Welch Road do not appear to retain integrity of design.

Significance/Conclusion
The SUMC report found that the buildings at 701 Welch Road do not meet any of fhe four California
Register criteria and have lost integrity of design. As a result, they do not appear to be a significant
historical resource.

ARC Findings
Based on ARG's site inspection, and background information and photographs provided in the SUMC
report, ARG concurs fhat the property does not appear to be eligible for fhe California Register because it
has been significantly modified and no longer retains integrity. According to the State of California

Office of Historic Preservation, California Office oJHis/oric Preservation I'clmical Assistance Series #6, '1t is
possible that historical resources may not retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing in the
National Register, but they may still be eligible for listing in fhe California Register. A resource fhat has
lost ils historic charaeter or appearance may still have sufficient integrity for the California Register if it
maintains the potential to yield significant scientific or historical information or specific data." In a
series of alterations commencing in 1969, the curtain walls were moved outward to roof eaves, fhe
enclosing of £he porch at Building C, adding a new doorway and re-glazing with tinted glass, and the
addition of an elevator tower in 2001, have Significantly compromised the property. The buildings no
longer retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources
and to convey the reasons for their significance. Using the seven aspects of integrity, although fhe
location and setting of the buildings are intact, the design, materials, workmanship, and feeling are
compromised. Association does not appear to be relevant for fhis property. The building therefore does
not appear to be eligible for the California Register and is not a historic resource for the purposes of
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CEQA. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the site and also concluded that 701 Welch
Road does not appear to be eligible for the California Register.

703 Welch Road. Welch Road Professional Center

Descriptian
The building at 703 Welch Road sits west of 701 Welch Road. The buildh1g is a two-story structure with
an "H"-shaped plan with one-story connecting elements at the north and south ends. The gaps in the

•

"H" form a narrow inner courtyard. The building steps from one to two stories in height; the second
story was a later addition. Welch Road Properties, led by developer J.P. Aced, completed the building's
first phase in 1958. The addition ofthe second story was completed in 1963. The architect for the 1963
addition was Bill Davies and landscape designer Doug Baylis. Pages 62-65 of the SUMC report describe
the history of the buildings and the applicability of the California Register criteria.

Integrity
The SUMC report concludes that the building's original design has been compromised since ils original
construction in 1958. The alterations have been as follows: the addition of the second story in 1963,
redesign of the main entry in 1970, and the adclition of a deck on the roof of the single story section in
1981. 1he fenestration and ornamentation of the exterior elevations are substantially intact, but the
courtyard facades have been repeatedly altered. The report found that 703 Welch Road does not retain
integrity.

SignificanCe/Conclusion
The SUMC report found that 703 Welch Road does not meet any of the four California Register criteria
and has lost integrity of design. As a result, it does not appear to be a significant historic resource.

ARC Findings
Based on a site inspection and information from the SUMC report, ARC concurs that the properly does
not appear to be eligible for the California Register because it does not meet any of the California Register
criteria and has been significantly modified. As explained above, a historic resource that does not retain
sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register, but they may still be eligible for
listing in the California Register. A resource that has lost its historic character or appearance may still
ARCH1TI!:TURAL RESOURCES GROUP, INC
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have sufficient integrity fur the California Register if it maintains the potential to yield significant
scientific or hi,torical infonnation or specific data." In this case, the building has undergone numerous
alterations including: the addition of a second story in 1963, alteration of the main entry in 1970, addition
of the roof deck at the rear of the building in 1981, and alteration of courtyard facades. Using the seven
aspects of integrity, although the location and setting of the building are intact, the desigu, materials,
workmanship, and feeling are compromised. Association does not appear to be relevant for this
property. The building therefore does not appear to be eligible for the California Register and is not a
historic resource fur the purposes of CEQA. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the site
and also concluded that 703 Welch Road does not appear to be eligible for the California Register.

1101 Welch Road. Medical Plaza

Description
The Medical Pla7.a at 1101 Welch Road consists of three one-story buildings surrounded by parking lots,
screening fences and landscaping. There is a small courtyard between two of the buildings. The
buildings were designed by William Wurster, and the grounds were desigued by landscape architect
Lawrence Halprin. Pages 66-74 of the SUMC report describe the complex and the applicability of the
California Register criteria.

Integrity
The SUMC report finds that overall the Medical Plaza retains integrity of materials and workmanship on
the exterior but does not retain integrity of desigu and setting because of the loss of large trees.

Significance/Conclusion
The SUMC report finds the buildings at 1101 Welch Road do not meet any of the four criteria for listing
on the Califomia Register, have lost integrity of desigu, and do not appear to be siguificant historic

resources.

ARG Findings
Based on a site inspection and information provided in the SUMC report, ARG concurs that the property
does not appear to be eligible for the California Register because it does not meet any of the California
Register Criteria. The buildings do not appear to be associated with siguificant events or persons
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(California Register Criteria 1 and 2). l11e architect, William Wurster, was a noted architect, but the
buildings at 1101 Welch Road are modest and many additional examples of hiB work that possess a
higher Significance and design aesthetic remain in the Bay Area. Similarly, the landscaping is not a welldeveloped representation of the designs of landscape architect Lawrence Halprin. The central courtyard
exhibits modern elements such as geometric planting beds and some landscaping fronts the roadway.
However, most of the site is dedicated to parking lots and the gardens are isolated. The property
therefore does not appear to be eligible for the California Register and is not a historic resource for the
purposes of CEQA. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the site and also concluded that
1101 Welch Road does not appear to be eligible for the California Register.

Main Medical Center Complex

Description
For the purposes of this report the Main Medical Center Complex refers only to the buildings designed
by Edward Durell Stone constructed in 1959 and 196", not the Stanford Hospital building to the north.
The Main Medical Center Complex, a large three-story building, was roughly "I" shaped when built in
1959. Designed by architect Edward Durell Stone, the building originally housed the join! Palo Alto-

Stanford Hospital and Stanford University Medical School. Landscaping was designed by Thomas
Church. The western two wings projected from the main block of the building to form a forecourt with
central fountain (still extant). 1he eastern wings were infilled in 1963 according to Stone's deSigns to
create a grid-like plan surrounding interior courtyards." Pages 74-102 of the SUMC report describe the
complex and the applicability of the California Register criteria.

Integrity
The SUMC report concludes that the Main Medical Center Complex shows substantial loss of integrity of
plan because of the addition of an attached building to the north, and the infill of some courtyards. The
report finds that the setting has been Significantly altered; Stone's design was originally surrounded by
parking lots and agricultural fields. Additionally, the report concludes that the setting has been
compromised by the construction of nearby buildings and is now much more urban in character. Many
interior spaces have lost integrity compromising the original interior design by Maurice Sands. With
more specific emphasis on the interior, the report discusses in detail the integrity of the operating room,
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the site of the first heart transplant in the United States. The report acknowledges both that the operating
room has a significant association with the 1968 heart transplant event and that the room continues to
serve operating procedures. However, the SUMC report concludes that the Main Medical Center
Complex does not merit designation as a historic resource because the operating room itself fails to retain
sufficient integrity.ll

Significance/Conclusion
The SUMC report concludes that the property does not meet any of the four California Register
significance criteria.
Criterion 1

The report concludes that the building could be considered significant under Criterion 1 as the location of
the first heart transplant in the United States in 1968, but it is not significant because the "floor, plan
surface finish materials and equipment" of the operating room where the transplant occurred do not
retain integrity and, therefore, the property cannot be eligible for this association.
Criterion 2

The report concludes that the building does not appear to be eligible under Criterion 2 because the
important persons who worked there are still alive, and insufficient time has passed to gain a scholarly
perspective of the important event. The identification of the building with a profession or group of
distinguished citizellS is not sufficient to meet this criterion."

Criterion 3
'The report concludes that the Main Medical Center Complex was designed by a notable architect and
landscape architect but that the hospital is not a significant example of their work. It also concludes that
the Main Medical Center Compiex, "is not a fine example of a garden hOSpital." The report continues,
the "Main Medical Center Complex's dull sand colored walls and screens do not meet the test of
'embodying' Stone's use of this device, orof 'possessing high artistic values' as reqUired for listing on the
California Register of Historic Places." The report uses an eligibility assessment tool from Grow/h,

Effidency and Modernism: GSA Buildings in the 19505, 60s and 70s (refer to page 26 for further explanation).
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Criterion 4
The report concludes that the Main Medical Center Complex does not appear to have the potential to
yield information important to the hisrory or prehistory of the area or nation.

ARG Findings

ARG disagrees with the conclusions of the SUMC report that the Main Medical Center Complex does not
retain sufficient integrity or significance to be eligible for listing under Criterion 1, 2, or 3 (Critelion 4 is
primarily used for archaeological resources and is not applicable).

Criterion 1
Under Criterion 1 a resource is considered Significant if it is associated with events or patterns of events
that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of local or regional history; or the cultural
heritage of California or the United States. As mentioned above, the SUMC report found the Main
Medical Center Complex could not be significant as the site of the first heart transplant in the United
States in 1968 because the interior fmishes that characterized the operating room in 1968 are no longer
intact. ARG views the association with that significant event differently. The important research and
experimentation necessary for the development of the heart transplant procedure would not heve been
limited to a single operating room. They would have occurred in offices, labs, conference rooms, etc.
ARC believes that the evaluation should include the entire building, not a single room, and that the
building must be evaluated as a whole. According to National Register Bulletin 15, "A property that is
Significant for its historic association is eligible if it retains the essential physical features that made up its
character of appearance during the period of its association with the important event, historical pattern,
or person(s)." Addltionally, the Bulletin states that "A basic integrity test for a property associated with
an important event or person is whether a historical contemporary would recognize the property as it
exists today." Although Dr. Norman Shumway, head of the transplant team, may not recognize the
contemporary finishes or modern equipment found in the operating room, it is very likely he would
recognize the Main Medlcal Center Complex.
The SUMC report indicates that the operating room where the 1968 heart transplant event took place
continues to serve operating procedures. Highly technical, scientific, or medical institutions such as the
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Stanford University Medical Center are continually evolving and responding to new scientific and
experimental trends." It would be expeded that the ongoing operational needs of medical institutions
would preclude the retention of outmoded equipment or facilities. An integrity analysis cannot be based
solely on changes that have occurred in response to technical necessities.
To be eligible for the California Register, properties must have either reached fifty years of age or
sufficient time must have passed to obtain a scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated
with the resource. The first heart transplant in the United States occurred in Main Medical Center
Complex in 1968. Although only forty years have passed since the first heart transplant was perfonned
at the Main Medical Center Complex, because of its groundbreaking nature and because of its lasting and
Widespread influence, ARG believes that enough time has passed to gain a scholarly perspective. The
heart transplant performed at the Main Medical Center Complex in 1968 is included in numerous
histories of medicine, and JAMA: the Journal of the American Medical Association has included
retrospective articles on this event. ARG conducted additional research on heart transplantation in order
to understand the historic context of the first heart transplant in the United States. The following
background information is the result of that research.
The sixth of January 1968 was a milestone day in the history of medicine; at Stanford University Medical
Center Dr. Norman Shumway performed the first human heart transplant in the United States. That
event marked the culmination of decades of research in organ transplantation and cardiac care.
The heart was not the first organ to be transplanted. Over a decade before, on 23 December 1954, Joseph
Murray and J. Hartwell Harrison performed the first successful kidney Iransplant." Transplantation of
the kidney was achieved sooner for several reasons; it was easily tissue-typed; donors could survive with
a single kidney; and dialysis offered a back up should the procedure fail." However, the heart, because
of its cultural and emotional associations and indispensible nature was seen by surgeons as the most
prestigious and significant organ to Iransplant."

[n

addition to rejection, which Was a threat to all organ

transplants, heart Iransplantation was blocked by several significant hurdles. The heart deteriorates
quickly, within minutes of death, and had to be transplanted speedily necessitating both donor and
recipient be at the same hospital. In addition, suspending the heart's activity for the length of time
needed for an operation was not possible at the time.

[n 1953 a

heart-lung machine was first used

successfully, allowing the machine to take over heart functions and providing sufficient time for
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operations.17 In June 1963 the first human lung was transplanted.'" Then in 1960 the first effective
immuno-suppressant drugs were introduced."
With several hurdles for cardiac transplantation surmounted, the race for the first human heart
transplant was underway. Dr. Norman Shumway announced his intentions to operate in October 1967,
but the combination of good recipient and donor candidates was illusive." On 3 December 1967 atlhe
Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town Dr. Christiaan Barnard performed the first human-to-human heart
transplant in the world. Finally, finding the right combination of recipient and donor, on 6 January 1968
at Stanford's Main Medical Center Complex, Dr. Norman Shumway performed the first successful heart
transplant in the United States."
With the precedence set and the t<>chnique proven, in the year that followed Shumway's groundbreaking
surgery, more than one hundred transplants were performed around the world, in eighteen different
countries. Although the operations were successful, long-term usefulness was questioned because many
patients died within three months frequently due to organ rejection.22 Questions were raised about the
efficacy of the procedure, and the number of transplants greatly diminished in the early 1970s. However,
with improved immunosuppressant drugs such as cydosporine in 1970s, heart transplantation was more
viable.23
The legscy of these early transplants, such as Shumway's, is dramatic; by the mid 1980s in the U.S. alone,
there were twenty-nine cardiac transplantation centers. By the 1980., 2,000 heart transplants were
conducted each year in the U.s.2.4 Several decades later, in 2006, in the U.S. alone 160 hospitals had
cardiac transplant units. By this time ninety percent of heart transplant recipients survived more than
one year, and seventy-five percent lived for more than five years." Worldwide between 1982 and 2006,
75,000 human heart transplants were performed at more than 250 transplant units.'"
Based on the information presented in the SUMC report as well as additional research conducted by ARG
staff for this report, ARG condudes that the Main Medic.l Center Complex appears to be eligible for the
California Register under Criterion 1 as the location where. groundbreaking event, the first heart
transplant in the United States, was performed. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the
site and also concluded that the Main Medical C.enter Complex appears to be eligible to the california
RegL.t"r under Criterion 1.
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Criterion 2
Under Criterion 2 a resource is considered significant if it is assodated with the lives of persons
important to local, California, or national history, The SUMC report specifically names Dr. Norman
Shumway, the Head of the Department of Cardiothoracic Surgery, who conducted pioneering work in the
development of organ transplantation in the late 1950s, 1960s, and 70s, Although Dr, Shumway is
deceased, the SUMC report concludes that the building is not porentially eligible under Criterion 2
because the important persons who worked there are still alive, insufficient time has passed to gain a
scholarly perspective, and the identification of the building with a profession or group of distinguished
citizens is not sufficient to meet this criterion," However, ARG finds that sufficient time has elapsed to
gain a scholarly perspective on the work of Dr. Norman Shumway for several reasons. First, Shumway
died in 2006, and his contributions to the field of medicine are complete, Second, Shumway'S work up to
and including the first heart transplant in the United Slates occurred forty years ago or more, providing
some time to gain a scholarly perspective, Third, Shumway's contributions are already documented and
evaluated in numerous histories of medicine, and in several articles in JAMA: the Journal of the
American Medical Association,
In order to understand Dr. Shumway'S contributions to the field of medicine and to assess the potential
eligibility of the Main Medical Center Complex for its association with Shumway, ARG conducted
additional research on Shumway in order to understand the historic context of his contributions to
medicine. The follOWing background information is the result of that research.
Shumway's association with Stanford University began early in his career, In 1957 he was hired by
Stanford to operate Ihe kidney machine al the Stanford-Lane Hospital in San Francisco," In 1958 he was
tasked with establishing a program for cardiovascular research," While al the Stanford-Lane Hospital,
Shumway began collaborating with Dr. Richard Lower on canine heart transplantation,
In 1959 Stanford opened its new hospital on the University's campus in Palo Alto. Shumway and Lower
moved their labs to the new facility. Building on their pasl experimentation in San Francisco, Lower and
Shumway worked on further developing heart transplantation techniques,'" In December 19591he pair
undertook a dog-to-dog heart transplant. The animal lived more Ihan a week, making it the first
successful heart transplant in the world,"
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For eight more years Shumway continued researching transplantation in dogs. His knowledge from
these years combined with the introduction of the first immunosuppressive drugs around 1%0, made
Shumway confident the time was right for the first human-to-human transplant. In October 1%7 Dr.
Norman Shumway announced his intentions to apply his procedure to humans. The combination of
good recipient and donor candidates was illusive until 6 January 1968 wheu Shumway performed the
first successful heart transplant in the United States." The delay had cost Shumway the disllnction of
becoming the first in the world; on 3 December 1967 at the Groote Schuur Hospitalln Cape Town Dr.
Christiaan Barnard had performed the first human-to-human heart transplant.
Many had expected Shumway to be first to conduct the procedure, "My disappointment is enormous,
though not so much for myself personally." Stated James Hardy, a fellow transplant surgeon. "I know
that Norman Shumway's group at Stanford have done the most extensive and the best work in this
field."" In fac~ Barnard had leamed Lower and Shumway's technique while spending several months in
Lower's lab in Richmond, Virginia."
In the following year more than one hundred transplants were performed around the world in eighteen
countries. Long-term efficacy was questioned because of the poor long-term survival rate of patients.
Worldwide there were calls to ban the procedure, and cardiac transplant units worldwide closed.'" In
1971 only nine heart transplants were performed in the world."" Shumway was one of very few who
continued to champion cardiac transplantation due to what he termed his "radical perseverance.""
Shmnway directed his efforts to understanding the cause and effect of rejection. As a measure of his
dedication and the institutions mmmilment, SUMC was one of the only centers performing the
procedure for nearly a decade." His continued research on techniques, combined with the improved
immunosuppressive drug cydosporine in the 19708 increased patient longevity significantly and made
organ replacement a standard procedure."
Shumway continued to be at the forefront of transplantation surgery. In 1981 Shumway and Dr. Bmce
Reitz performed the first combined heart-lung transplant in the world. Before he retired from surgery in
1993, Shumway oversaw over 800 heart transplants." In addition, his research into the procedure heavily
influenced how the procedure was pracllced by other doctors. According to Donald McRae, author of

Every Second OJunts: the Race to Transplant the Firs/Human Heart,
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Norman Shumway's reputation in medicine, as the 'father of cardiac transplantation: was
unsurpassed. Shumway and his Stanford team had proven that immunology and physiology
were the cornerstones on which a successful hear! transplant needed to be built In his quest for
scientific knowledge to underpin his clinical ventures, Shumway had transformed cardiac
surgery."
As a result of his perseverance, more than 4000 successful heart transplants were performed around the
world in 2006." Shumway died at the age of 83 in 2006. Philip Pizzo, MD, dean of the Stanford School of
Medicine, eulogized Shumway as "one of the 20" century's true pioneers in cardiac surgery.""
Shumway'S association with the Main Medical Center Complex is very strong. Most of his professional
life has been centered at the hospital where he worked from its opening in 1959 10 his retirement from
surgery in 1993. It was there that he performed the first successful heart transplant, using dogs;
conducted the first human hear! transplant in the United States; and continued 10 further develop and
champion the procedure during the early 1970s when many cardiac transplant units closed. Heart
transplantation is now a successful medical procedure considered a valid and accepted form of advanced
treatment for end-stage heart disease.
Based on the information presented in the SUMC report as well as additional research conducted by ARC
staff for this evaluation, ARC concludes that the Main Medical Center Complex appears to be eligible for
the California Register under Criterion 2 for ils association with pioneering cardiac surgeon Dr. Norman
Shumway. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited the site and also concluded that the Main
Medical Center Complex appears to be eligible 10 the California Register under Criterion 2.
Criterion 3

Under Criterion 3 a resource is considered significant if it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, region, or method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values. The SUMC report states that the Main Medical Center Complex "is a lesser work in the
long and impressive careers of Slone and Church." The SUMC report c(mc1udes that Edward Durell
Stone and Thomas Dolliver Church are accepted as masters in their respective fields, architecture and
landscape architecture, and ARC concurs. Edward Durell Stone and Thomas Church were
internationally renowned during their careers and continue to be so today. A recent perspective on
Slone's standing as an architect was provided by the respected organization Documentation and
Conservation of the Modern Movement, Northern California Chapter (DOCOMOMO NOCA) which
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stated, "Although many might argue thatthe beauty and quality of his individual buildings were
surpassed by some of his contemporaries, it would be difficult to deny the overall significance of Stone's
work and his role as One of the most influential American architects of the twentieth century."44
In evaluating eligibiUty, the SUMC report also concludes that the complex is not a good example of a
garden hospital. This would be important if the property was significant as a property type. For the
work of a master, the position of the property with the context of the architec~s work is more relevant.
The SUMC report specifically argues that the concrete screens do not embody Stone's use of that design
element primarily because of the condition of the stucco latex paint and the compromised design intent
regarding its coating. ARG disagrees and finds the grills highiy representative of Stone's work. By
nature, exterior coatings need to be reapplied routinely; the need for reapplication does not affect the
overall design or integrity. Aside from needing recoating in some areas, the screens are in good
condition. Although Stone originally had grander plans for the grill coating, design modifications due to
budget constraints are a part of most architectural projects, and the resulting changes are a Significant
part of the design proce.'!.'. Although not his original conception, Stone state that he found the stocco

latex paint Hwonderfu1."4$
Finally, the SUMC report uses an eligibility assessment tool from Growth, Efficiency and Modernism: GSA

Buildings in the 19508, 60s and 708. While this book asks interesting questions about midcentory
properties, it is not associated with the California Register and should not be the final test for
detemlining a property's eligibility for the register. The book is geared toward federally owned
properties, not private institutions like SUMC. The California Office of Historic Preservation, the agency
that administers the National Register within California and the California Register, has its own Modem
and Cultural Resources Committee. The Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) website on the
committee's findings directs viewers to various documents and articles useful for understanding and
evaluating mid-century properties. Growth, Efficiency and Modernism: GSA Buildings in the 19508, 60s and
70s is not included.'" The National Register, the basis of the California Register, provides guidance for

assessing the Significance of a Work of a Master and is the appropriate tool for assessment:
A master is a figure of generally recognized greatness in a field, a known craftsman of
consummate skill, or an anonymous craftsman whose work is distinguished from others
by its characteristic style and quality. The property must express a particular phase in
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the development of the master's career, an aspect of his or her work, or a particular idea
or theme in his or her craft.
A property is not eligible as the work of a master, however, simply because it was
designed by a prominent architect. For example, not every building designed by Frank
Lloyd Wright is eligible under this portion of Criterion C, although it might meet other
portions of fhe Criterion, for instance as a representative of the Prairie style."
The SUMC report states, "A careful review of the criteria, particularly the admonition to reserve listing of
recent properties to those of 'exceptional' merit suggests that the Main Medical Center Complex is not
eligible for listing on the California Register of Historic Places."" It is ARG's experience that researching
and understanding Midcentury Modem resources is increasingly encouraged by register administrators
and the field of architectural history. In fact, the OH]>'s Modem Resources Committee website
acknowledges the importance of understanding Modern resources, particularly fhe work of Stone: "The
demolition in recent years of buildings by master architects Edward Durell Stone, Richard Neutra, and
Rudolf Schindler, to name a few, has heightened the sense of urgency for fhe need to study and better
understand the cultural resources of the Modem Age.""
To be eligible for the California Register, properties must have either reached fifty years of age or
sufficient time must have passed to obtain a scholarly perspective on the events or individuals associated
with the resource, The Main Medical Center Complex is forty-nine years of age and will likely reach fifty
years of the age during the course of the proposed project and may reach it during the environmental
review process.' Since the SUMC report was issued, SUMC staffs have provided ARG additional research
material on Edward Durell Stone's body of work and his collaboration with Thomas Church. ARG
supplemented these documents wifh information from our in-house library. TIlis research informed the
following summary and analysis of Stone's work and an evaluation of the eligibility of the Main Medical
Center Complex under Criterion 3.
TIle work of architect Edward Durell Stone can be divided into three main phases. The first began in the
1930s and was characterized by Stone's use of International style principles and materials. Although
trained at Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in fhe Beaux-Arts tradition, Stone's
work in the 1930s employed modernist theories. Stone was not alone in his adoption of the International
style. A groundbreaking exhibition on the International style at the Museum of Modern Art exhibit in
New York City in 1932 was a strong influence on architecture in the United States. Five years after the
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exhibit in 1937, Stone teamed with architect Philip S. Goodwin, to design the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. The building featured concrete with steel frame, curtain-wall construction, clean lines, and
ribbon windows. Other Stone projects from this first phase include the Hospital in Lima, Peru (1950),
and the Fine Arts Center for the University of Arkansas (1951).
Stone's status as an American Modernist architect was only matched by Philip Johnson, making Stone's
rather abrupt switch to Formalism in the 1950s particularly significant." In contrast to the universal

spaces of the International style, Stone wanted to create a new architecture of "richness;" "warmth,n and
"delicacy."" In order to achieve this, he returned to the classic principals of his Beaux-Arts training and

use of ornamentation.
Stone's work from this second phase has been called both Formalism and New Romanticism. One of his
first works to achieve acclaim in his new idiom was the American Embassy in New Delhi, India (1954).
The central concept was a garden surrounded by offices. It featured grillework .cross the f.",de,
overhanging roofs, colonnades, and a: reflecting pool." The Embassy's design was recognized' a modern
classic' and received the AlA's highest honor." After its use on the embassy chancery, grillework quickly
became Stone's trademark." Stone would become the architect most responsible for popularizing
concrete grillework, or screen block, throughout the United States.'"
The Embassy project was followed by the conversion of Stone's own house in New York City in 1956.
The design also featured his signature grillework covering the entire {a,ade of the former brownstone.
Stone's American Pavilion at the Exposition Universelle et Internationale Bruxelles in 1958 was another
high profile project Stone completed in a Formalist vocabulary. TIlat same year Stone began work on the
Huntington Hartford Gallery of Modern Art, Columbus Circle, New York City, a building which received
both acclaim and criticism from contemporaries." This building would later become the subject of a
national preservation battle in the 2004. Also completed in 1958, the Stuart Pharmaceutical Company in
Pasadena was later listed on the National Register as,
an example of the New Formalist style, which is distinguished by simplified historical forms
reinterpreted in modern materials and shapes, an decorated with applied ornament. It openly
dispured the tenets of the International Style that rejected applied ornament and historic forms,
but was differentiated from the distinctive motifs of the Late Modern styles. Stone was the
premier New Formalist architect, and the Stuart building was his first use of the style in
California,""
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A master of publicity, Stone appeared on the cover of Time magazine, on television shows and numerous
magazine articles promoting his work This publicity popularized his designs with the general public at
an unprecedented level. "His eminently likeable architecture (feature in Life, Horizon, and other such
magazines) qUickly became part and parcel of American popular culture in the same way that the
contemporary architecture of Skidmore, Owings and Merrill and Emery Roth and Sons became part and
parcel of American corporate culture."" Stone reached the apex of his career and in the late 19505 and
early 1960s.59
In addition to popular acclaim, Stone received professional awards during this period. In 1958 Stone was
elected to the National Institute of Arts and Letters, the highest ranking honor society of the arts in the
United States. Membership to this exclusive organization was limited to 250 native or naturalized
citizens. In March of that year he was named fellow of the AlA for "his achievement in design." In May
he received one of five AlA Honor Awards out of four hundred entries for his Stuart Pharmaceutical
Company building. Stone also received an Award of Merit for the United States Pavilion at the Brussels
Exposition.'" Building on his success, Stone operated at a national scale with offices in New York, Palo
Alto, Los Angeles, and Chicago."
Stone designed Stanford University Medical Center/palo Alto Hospital during this pivotal and innovative
phase of his career. The cenier was completed in 1959, designed after the Embassy and, concurrently, or
close to the time he designed the United States Pavilion at the Brussels Exposition and the Stuart
Pharmaceutical Company building. Like his other work during this period, it marks his departure from
the International style for a Formalistic approach. The design for the hospital shared many of the
chsracter-defining features Stone used on buildings from this period including: concrete grilIework,
(roughly) symmetrical fa~ade, massive overhanging eaves, loggias with taU slender columns, reflecting
pools, and incorporated landscape elements such as gardens and courtyards. Stanford University
Medical Center, along with the Palo Alto Libraries, were his first projects out of his Northern California
office in Palo Alto and exemplified this phase of his design philosophy.
In the third and final phase of Stone's career, from the mid 19605 to his death in 1978, Stone built on his
past success and continued to use romantic ornamentation such as grillwork and planters. However,
these designs were often seen as uninventive repetitions of his former work commercialized for big
business." This last phase of his career was increasingly criticized.
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Edward Durell Stone is considered by some to be one of the most outstanding midcentury architects, and
is disparaged by others for his abandonment of modernist principles for a more romantic, formal, and
popular architecture.'" For better or for worse, Stone influence on architects is inestimable." He
influenced numerous archirects, and grillework became popular nationwide principally because of his
work." In addition, Stone's work addressed two of the central issues facing post-war architecture, the
representation of human scale in large buildings and the role of ornament formerly cast aside by
modernists."
The Main Medical Cenrer Complex appears to be eligible for the California Regisrer, as an example of
pivotal work of Edward Durell Stone in Norlhern California, Ihe location of one of his sarellile offices.
The hospital, and other buildings from this period, such as the much-acclaimed American Embassy in
New Delhi, United States Pavilion at the Brussels Exposition, and the Stuart Phamlaceutical Company in
Pasadena mark Stone's transition from tile International style to a Formalist approach that eschewed the
renets of Modernism for Beaux Arts principles with romantic ornamentation. The hospital exemplifies
his work and features architectural elements characteristic of Stone's Formalist designs from this period
including, grillwork, attenuated columns, large circular planters, massive overhanging eaves,
sYlllIlletrical fa,ade, and integrated forecourt and interior courtyards. City of Palo Alto Historic
Preservation staff visited the site and also concluded that the Main Medical Center Complex appears to
be eligible to the California Register under Criterion 3.
Landscape architect Thomas Church collaborated with Stone on a number of projects: Panama Horel in
Panama City (1946); Stuart Pharmaceutical Company, Pasadena CA (1958), Stanford Medical Center, Palo
Alto, CA (1959), and Harvey Mudd College, Claremont, CA (1960-1964). Because more intact examples of
Thomas Church's work at Stanford remain, and because the collaboration between the two did not
appear to be particularly acclaimed or influential," ARG finds that the property is not significant as an
example of lh. work of Thomas Church.
LoW Criteria

The SUMC report did not evaluate the Main Medical Center Complex under Palo Alto criteria. ARG
finds that the building appears to be eligible for the Palo Alto historic inventory as a Category 2 building,
a "major building" of "major regional importance, meritorious works of the best architects." A major
building may have some exterior modifications, but the original character is retained. The building
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appears to qualify under Criterion 1 as a structure identified with an important national event, the site of

the first heart transplantation in the United States and Criterion 2 because it is the work of an important
architect, Edward Durell Stone.

ARG Integrity Analysis
Based on a site inspection and information provided in the SUMC repor~ ARC does not concur with the
SUMC report's conclusions that the Stanford Medical Center is not eligible for the California Register of
Historical Resources. FOCUSing on interior features and setting, the SUMC report concludes there was a
substantial loss of integrity. "At a superficial level, the property exhibits motifs common to both firms:
Stone's screen wall and soaring columns, Church's geometric landscape forms. At the more basic level of
function, however the design failed to satisfy clients, fell short of its inspiring vision of a palatial garden
for healing, and has not retained the grandeur of its setting."'" The document delineates the building's
design flaws and chronicles complaints about the building, but how the building fonctioned originally is
not considered as part of a formal analysis of integrity because it does not contribute to an understanding
of the degree to which historic building fabric and character-<iefining features have been retained.
In order to evaluate integrity, ARC examined the Stanford Medical Center Complex using the seven

aspects of integrity defined in National Register Bulletin 15. The California Register is based on the
National Register, and this bulletin is the industry standard for evaluating integrity. It should be noted
that the California Register has lower threshold for integrity .than the National Register: "A historic
resource may not retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register, but
they may still be eligible for listing in the California Register.""

Location
Localion is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the historic event
occurred.

The Stanford Medical Center Complex remains in its 195911963 footprint. It has not been mewed from its original
loeation. This aspect of integrity has been retained.

Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property.
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The form of the Stanford Medical Center Complex is largely intact. It remains a three-story building with flat roof
and blocky massing. In plan, the /lui/ding's original design is clear. It is based on a grid with projecting front
wings. Although there is an addition at the north elevation, the connection is namrwer than the Medical Center
Complex and is well setback from the front elevation of the north wing and the east elevation. The addition to the
north is materially differentiated from the historic resource and is compatible in materials and delai/s. The
buildings Clearly read as two structures.

Changes to the inlerior courtyards were one reason the SUMC report determined the complex does not have
integrity. Based on site visit and comparison of aerials with the original plan, ARG concludes that of the ten
courtyards original to the 1959, 1963 building, nine continue to function as courtyards. Only one has been
rompletely infilled by a bUilding addition. Another is partially infilled. In one courtyard afence has been inserted,
and in others plan lings have been changed from the grasses and other non-blooming plants flWored by Thomas
Church to jluwering plants and bushes. Despite the loss of plantings, in most cases, Church's h.rdscaping·····
geometric paving, ge,,",etric planting beds, and circular water foatures--are intact. The nwst important
landscapingfeature, the forecourt in front of the building, has a high degree of integrity. Althvugh the courtyards
may no longer be the most intact eXflmples ofTlwmas Church's work, the majority continue to function as garden
spaces set within the building and do not comprOmise an understanding of Stone's design.
In 1996, in order to meet American with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements, a new lobby with canopy was built
at the center of the front fa",de. The addition was a /wo-story, glazed, curtain-wall structure with cantilevered
canopy inserted. 70 Because of the transparent nature of the glazing, and because the addition respects the pattern of
bays and its glazed walls sit behind the colonnade, the addition did not significantly compromise the building's
integrity design.
The interior of the building is the most compromised element. The lobby has been infilled, and the historic form is
no longer evident. ARG concurs with the SUMC report that the interior designed by Maurice Sands have been
c,,",promised.

Despite the changes to the interior and Ihe partial or complete infill of two courtyards, the overall design intent of
the building is very clear. For buildings significant under Criterion C, the National Register Bulletin 15 states, "A
properly that has lost some historic materials or details Ciltt be eligible if it retains the majority of the foatures that
illustrate its style in terms of the massing, spatial rel11tionship, proportion, pattern of windows and doors, texture of
materials and ornamenlation." ARG concludes that these essential physical foatures are intact. The New Formalist
style of the building is clearly communicated ,···the massing, proportion, fenestration pattern, overhangs, colcssal
posts, formal court, geometric courtyards, columnar supports, exterior materials, and iconic concrete screens are 01/
iniac!. This aspect of integrity has been retained.
Ef1.!.i.!.!g
Setting is the physical environment of a historic property.

When first built, the Stanford Medical Center was surrounded by surface parking and agricultural fields with oak
and eUCillyplUS trees. The hospital has developed considerably, and now has a campus-like feel. While the setting
has changed, the surrounding bui/dings are of similar height and scale, and do not overwhelm the large,formal
Stanford Medical Center Complex. In addition, figure 10-73 of the SUMC shows an early project rendering In)
Stone for the master plan. Additional building fabric (compatible in style and massing) surrounds the central court
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indicating that Stone anticipated lite construction of other structures in the immediate area. 11,;s aspect of integrity
has been altered but nol significantly diminislted.
Materjals
Materials are !:he physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular period of time
and in a partieular pattern or configuration to fonn a historic property.
The character-defining materials, features and finishes <if the exterior of the Stanford Medical Center building are
largely intact. The peiforated concrete block, stamped concrete panels, colossal posts, concrete overhangs,
fenestration pattern" and massive concrete planters are all intact. The interior finishes of the main public areas,
such as the lohby, have been lost. Although several of the Thomas Church-designed courtyards have been at least
partially iufilled, most hardscaping appears to be intact. As expected, some plant replacement has occurred; many
original trees <if the Church planting plan remain, though obscured by newer ornamental plantings. 11le formal
jorecourt with fountain and plantings is intact. 111;. aspeef of integrity has been retained.

Workmanship
Workmanship is the phYSical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people during any given
period in history or prehistory.

The workmanship and modern construction methods of the period of construction are intact at the exterior of the
building, and the workmanship is clearly communicated. Courtyard plantings have been altered but the
workmanship of the courtyards is evident in the hardscape elements, which continue to convey the basic forzm of
Church's design.
Feeling
Feeling is a property's expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period of time.

Although the setting of the Stanford Medical Cen ter lUIS changed, overall, the bui/ding conveys the feeling of the
original hospital bUilding, a 1959-1963 New Formalist-style hospital.
Association
Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a historic property.
According to !:he National Register guidelines, a property retains association if it is the place where the
event or activity occurred and is sufficiently intact to convey that relalionship to an observer.

The Main Medical Center remains strongly associated with the ground-breaking medical advances that occurred in
this building. Stafffrom the 19605 would very likely recognize the building. 11te alterations do not obscure the
property's many character-defining features as set forth in the Integrity of Design section above: The structure of
the building is intact. The Formalist Modern style of the building is clearly communicated -the overhangs, colossal
posts, concrete screens, formal court, geometric courtyards, columnar supports, and iconic concrete screens are all
intact. The additions are materially differentiated from the historic resource and are compatible in materials and
details. This aspect of integrity has been retained.
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ARG's concludes that the Main Medical Center Complex retains sufficient inl€grity of location, design,
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association to be eligible for the California Register.

V. REPORT CONCLUSION

ARG condur1€d a peer review of the "Cultural Resources and the Stanford University Medical Center
Facilities Renewal and Replacement Project" prepared by Stanford University Medical Center staff in
2007. ARG concurs with the SUMC conclusion that the Hoover Pavilion/Palo Alto Hospital appears to be
eligible for the California Register. ARG also concurs with the SUMC conclusion that the Nurse's
Cottage, 701 Welch Road (Whelan Building), 703 Welch Road (Welch Road Professional Center), and 1101
Welch Road (Medical Plaza) do not appear to be eligible for the California Register. Because of
insufficient integrity, ARG disagrees with SUMCs conclusion that Governor's Avenue ()'Iithin the project
area) appears to be eligible for the California Register. City of Palo Alto Historic Preservation staff visited
the site in January 2008 and concurred with ARC's evaluation. Finally, ARG disagrees with the SUMC
report's condusionthat Stanford's Main Medical Center Complex does not appear to have sufficient
significance or retain sufficient integrity to be eligible for the California Register. ARG concludes that
Stanford's Main Medical Center Complex appears to be eligible for the California Register under
Criterion 1, 2, and 3.
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SECTION 02100
PROTECTION
PART 1 -GENERAL

1.01
A

Ul
A

RELATED DOCUMENTS

Drawings and general provilliOWl of Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and Division-l Specification Sections, apply 10 the Work of this Section.
SUMMARY

This Section includes special procedures for historic treatment on the Project including, but
not limited 10, the following:

1.

1.03

Installation of protection at exterior surfaces
elements due to construction activities,

10

prevent damage to all historic

2,

Removal, cataloging, and storage of selective historic elements .. required during
, construction,
•

3,

Installation of protaction done in a matter that does not damage edjacent surliIces or
fmishes.

REFERENCES

A

Preservation Tech Note, Temporary Protection Number 2, "SpecifYing Temporary
Protection of Historic Interiors During Construction and Repair", National Parle Servioe,
Preservation Assistance Division, P.O. Box 37127, Washington DC 20013.
h!tp:llwww.cr.nps.govlhpsltpsttechn°tes!l.TN38lintroduc!ion.htm

B.

NFPA 241. Safeguarding Building COlUltruction and Demolition Operations, National Fire
Protection Agency. Quincy, MA (800) 344-3555.

1.04
A

DEFINITIONS

"Historic Elements" are defined as those materials, finishes, components and areas
idenlilled as historic elements on the Contract Documents and as recognized by landmarl<
agencies having jurisdiction on this project.
1.

HiStoric elements include, but are not limited to, all original historic materials and
finishes including but notlimlted to terra cotta, molded concrete, and window frames

and sash,
B.

"Salvage Elements" are deftned as any Historic Element to be removed from the existing
construction and to be retained, mothbaUed, repaired andlor modified for reinstallation and
potential reuse.

i (:
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C,

"Off·Site Facility" is defined as the stomge facility to be provided by the Contractor or
subcontractur for storage of salvage and mothballed e1emen18,

D,

".Artifact Log" is defined 8l! the log fonn supplied by the contmctur and used to catalog
historic elemen1ll that are removed from the building.

B.

"Renovation": To make possible a compatible use fOr a property through repair, alterations,
and additions while preserving those perlions or feateres that convey i18 historical, cultural,
or architectural values.

F.

"Preservation": To apply measures necessary to sustsin the existing fonn, integrity, and
materials of a historic property. Work may include preliminary measures to protect and
stsbilize the property,

G.

"Rehabnitstion": To make possible a compatible use for a property thrOIlgh repair,
alterations, and additions while preserving thos. portions or features that convey its
historical, cultoral, or architectural values.

H.

"Restoration": To accurately depict the form, features, and character of a property as it
appeared at a particular period of time by means of the removal of features from other
periods in its history and the reconstruction of missing features from the restoration perind.

I.

"Reconstruction": To reproduce in the exact fonn and detail a building, structure, or artifact
8l! it appeared at a specific period in time,

1.

"Stsbilize": To apply measures designed to reestsblish a we.ther.....istsnt enclosure and the
structura1 reinforcement of an item or portion of the building while maintaining the essential
form 8l! it exists at present

K.

"Protect and Maintain": To remove deteriorating corrosion, reapply protective coatings, and
install protective measures such as temporary guards; to provide the !e8l!t degree of
intervention.

L.

''Repair": To stsbilize, consolidate, or conserve; to retsin existing materials and features
while employmg as lillie new material as possible. Repair inclndes patching, piecing-in,
splicing, consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing or upgrading materials. Within restoratioo,
repair also includes limited replacement in kind, rehabilitation, and reconstruction, with
compatible subatitute materials for deteriorated or missing parts of features when there are
surviving prototypes.

M.

"Replace": To duplicate and replace eotire features with new material in kind. Replacement
includes the following conditions:
I.

Duplication: Includes replacing elements damaged beyond repair or nnssmg.
Original material is indicated as the pattern for creating new duplicated elements.

2.

Replacement with New Materials: Includes replacement with new material when
original material is not available ns patterns for creating new duplicated elemenlll.

3.

Replacement with Substitute Materials: Includes replacement with compatible
substitute materials. Substitute materials are not allowed, unless otherwise inIIicated.
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N.

"Remove": To detach items from existing construction 81ld legally dispose oflhem off-site
unless indicated to be removed and salveged or removed and reinstalled.

O.

"Remove and Salvage": To detach items from existing conslnlction and deliver them to
OWner.

P.

"Remove and Reinstall": To detach items from existing construction, repair 81ld clean them
fur reuse, and reinstalilhem where indicated.

Q.

"Existing to Remain" or "Retain": Existing ilemll of construction wt are not to be removed
and that are not otherwise indicated to be removed and salvaged, or removed and
reinstalled.

R.

"Material in Kind": Material that matchas existing materials, as much as possible, in
species, cut, color, grain, and finish.

1.05

SUBMrITALS

A.

Submit Contractor Qualifications as listed in Quality Assurance section below.

B.

Work Description. Submit work description detailing proposed methods and operctions for
removal of elements, cataloging, and transportation ofitems to off-site storage, protection of
elements in slorage, 81ld protection of elemenm to remain on site.

C.

Off-site Storage Facilities. Submit detailed description of hoilding andlor other areas
proposed for storage of removed historic elements. Include loestioo, size, physical
attributes, security techniques 81ld procedures 81ld other pertinent information relating to the
storage of salvaged elemenm.

D.

Shop Drawings. Submit shop drawings of proposed methods 81ld operations of protection
procedures for review prior to the commencement of work.

E.

Mock-op: Prepare on-site mock-up of proposed protection at the following areas for review
by the Preservation Architect prior to the commen~t of work:

I.

Protection at interior well and floor surfaces.

2.

Protection at existing window and door openings following removal of windows 81ld
doors.

3.

Protective barrier between work area and non-work area.

F.

Alternative Methods and Materials: If alternative methods and materials to those indicated
are proposed for any phase of work, provide a written description including evidence of
successful use on other, comparable projccm, and program of testing to demonstrate
effectiveness for use on this Project.

G.

Photographs: Document the condition of all existing historic .Iements 81ld tha adjoining
construction and site lmprovemenll!, including finish surfaces, which might be misconslnled
as damage caused by historic treatment operations. All photographs to be taken with 35mm
SLR camera and submitted befure work begins.

L06

/
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A.

Contractor QualificationJ!: All wolk shall be perfonned by skilled confract0!8 baving not
less tban five (5) years s.\isfactory experience in comparable protection, salvage and
removal operati0n8 including work on at least two (2) projects similar in scope and scale to
this project.

B.

Contractor is hereby directed to recognize the value and sigDiflllance of the building and
exercise special care during the work to ensure that the existing building, its delail.,
materiels and finisbes wb.Ich are to remain are not dsmaged by the woIk being performed.

C.

Contractor shall be responsible fur protection of all existing materials and components to
remain in place throughout the duration of Con8truction. Extent of protection is to cover all
historic elements to remain thet are in the vicinity of Con8truction activities, or may be
harmed by the movement of materials through the building and project site, whether
apecifically called out on the drawings, or not. It is the Contractor's responsibility to provide
any additional protection required to prevent soiling and dsmage to existing finishes and
elements to remain. All questionable protection requirements should he identified fur
Preservation Architect's review. In the event of dsmage, such items shall be repaired or
replaced by the contractor at his expense, to the satisfaction of the Architect and Owner.

D.

1.07
A.

Protectinn is to be secured adequately 00
throughout the duration of the project.

..

to maintain a safe enviromnent fur workers

PROJECT-SITE CONDITIONS
Exterior Cleaning and Repairing:
I.

2.

Proceed with the wolk only when forecasted weather conditions are favorable.
a.

Wet Weather: Do nol attempt repairs during rainy or foggy weather. Do not
apply primer, paint, putty, or epoxy when the relative humidity is above 80
percent. Do not remove exterior elements of structures when rain ill furecast
or in progress.

b.

Do not perform exterinr wet work when the air temperature ill below 40 dog F.

c.

Do not begin cleaning, patching, or repairing when there is any Ukalihood of
frost or freezing.

d.

Do not begin cleaning when either the air or the surface temperature is below
45 dog F unless approved means are provided for maintaining a 45 deg F
temperature of the air and materials during, and for 48 hollta subsequent to,
cleaning.

Perform cleaning and rinsing of the exterior only dwing daylight hours.

B.

Owner will occupy portions of building irnmedia~ly adjacent to histeric treatment area.
Conduct historic treatment so Owner's operations will not be disrupted. Provide not less
tban 72 hours' notice to Owner of activities that will affect Owner's operations..

C.

Coordinate the performance of work of this section with related or adjacent work. Removal
and protection of items shall be completed prior to commencement of demolition or new
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construction activities in each area. At a minimum, install protection in its entirety for a
given area prior to commencement of any demolition activities in th.t given area.
D.

At the end of each working day, or during inclement weather, cover work exposed to
weather with waterproof coverings, securely anchored.

B.

Protection of historic elements shall remain in place for the duration of the entire project.

I.
F.

Do not store construction materials on or inside ofprotection.

Ensure ssfe passage of persons aroood areas of protection. Cooduct operations 10 prevent
injury 10 B<ljacent buildings, structures, other facilities and persons.

PART Z - PRODUCTS

2.01

PROTECTION MATERIALS

A.

Polyethylene .beelll: 4 mil.

B.

Lumber: Species to be selected by contractor, sizes to fit field conditions. All lumber to be
fire retardsnt.

C.

Plywood:

D.

Soft Fiberboard: Homasote Company, Box 7240, West Trenton, NJ 08628. (800) 320-5532.

~ inch,

*inch or I-inch

flferetardan~

a. required.

1.

~

2.

!4 inch homasote NCFR for applications requiring fire ratings.

inch homasot. 440.

B.

Neoprene: III inch or!4 inch strips, stock lengths.

F.

Bthafoam:

G.

Semi-rigid polyurethane foam sheets: 2-inch and 4-inch thick, as required.

H.

Brown paper: Kraft paper

I.

Non-abrasive glassine paper

J.

Preservation lape: 3M Scotch brand, number 4811.

K.

Sealant: Removable acrylic sealant.

L.

Accessories: Galvanized or stainless steel (type 304 or 316) fasteners, nails, screws, bolts,
anchors or other devices required to eomplete installstion, sizes as requited.

~

inch thickness with a density of2.3 to 3.3 pounds/cubic foot

PART3 -EXECUTION

3.01
A.

GENERAL

,

Historic Elements to remain in-situ:
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B.

3~2

A.

B.

I.

Install protection in its entirety befure commencement of demolition or other work
that may harm historic elements.

2.

Protect all bullding elements 10 remain in place during construction that may be
damaged by construction activities. In the event of new damage, Contractor is 10
nolilY the Preservation Archilect and Owner's Representative immedialely as to the
nature and extent of damage and tha proposed method for repair. Contractor sball be
responsible for repairs and replacement of newly damaged items by qualified
apecialists 10 the satisfaction of the Preservation Architect and tha Owner's
Representative, at no additional cost 10 the Owner. Be aware thai the inherent value
of an historic original element is higbar than the value of a modern replication of that
element.

3.

Do not attach protection material!l direcllyto building elements.

4.

Secure protection adequately so as to maintain a safe environment for workers and
othar individuals naing the building throughout the duration oftha project.

Elements to be removed for salvage:
1.

Disassemble, label. catalog. band1e, transport and store building elements which bave
been identified for salvage. Contractor is responsible for bandling, Iransporting and
storege of the Items in the storage facility.

2.

Catalog all salvage elements that bave been removed on an artillIct log. At.
minimum, document elemenl type, uulque number, size, configuration, quantity,
condition, orlginallocation, disposition and location in storage.

3.

Store all salvage elements in a neal, orderly flWlion to allow for access and retrieval.
Store like type elements togethar in groups. Siore particularly fragile elements in a
manner to pl'e\!enl damage while in storage.

PREPARATION

Romove all debris and impediments to allow for full access as ~ to perform
protection of historic elements, and for demolition and construction. Protect all historic
elements from damage during the removal procedures as specified.
Verify condition of the off..ite facility to ensure that Ihere is adequate capacity and access
10 slore and retrieve salvage elements.

C.
3.03
A.

Transport items to the off-sile facility as often as necessary to avoid stockpiling items on
site.
INSTALLATION OF PROTECTION

General:
I.

Alternative methods to specified protecticn may be acceptable If equal or greater
protection is provided. Submit alternate methods to the Architect fur review. Do not
proceed with a1lernate methods until approvals are secured.

/ .. !

,
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B.

2.

Protection is to be COIllItructed primarily of wood 2 x 4 framing members to box out
,elements to be protected, or to construct barriers in front of elements to be protected.

3.

Protection may be required to remain in place for the duration of the project.
Protection may have to be removed during the project for access to prorected
elements, etc. If protoction is temporarily removed, reinatall after work Is complete
and maintsin protection throughout the duration of the project.

4.

Extent of protection covers all historic elements that will remain during construction,
whether specifically called out on the drowings or not. Temporary protection may be
required in areaa to perform specific work activities. All questionable protection
requirements should be identified for the Preservation Architect's review.

5.

All protection assemblies sball be self-supporting and self-bracing. Do not attach
protection directly to historic elements.

Floors, all materials in primary peth of construction travel. Defined as those areas that will
experience a high level of traffic with flllish materials that require a high level of protection
care,

I.

C.

Protection af window and door opening•.

I.

D.

A.

Cover with W' homasote and plywood screwed to shoring braces. Provide neoprene
pads glued to braces' that are in contact with historic elements. Locate braces out of
the path of travel and out of construction areas to the greatest extent possible.

Interior and exterior masonry.
1.

3.04

Construct and install a weatherproof barrier at all window and door openinga
immediately fullowing removal of existing window or door. At each opening, leave
protection in place and maintain weatherproof seal until installation of new window
or door. Barrier .ball be constructed of plywood and lumber and shall not be
fastened directly to building.

Plaster wall and horizontal surfaces. Defined as those areas that will experience a high level
of traffic with finish materials that require a high level of protection care.
I.

E.

Vacuum floor swface of all loose dust and debris. Cover entire pathway surface with
Kraft paper, then with Y... inch fiberboard covered by 1 sheet of polyethylene and Y...
inch plywood. Fasten edges to prevent slippage. Tape all polyethylene edges to
create a watertight seal. Stagger edges of materials with joints below to provide a
uniform flush surface.

Cover concrete and terra cotta with II2-inch sheet of ethafoam to aOOorb impact, 2"
thick semi-rigid polyethylene, then liZ-inch fiberboard or plywood to protect against
impsct demage. Fasten edges to prevent slippage.

CLEAN-UP

All residue and debris from protection work is to be removed from existing construction
leaving the premises clean and neat.
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